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ABSTRACT 
This thesis describes a new accurate fault location 
technique for power transmission lines. The technique is 
based on a distributed parameter line model which 
inherently accounts for line conductor asymmetry and shunt 
capacitance. The accuracy of the new technique is not 
significantly affected by fault resistance, source network 
configuration or line length. Also, in most cases no fault 
type identification is required. 
The new fault location technique uses the current and 
voltage phasors at power frequency measured at the line 
ends. These measurements are synchronised from a knowledge 
of the prefault phasor data. 
For a single-phase network the basic idea is to equate 
two equations obtained for the fault point voltage; one 
from the sending end phasor data and the other from the 
receiving end phasor data. The resultant equation is 
solved for the distance to fault. 
For multiphase systems the idea is 'generalised by 
using the theory of natural modes which involves the 
evaluation of eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the lines. 
In this way a multiphase system is decoupled into a number 
of single-phase modal circuits; each circuit can be solved 
for fault location. For perfectly transposed lines the 
eigenvalues can simply be evaluated from the sequence 
comp~nents and a real eigenvector matrix can be defined 
for all the lines. For untransposed lines the new 
algorithm maintains its high accuracy when assuming 
perfect transposition to simplify the evaluation of 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Also for double-circuit 
applications a circuit-by-circuit fault location, without 
any link between the two circuits, is possible. 
The.tE!st results for different fault conditions 
presented in this thesis show the higher accuracy in fault 
location achieved by the new,algorithm in comparison with 
the algorithms used in the best commercially available 
fault locators. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODuCtION 
1.1 The Reed For Accurate Fault LocatioD 
Power transmission lines require a dedicated monitoring 
and protection system against faults and malfunctions 
because of their indispensable role for electricity supply 
in today's highly electrified society. As they usually 
traverse vast areas, a good accuracy in fault location can 
reduce the time required to repair the damage caused by 
the fault and to restore the service. 
Faults on transmission lines are either permanent or 
transient. A permanent fault is normally accompanied by 
mechanical damage that must be repaired to return the line 
to service. Even where the helicopters are immediately 
available for patrol following a permanent fault, fault 
locators perform a valuable service. Troubles cannot be 
found with a routine patrol unless there is some 
indication of where the fault occurred. For example, tree 
growth could reduce clearances, resulting in a flashover 
during severe conductor sagging. By the time the patrol 
arrives, the conductors have cooled, reducing the 
clearance to the tree, so that the weak spot is not 
evident. The importance of fault locators is more obvious 
where foot patrols are relied upon,. particularly on long 
lines in rough terrain. Also, locators can help where 
maintenance jurisdiction is divided between different 
1 
companies or divisions within a company • 
.. . ~ . 
• 
. Fault locators are valuable even where the line has 
been restored either automatically or non-automatically 
following a transient fault. Although a transient fault 
will not cause interruption of the service (successful 
reclosing is likely), it may damage equipment, e.g. an 
isolator. Consequently a transient fault may cause a 
permanent fault in the near future. Faults in this 
category are those caused by cranes swinging into the 
line, bushfires, damaged or contaminated insulators, 
weather exposure, bird activity and vandalism. The locator 
allows rapid arrival at the site before the evidence is 
removed or -the trail becomes cold-. Also the knowledge 
that faults are repeatedly occurring in the same area can 
be valuable in detecting the cause. Weak spots that are 
not ~bvious may be found because a more thorough 
inspection can be focussed in the limited area defined by 
the fault locator. 
Although fault location has been of interest to 
electricity utilities for many years, in recent years it 
has assumed much greater importance because: 
(a) The trend towards much faster fault clearance often 
results in there being no visual evidence of damage. 
(b) The need for economy in high voltage plant is 
resulting in a move away from parallel feeders in 
long distance transmission applications. There is a 
consequent need to effect repairs more quickly, but 
2 
this can only be done if the fault point is 
accurately located. The threat to system security and 
the loss of revenue caused by sustained outages are 
important considerations in the context of fault 
location means. 
(c) There is a global ten~ency towards longer 
transmission routes which often traverse difficult 
terrain. 
At this point, it is worth mentioning the differences 
in the tasks of distance relays and fault locators. 
Distance relays are the essential ingredient of 
transmission line protection which provide a very crude 
indication of the general region of a fault. No accuracy 
in the estimate of fault location is necessary in distance 
protection as the primary question is whether the fault is 
on a particular line or not. On the other hand the 
decision has to be taken within a very small. time interval 
to isolate the fault as quickly as possible. Once the 
fault has been cleared the fault location function is 
initiated using the recorded data during the fault, but in 
this case the time is not critical at all. 
1.2 Objective of the Work 
The objective of ~he work presented in this thesis is to 
find a new solution for the problem of fault location on 
transmission lines which meets stringent accuracy 
requirements and various practical and operational 
constraints, all of which are essential factors for the 
3 
success in its future commercial application. The 
technical requirements to be met by a new fault locator 
are described in the start of Chapter 4. They are derived 
from the study of the present locators in Chapter 2. 
Generally it is aimed to develop a new algorithm which 
in most cases gives an accuracy better than ±l.S% over the 
total line length. Assuming the same error due to signal 
acquisition and ,processing, the total error should be 
smaller than ±3%. An extensive survey of the technical 
literature shows no locators achieving such a high 
accuracy under different fault conditions. 
1.3 Structure of the Thesis 
. 
The main body of the thesis consists of eight Chapters. 
Chapter 1 is devoted to the introduction describing the 
objective and structure of the thesis. In Chapter 2 a 
thorough and extensive survey of the present techniques of 
fault location is given. Chapter 3 describes the theory of 
multiconductor and natural modes used in the simulation of 
transmission lines. Chapter 4 describes the theory of a 
new method of fault location on transmission lines. 
Chapters 5 to 7 are devoted to the simulation stUdy of the 
new algorithm to establish its practicability and accuracy 
in comparison with the commercially available techniques. 
The synopses of Chapters 2 to 7 are given in this Chapter. 
Chapter 8 concludes the work and puts forward some 
suggestions for future work. 
4 
1.3.1 Chapter 2 Synopsis 
There has been quite considerable research into fault 
location on two-ended transmission lines. The advent of 
microprocessor-based relaying has provided considerable 
analytical capabilities to implement more accurate fault 
location techniques. Basically there are two approaches in 
fault, location; many techniques use power frequency based 
measurements at one or both ends of a line, while there 
are some techniques relying on high frequency 
measurements. At high frequencies, data acquisition and 
processing are not very reliable due to the poor fidelity 
of standard transducers, as well as hardware limitations, 
but power frequency measurements are more accurate and 
well established in power systems protection. This 
research is therefore concerned with the techniques using 
data at power frequency. 
Study of the modern techniques is essential in the 
recognition of the factors affecting the accuracy in fault 
location. In a new technique these factors must be 
considered in order to improve the accuracy without 
impairing the practical aspects of the technique. The 
other important objective of such study is to ensure that 
no similar work has been published before. Furthermore, 
the literature survey should be continued during the 
course of the new research work. 
Nearly all of the power frequency based fault location 
techniques presented during the last decade are studied in 
5 
Chapter 2. The commercially available fault location 
algorithms are mathematically described in Chapter 2 and 
the results of their simulation tests are given in 
Chapters 6 and 7 and are compared with those of a new 
technique. 
The Chapter starts with a description of the reactance 
relay which shows the main problem with the techniques 
which use the measurements at one end of the line, a 
problem caused by the remote source infeed current through 
the fault path. In these techniques the phase angle of 
fault path current or voltage is required. Since there is 
no means, as yet, to precisely determine this angle, 
different methods and assumptions are employed which may 
reduce the accuracy. Double-end measurement fault locators 
are more accurate because they do not need to determine 
this angle. 
1.3.2 Chapter 3 Synopsis 
Prior to the on-site tests, which are associated with high 
cost and other difficulties, computer simulation is a 
simple and flexible method in the accuracy assessment of 
any algorithm. Non-algorithmic errors which are introduced 
by hardware limitations and incorrect settings can also be 
investigated in this way. However, in the simulation study 
of fault locators a very accurate modelling of 
transmission lines is required to take into account all 
important parameters in the real system. A very small 
error caused by a neglected parameter in the simulation 
6 
could lead to kilometres of error in locating the fault. 
For example, though the sequence component theory is an 
effective tool in the analysis of a faulted line for many 
purposes, it assumes the line is perfectly transposed, but 
such lines do not exist in real life. This assumption in 
fault location can introduce some error. A distributed 
parameter simulation for two-ended transmission lines was 
therefore developed which takes into account the effect of 
line asymmetry and shunt capacitance. In Chapter 3 the 
theory underlying this method is described and the basic 
equations required are derived. Also the theory of natural 
modes for decomposing a multiphase system into a number of 
uncoupled single-phase circuits is explained. In the third 
part of the Chapter the technique using the concept of 
multiconductor theory 'for the simulation of faulted 
transmission lines is given. The Chapter concludes with a 
description of the program structure. 
1.3.3 Chapter' Synopsis 
From the survey of Chapter 2 it is learned that the· 
present fault location techniques have a variety of 
limitations in terms of system application and attainable 
accuracy. Most of them neglect the effect of shunt 
capacitance and use a sequence component model which 
assumes the line is perfectly transposed. Some algorithms 
require a representative value of the remote source 
impedance. 
In Chapter 4 a new power frequency based algorithm is 
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derived from the theory of multiconductor lines and 
natural modes. The technique takes into account line 
transposition status and distributed shunt capacitance. 
Also it is independent of source configuration and fault 
path complexity. The phasor data required by the technique 
are measured at both ends of the line. A simple technique 
is used to synchronize the phasor measurements at each end 
with each other. There is no need for continuous data link 
between the two ends as only the phasor values to be 
transferred and this can be done by voice over a telephone 
link, for example. A prototype hardware description is 
given at the end of the Chapter. 
1.3.4 Chapter 5 SYDopsls 
The new algorithm gives no error when the exact,line 
parameters and phasor data are available. However, in a 
conventional relaying system all the required data for the 
new algorithm are not usually available. To adapt the new 
algorithm with the present system, it is necessary to test 
its accuracy when using the input data and simplifying 
ass~ptions utilised in conventional relaying systems. In 
this respect th~re are two main aspects to be considered: 
double-circuit line applications and the assumption of 
perfect transposition for untransposed lines. 
The new algorithm in its general form requires current 
and voltage phasors from both circuits of a double-circuit 
line, but in conventional relaying systems, each circuit 
has its own fault locator and the effect of the other 
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circuit is compensated by its residual current. with this 
restriction in mind, in Chapter 5 the performance of the 
new algorithm is tested for a double-circuit line 
configuration using the phasor data from the faulted 
circuit only. It is interesting to note that the new 
algorithm gives no error when the line is perfectly 
transposed and still maintains a very·high accuracy in 
untransposed lines using phasor data from the faulted 
circuit only. 
In general, the new algorithm is required to evaluate 
eigenvalues and an eigenvector matrix for any line 
application. However, for all transposed lines a real 
eigenvector matrix can be defined and the eigenvalues are 
simply evaluated from the line sequence impedances. The 
simulation test results of Chapter 5 show an important 
aspect of the new algorithm; it maintains its accuracy 
when using transposed line eigenvalues and eigenvectors 
for untransposed lines. In other words, in the new 
algorithm any untransposed line can be assumed perfectly 
transposed, obviating the need for difficult mathematical 
operations involved in evaluating the eigenvalues and the 
eigenvector matrix. Moreover, in untransposed double-
circuit line applications there is a good accuracy even 
-when using the transposed parameters and data from the 
faulted circuit only. 
1.3.5 Chapter 6 Synopsis 
As part of the performance evaluation of the new fault 
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location algorithm'a number of tests were carried out to 
establish its accuracy in comparison with the best 
commercially available algorithms. The test results given 
in Chapter 6 reveal the accuracy achieved by the new 
algorithm compared to that of the commercial algorithms 
under the same fault conditions. 
A very favourable test circuit is chosen in 6.3 such 
that any algorithm can accurately locate the fault. Some 
parameters affect the accuracy of algorithms, e.g. fault 
resistance, source impedances, etc. In order to evaluate 
the effect of each parameter independently, in most cases 
one or two parameters are varied from the reference 
conditions. When all parameters have been tested, a 
typical test case compounding different parameters is 
given.' In 6.4 test cases are for transposed lines, while 
in 6.5 the same cases are repeated for untransposed lines. 
It is worth emphasising that in the simulation studies for 
all the algorithms perfect transposition was assumed for 
untransposed lines as this is the normal practice in real 
systems. 
1.3.6 Chapter 7 Synopsis 
As the input data from the line simulation program 
contains no error and perfect setting was also assumed, 
test results of Chapter 6 reveal the algorithmic error 
associated with different locators. In practice this will 
not be the case and some non-algorithmic errors due to 
incorrect setting and data acquisition and processing are 
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inevitable. These errors must be considered in any overall 
accuracy assessment of the locators. In Chapter 7 the 
errors introduced by incorrect setting of the remote 
source impedance, line impedance matrix and line length 
are independently investigated. In 7.5 hardware errors are 
simulated by introducing errors into the phase angle and 
the magnitude of voltage and current phasors. This method 
reveals the sensitivity of different algorithms to the 
errors created during signal acquisition and'processing in 
real systems. 
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CHAPTBR 2 
PRlSBNT FAULT LOCATION TECHNIOUIS 
2.1 IDtroductloD 
The need for very accurate fault location has long been 
the incentive for numerous research activities carried out 
in this field. with the advent of the microprocessor-based 
relaying devices (and the analytical capabilities provided 
by such devices), electricity utilities have shown 
increased interest in implementing accurate fault location 
techniques. Consequently in recent years, several 
microprocessor-based approaches to the problem of fault 
location have been developed and, to varying degrees, 
implemented. It should be noted that small computers can 
also be used as the fault location calculations can be 
done off-line once the fault has been cleared and the 
required data have been recorded. 
Before commencing new research work in this area, the 
study and analysis of modern fault location algorithms is 
helpful in the recognition of their deficiencies and 
sources of inaccuracy. From such study the objectives to 
be achieved by a new algorithm can be outlined. While the 
new research is being conducted, it is important to 
continue monitoring modern fault location research to be 
sure that no similar work has been published. 
From the frequency point of view, fault location 
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algorithms involve two main approaches. Most techniques 
employ power frequency evaluation of the system based on 
the phasor measurements at one or both ends of a line. 
Some other techniques rely on high frequency measurements, 
e.g. to inject an electrical pulse into the faulted line 
segment and take recordings of subsequent reflected 
voltage and current signals. Due to the poor fidelity of 
the standard transducers, as well as the inaccuracy 
associated with data recording and processing at high 
frequencies, the latter approach is not very popular. On 
the other hand, power frequency measurements are more 
accurate and well established in power systems protection. 
This thesis is therefore concerned with studies of power 
frequency based fault location. 
In this Chapter the inaccuracy of most fault location 
techniques published since 1979 is discussed and some 
encouraging methods are described. Simulation studies were 
also performed on commercially available fault locators 
and these were compared with a new technique which is 
described in Chapter 4. An independent simulation test was 
therefore avoided as it would be easier to. make judgment 
on the performances of different algorithms under the same 
fault conditions. Comparative simUlation test results are 
given in Chapters 6 and 7. 
2.2 aeactaDce Measure.eDt Fault LocatioD 
The technique used in reactance relaying is to measure the 
apparent impedance of the line. This is a simple technique 
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which is usually used in distance protection. Its 
description reveals the main problem caused by the fault 
infeed current from the remote source in a single-end 
measurement fault location. Under fault conditions, the 
idea is that the apparent impedance should equal that of 
the line to the fault point plus the fault impedance. 
Given that the transmission line is predominantly 
reactive, and that the fault impedance tends to be 
resistive, the reactance component of the apparent 
impedance is proportional to distance to fault. For 
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example, using the single-phase line shown in Fig. 2-1, 
the voltage drop at the sending end (relaying point) is: 
(2-1) 
Dividing both sides of Eq. (2-1) by IS and taking the 
imaginary part yields the apparent reactance, that is: 
Vs IF 
Xr-Im[yS]-Im[p.zL]+Rf·Im[IS] (2-2) 
From the apparent reactance presented to the relay, the 
exact location of the fault can be found, provided that 
the phase angles of Is and IF are equal or can be 
determined precisely. Otherwise there is an error which 
depends on the angle between IS and IF as shown in Fig. 
2-2. The error is affected by the remote end infeed, the 
prefault load, and the line and source angles. An accurate 
estimation of the phase angle of IF (or VF ) is the main 
concern of any fault location algorithm which uses phasor 
data only from one end of the line. In this Chapter 
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different approaches to solve this problem will be shown. 
2.3 The ASBA Algorithm 
This fault location technique introduced by Eriksson et. 
ale [1], is in commercial use in the ASEA RANZA equipment. 
The authors use the sequence component concept and ignore 
the effect of shunt capacitance. The inpu~ data to the 
algorithm is collected from the near end data acquisition 
system and a representative value for the remote. end 
source impedance is applied. Prefault load current samples 
are stored to determine the change in line current caused 
by the fault (superimposed current). 
2.3.1 Basic Equations 
Considering the single-phase faulted line shown in Fig. 
2-1, Eq. (2-1) can be rewritten as: 
(2-3) 
where ISf is the sending end superimposed current and DA 
is the current distribution factor given by: 
(2-4) 
substituting Eq. (2-4) in Eq. (2-3) and rearranging, 
yields: 
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The complex expression of Eq. (2-5) contains the unknowns 
p and Rf • However, Eq. (2-5) can be separated into two 
simultaneous equations, one real and one imaginary. By 
eliminating Rf a single expression results with the single 
unknown p. This is solved by the program, using the phasor 
values, taken from the Fourier analysis routine which 
yields the fundamental components of the signals. 
In order to use Eq. (2-5) for multiphase systems, the 
sequence components are employed. The algorithm assumes 
the current distribution factor for the positive and 
negative sequence networks are the same. As the zero 
sequence current distribution factor is not known as 
reliably as that for the positive sequence, the zero 
sequence current has been extracted from the superimposed 
current at the sending end for single-phase-to-earth 
faults. Therefore for all types of fault on multiphase 
systems, the positive sequence current distribution factor 
is used and consequently the positive sequence line and 
source impedances are used in Eq. (2-4) for locating the 
fault. However, depending on the fault type, the voltage 
and current values in Eq. (2-5) should be defined. For 
single-phase-to-earth faults, say, involving phase 'a', 
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the voltage and current values to be used are: 
(2-6) 
where ZLO and ZLP are zero and positive sequence line 
impedances and ISO is the sending end zero sequence fault 
current component. The factor 3/2 in Eq. (2-6) for 
evaluating ISf provides a heavier weighting to compensate 
for the removal of the zero sequence current. 
For inter-phase faults including double-phase-to-earth 
and 3-phase faults, the voltage and current expressions to 
be used in Eq. (2-5), say, involving phases 'a' and 'b' 
are: 
vs-vsa-VSb 
Is·ISa-ISb 
ISf-(Isfa-Isfb) 
(2-7) 
The algorithm can be modified for double-circuit or 
parallel line applications. Assuming an identical parallel 
line, the positive sequence network is completely 
described by redefining Eq. (2-4) as: 
(2-8) 
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Using Eq. (2-5) for a double-circuit or parallel line, the 
values for K1, K2 and K3 are: 
It should be noted that in using the above equations the 
positive sequence source impedances must be applied. Zero 
sequence mutual coupling between the two circuits can be 
compensated for by interconnecting two fault locators. 
with a fault locator on the parallel line its residual 
current reading can be input to its companion locator; the 
mutual resistance and reactance are required as additional 
input settings. For example, it can be shown that for an 
'at-earth fault, IS is defined as: 
(2-9) 
where ZM is the mutual impedance between the two circuits 
and ISNl and ISN2 are the sending end residual currents of 
circuits 1 and 2 respectively. Vs and ISf in Eq. (2-6) 
remain unchanged for double-circuit lines. 
2.3.2 Comments OD the ABBA Algorltha 
It is obvious from the foregoing that the ASEA algorithm 
neglects the effect of shunt capacitance. The field test 
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results given in the paper are for a short line (76 km) 
where the line capacitance current is not significant. 
Also the algorithm uses the sequence components which are 
necessarily applicable to perfectly transposed lines. The 
locator is therefore prone to large errors when applied to 
untransposed lines. The remote end impedance setting 
required by the ASEA algorithm can be another source of 
error as the source configuration may change from time to 
time by switching operations. It is apparent that errors 
can occur if the remote source impedance differs from the 
set value. The computer simulation test results given in 
Chapters 6 and 7 show that any of the above sources of 
error could lead to significant inaccuracy in fault 
location. 
2.' ~h. ~o.hlba Algorlt~ 
The technique was first presented by Takagi, et. al. [2] 
and is used commercially in the Toshiba SEL-121 fault 
locator equipment. The technique basically neglects the 
effect of shunt capacitance; however after the first 
estimate of fault location the effect of shunt capacitance 
is compensated. The major novelty introduced by this 
scheme is the use of a phase network instead of the 
sequence component networks for modelling the faulted 
line. Also, by assuming that the fault path current is in 
phase with the superimposed current at the sending end, 
the technique requires data from one end only. 
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2.'.1 Basic Equations 
If the shunt capacitance is ignored then the voltage 
vector of a faulted line at the sending end is obtained 
from: 
(2-10) 
The fault point voltage vector can be written as: 
(2-11) 
InEq. (2-11), IF is the fault path current consisting of 
the sending and receiving end superimposed currents, and 
[Rf ] is a diagonal matrix of required values of fault 
resistance in each phase. If it is assumed that both fault 
path infeed currents from the sources are in phase, then 
the. fault point voltage will be in phase with the sending 
end superimposed current, i.e.: 
(2-12) 
where Q is a real value. Putting Eq. (2-12) in (2-10), 
yields: 
(2-13) 
For simplicity, consider an 'a'-earth fault. Then Eq. (2-
13) can be written as: 
(2-14) 
where k-a,b,c for single-circuit lines and k-a,b,c,A,B,C 
for double-circuit lines. Multiplying both sides of Eq. 
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· i * d i (2-14) by the conJugate of I Sfa ' .e. I sfa , an equat ng 
the imaginary part of the equation gives the distance to 
fault, x, as: 
(2-15) 
Eq. (2-15) is valid for any single-phase-to-earth fault by 
using the corresponding phase voltages and currents. For a 
phase-to-phase fault, say, involving phases 'a' and 'b' 
on a double-circuit line, the fault location expression 
has the following form: 
* * x-Im[VSab • ISfabl/Im[VSLab· ISfabl 
where Vsab-Vsa-VSb 
* * * ISfab-ISfa-ISfb 
VSLab-(Zaa-Zab) Isa-(Zbb-Zab) ISb+(Zca-Zcb)ISc 
+(ZaA-ZbA) ISA+(ZaB-ZbB) ISB+(ZaC-ZbC) ISC 
(2-16) 
In Eq. (2-16) double-phase-to-earth and 3-phase faults are 
included. 
The authors suggest the following formula to 
compensate for the error caused by neglecting shunt 
capacitance for line lengths more than 100km: 
(2-17) 
where Xl is the compensated fault location and P is the 
imaginary part of the line propagation constant. 
2.'.2 Comments on the ~o.hlb. AlgorlthB 
The algorithm uses data from one end and assumes the fault 
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point infeed currents from the sources are in phase. 
However, in practice there could be cases where a 
significant discrepancy between these phase angles exists. 
The difference between the phase angles generally varies 
with the distance to fault. When'the remote end source is 
stronger, the main contribution of the fault path current 
is from the remote end source, particularly for faults 
nearer to the remote end. In this case the fault current 
phase angle is governed by the infeed from the remote end. 
The effect of shunt capacitance is neglected in the 
first estimation of the fault point. A compensated fault 
point estimate is then obtained from the first estimation. 
It is apparent from Eq. (2-17) that in compensating for 
the shunt capacitance effect, a value is subtracted from 
the first estimate of fault location, i.e. it considers 
that because of the capacitance current the locater always 
overreaches the fault point. However, it is shown in 
Chapter 6 that there are cases for untransposed lines 
where the relay underreaches in its first estimate and 
hence the compensation method will actually increase the 
error. 
The algorithm can be used for untransposed lines if 
the self and mutual impedances of each phase are 
available. In practice the average values of all phases 
are set for each phase, assuming the line is perfectly 
transposed. In Ref. 3 which also gives details of the 
Toshiba algorithm, the authors accept that when the line 
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parameters are represented by the averaged values, a 
substantial error will occur due to asymmetry amongst the 
phases. There is a good example of line asymmetry in Table 
2 of Ref. 3 which shows a dispersion of about 5\ to 10\ in 
the loop impedance with respect to the averaged impedance, 
depending on the faulted phase(s). 
The field test results given in Ref. 3 also show some 
cases where the equipment did not satisfactorily locate 
the fault. The comparative simulation test results of this 
locator are given in Chapters 6 and 7. 
2.5 Modification of the Toshiba Algoritha by Schweit.er 
2.5.1 Basic Equations 
In Eq. (2-12) suppose there is a phase difference T 
between the sending end superimposed current and the fault 
point voltage. Then Eq. (2-12) can be written, say, for an 
'a'-earth fault as: 
(2-18) 
Hence Eq. (2-15) takes the general form of: 
In the Toshiba algorithm, T is set equal to zero. 
schweitzer [4] suggests that T can be determined from the 
circuit model. It is obtained from the following 
expression: 
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(2-20) 
The angle T is zero if all impedances share the same angle 
and T is constant if~ZSR and ZL have equal angles. The 
improvement Schweitzer offers is to use Eq. (2-19) and to 
provide an estimate of the angle, instead of setting it 
equal to zero as assumed by the Toshiba algorithm. Two 
estimations are possible, and the choice depends on the 
knowledge and variability of the system parameters: 
(a) Set T equal to a constant. This approach is 
particularly effective when the second condition 
above,is met, i.e. when ZSR and ZL are of equal 
angle. 
(b) Determine T from a function of the first fault 
location estimate using Eq. (2-19) and the expression 
for T given in Eq. (2-20). Other choices include a 
linear approximation or piecewise linear 
approximation. 
2.5.2 CommeD~. OD ~he Schwei~zer Modifica~ioD 
The phase angle T used by the Schweitzer modification is 
derived from the concept of current distribution factor 
given by Eq. (2-4) for the ASEA algorithm. However, here 
it is not clear which sequence component is used in Eq. 
(2-20) for estimating T. The zero sequence current 
distribution factor is quite indeterminate which leads to 
inaccuracy in determining the phase angle T for earth 
faults. The error will be higher for untransposed lines as 
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the expression for T is not valid. 
The simulation test results of Chapters 6 and 7 show 
that the modification improves the accuracy of the Toshiba 
algorithm for transposed lines provided that the phase 
angle T is equal for all the sequence networks and 
therefore the positive sequence impedances can be used in 
Eq. (2-20). However, there are cases for untransposed 
lines where the modification reduces the accuracy of the 
Toshiba algorithm quite substantially. The requirement for 
setting the remote source impedance in the Schweitzer 
modification can itself be another source of error as the 
remote source impedance may change from the value set into 
the locator. The test results for this effect fire shown in 
Chapter 7. 
2.6 The Cook Algorithms 
In his paper, v. Cook [5] presents three fault location 
methods based on the sequence components. He also neglects 
the effect of shunt capacitance in his methods. TWo of the 
methods use the impedances measured by the protective 
relays at both ends of a line, while the third one uses 
impedance data from one end. Considerable attention has 
been given to the influence of prefault current as the 
author assumes this as the major source of error. The 
impedance presented to a relaying point is a function of 
distance to the fault, fault'resistance and current 
distribution factor, i.e.: 
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(2-21) 
In Eq. (2-21) Vr and Ir are the voltage and current 
signals input to the relay depending on fault type. The 
complex coefficient Kr is a function of the network 
current distribution factor, fault location and fault 
type. For example, for a phase-to-phase fault Kr is given 
byl 
(2-22) 
where DA is the current distribution factor given by Eq. 
(2-4). The effect of prefault load current is considered 
in Eq. (2-22) by multiplying the coefficient Kr by the 
ratio of the superimposed relay current to the total fault 
current. using the measured faulted phase impedance at 
each end of the line, the unknown distance to fault is 
obtained by solving a quadratic equation. The second 
algorithm'which uses data from both ends is a simplified 
form of the quadratic algorithm. However, in the second 
method, the relay current magnitudes at both ends are also 
required. A different routine is presented when these 
current magnitudes are equal. 
. . 
The author also presents an algorithm using the 
impedance measured at one end. However, in order to 
evaluate the current distribution factor, an assumed value 
is used for the remote source impedance which inevitably 
introduces an error in fault location. But it is claimed 
that the error is negligible as only the argument of the 
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current distribution factor is used and the major error 
appears in the magnitude of the current distribution 
factor. 
2.6.1 Comments OD the Cook Algor1thas 
In the conclusion of the paper the author states that the 
fault location estimates are influenced by the system 
being non-homogeneous; nevertheless it is not shown how 
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the algorithms account for this source of error. By using 
the sequence components the algorithms cannot be used for 
untransposed lines. The effect of line shunt capacitance 
has also been neglected. The simulation study results 
given in the paper are for very simple cases where the 
fault resistance is quite small (2.90) and the line length 
is very short (10 miles). In these simple cases any 
locater is expected to perform very well. 
In a simulation study of the simplified two-ended 
algorithm it has been observed that the algorithm is prone 
to high errors for fault positions in the vicinity of a 
point on the line where the magnitudes of the infeed 
currents from the sources are equal. For example, for an 
'a'-earth fault at l40km of a 250km transposed single-
circuit line, more than 5% error (over the total line 
length) was recorded. The fault resistance was 100 and 
both source capacities were lMVA. In this case the 
magnitudes of the currents from both sides are equal at 
the mid-point (125km) as the sources are identical. It has 
also been observed that the error is increased in 
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proportion to the fault resistance. 
. The algorithm using data from one end is based on the 
same idea as that by the Toshiba algorithm, i.e. it 
assumes a very small value for the argument of the current 
distribution factor; the Toshiba algorithm assumes this 
argument is zero. 
Overall, the proposed algorithms are based on 
assumptions which have already been used in previous work 
(though the fault location equations look different). On 
this basis no improvement in the accuracy of fault 
location is expected. The paper, however, considers some 
fundamental problems in the analysis of distance 
protection and fault location which are therefore useful 
as a tutorial study. 
2.7 ~h. Yang and Morrison Algorit~ 
The authors present a method in their paper [6] for high 
resistance fault distance protection to calculate fault 
distance independent of fault resistance. The method uses 
the sequence components and neglects the effect of shunt 
capacitance. 
The basic principle of the proposed algorithm is that 
it is not necessary to actually find the fault current; 
any current proportional to it will suffice. If such a 
current can be found that is measurable from the relaying 
point, a number of basic problems will be overcome. The 
fault path current may be expressed as a sum of zero, 
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positive and negative sequence components, and each 
component may be broken into two contributions, one from 
the near end of the line and the other from the remote 
end. Only the superimposed currents need to be considered, 
as the prefault quantities may be simply extracted. As 
stated in the paper, the appropriate sequence networks 
show that while the zero sequence current on the relay 
side may not be in phase with the fault path current, the 
positive and'negative sequence fault currents flowing from 
the relay side must be virtually in phase with the same 
components of fault path current, because the arguments of 
positive and negative sequence impedances for high voltage 
transmission lines are almost the same as those of 
generators. Noting further that all sequence components of 
the fault path current are in phase, it is concluded that 
the sum of the positive and negative sequence superimposed 
currents at the relaying point is approximately in phase 
with the fault path current. This analysis suggests that 
the current obtained by subtracting the zero sequence 
current from the superimposed current at the relaying 
point will be a current proportional to the fault path 
current. 
Once the proportional current has been found, the 
fault equation based on the instantaneous current and 
voltage at the relaying point is written which contains 
two unknowns, one of which is the distance to fault. The 
equation is evaluated at two different times, and can then 
be solved for the unknowns. The authors suggest that the 
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accuracy will improve if a measuring time close to the 
zero-crossing of the superimposed current is chosen. This 
is because of a reduction in the effect of the non-
linearity of arc resistance due to smaller voltage drop 
across the fault resistance near zero current [7]. 
Although the algorithm has been proposed for high 
resistance earth fault distance protection, its study 
could be useful for the analysis of problems associated 
with accurate fault location. The" authors make a more 
reasonable assumption' than the Toshiba algorithm by 
assuming the fault path current is in phase with the 
sending end superimposed current when its zero sequence 
current is extracted •. This can result in smaller errors as 
the zero sequence network is quite indeterminate. However, 
the technique has been proposed only for earth faults and 
test results given in the "paper show high errors in some· 
cases. Overall, ~he method has some good features which 
can be used as a basis for evolving a new fault location 
technique. 
2.8 Other Fault location Algorithms 
Nearly all the possible simplifying as~umptions for an 
accurate fault location have been discussed in the 
foregoing Sections. There is other published work which 
derives other algorithms of essentially the same type. It 
is not therefore expected that these methods significantly 
increase the attainable accuracy. They are, however, 
briefly described here to complete the survey. 
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Sachdev and Agarwal [8) suggest a technique in which 
use is made of a local digital impedance relay and its 
current data plus the corresponding data from the remote 
end. An estimate of the fault location is first obtained 
by neglecting the shunt capacitance. The estimate is then 
compensated for the effect of shunt capacitance. The 
technique uses the sequence components and does not 
require synchronized measurements at the two line 
terminals. The procedure should result in a precise 
estimate of fault"location as it" uses data from both ends 
of the line, but appreciable errors have been reported in 
the paper for certain fault locations. Also, the technique 
does not consider line asymmetry by using the sequence 
components. The proposed compensation for the effect of 
shunt capacita~ce, though improving the accuracy for 
perfectly transposed lines, can increase the error for 
untransposed lines as is shown in Chapter 6 for the 
Toshiba algorithm, which uses essentially the same 
technique., Like the Cook algorithm, considerable error has 
been reported in Ref. 9 for faults at the points on the 
line where the fault current contributions from the 
sources have similar magnitudes. 
wiszniewsky [10] considers fault resistance as the 
reason for errors in the fault location technique based on 
reactance measurement from one end. He states that fault 
resistance is comparatively small during interphase faults 
while for earth faults it may be substantial. By using the 
remote source impedance, a correction is proposed for the 
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apparent reactance measured during high resistance faults. 
The . correction is based on an estimation of the phase 
difference between the total fault current at one end of 
the line and the fault path current. It also assumes that 
the phase angle of the measured impedance can be 
considered equal to the angle of the line impedance. No 
test results have been given in the paper. However, it is 
obvious that in terms of attainable accuracy no 
improvement is expected over the previously described 
algorithms which use the same assumption, e.g. the ASEA 
algorithm. 
The paper by Jeyasura and Rahman [11] gives a method 
which uses the phasor voltage and current measured at the 
line terminals. These measurements are not required to be 
synchronized as·· the algorithm uses the apparent impedance 
measured by the faulted phase impedance relays at both 
ends to evaluate the phase shift between the sending and 
receiving end measurements. The sequence components are 
used by the method and the effect of shunt capacitance is 
neglect'ed. 
Sant and Paithankar [12] propose a fault location 
technique that uses data from one end of the line. But 
this technique assumes the line is connected to a source 
at one end only. The fault location estimate obtained by 
this approach is not therefore accurate if fault current 
is contributed by both sources in the presence of fault 
resistance. 
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Richards and Tan [13] propose an iterative technique 
which estimates the impedance to a fault as seen from the 
line terminals, and convert the estimate to a line length. 
This approach is also sensitive to fault resistance, 
particularly if the fault is fed from both terminals. The 
technique uses a sequence component approach that treats 
both the fault location and fault resistance as unknown 
quantities. Shunt capacitance is also neglected. 
A recent paper by Lawrence and Waser [14] uses a time 
domain rather than a frequency domain representation of 
voltage and current. The phase network model of the line 
is used, permitting explicit treatment of self and mutual 
impedance effects for multiphase systems. This method 
permits the inclusion of unbalanced system impedances 
--. 
associated with untransposed lines. A lumped model of 
shunt capacitance may also be included. The analysis 
procedure employed in the fault location algorithm is 
based on the z-transform technique to model the system 
response to a fault. As shown for a simplified single-
phase circuit in the paper, the remote end source voltage 
is evaluated from the prefault condition, i.e. it assumes 
the remote source voltage does not change during the 
fault. Knowing that the effective source impedance of 
synchronous machines, for example, changes during the 
fault conditions, the use of pre fault source voltages 
during fault conditions could be a major source of error. 
Another major problem with this technique is that it 
requir~s an experienced engineer to view the faulted 
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waveform and select prefault and fault data windows and 
execute the fault location program. Even though the 
control dispatch or control centre is manned 24 hours a 
day, the technical personnel necessary to do the analysis 
may not be available if immediate fault location is 
required. It is claimed by the authors that the estimated 
errors are within 3 to 4 percent of the actual fault 
location. 
2 • 9 SWIIID8ry 
In this Chapter most of the fault location algorithms 
which utilise phasor measurement at one or both ends of a 
line have been studied. These employ power frequency 
waveform evaluation and then use an iterative or non-
iterative technique to solve a set of non-linear equations 
containing the distance to fault as a variable. 
Those algorithms which use phasor data from one end 
should solve the problem of the remote source current 
contribution to the fault path current~ Sant and 
Paithankar propose an algorithm which assumes the line is 
connected to a source at one end only. In the Toshiba 
algorithm it is assumed that fault path current infeeds 
from remote and near ends are in phase. Eriksson, et. a1. 
(the ASEA algorithm), Cook and Wiszniewsky propose methods 
which use fault current distribution factors determined 
from a knowledge of the remote end source impedance. Also 
Schweitzer modifies the Toshiba algorithm to form an 
iterative method by using the remote source impedance. 
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Richards and Tan put forward an iterative method which 
estimates the impedance to fault, and converts the 
estimate to a line length. Lawrence and Waser use a time 
domain representation of voltage and current and assume 
the remote source voltage remains unchanged after the 
occurrence of fault. 
Sachdev and Agarwal, Jeyasura and Rahman, and Cook 
propose algorithms which use the data from both ends of a 
line. These techniques are much the same and require the 
apparent impedance measured by distance relays at the line 
ends and the amplitude of the voltage and/or current from 
the remote end. These techniques do not require 
synchronized measurement at the line ends. 
All algorithms, except the Toshiba algorithm and the 
algorithm proposed by Lawrence and Waser which use a phase 
network, use a sequence network representation of the 
faulted line, i.e. they cannot consider the effect of line 
asymmetry. The sequence components are only applicable to 
perfectly transposed lines. Only the algorithms by 
Toshiba, and Sachdev and Agarwal consider" the effect of 
shunt capacitance by using a lumped model of it. 
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CHAPTER 3 
TRAISMISSIQI LIRE SIMULATIOI 
3.1 Introduction 
The performance evaluation of the fault location 
• 
algorithms for different fault conditions necessitates an 
accurate simulation of .the transmission line. The 
algorithmic errors of the locators can then be tested and 
by introducing errors in the input data and settings their 
sensitivity to non-algorithmic errors can also be 
evaluated. The non-algorithmic errors are mainly produced 
by non-ideal performance of the transducers, signal 
processing inaccuracies and incorrect settings. 
, 
In order to study the effect of line unbalance and 
shunt capacitance on:accuracy, a.distributed model of the 
, 
line is needed for the simulation. It should be noted that 
even with balanced generation, the asymmetrical position 
of the phase conductors with respect to the surface of the 
earth leads to lin~ becoming unbalanced and hence the 
sequence component theory is not a reliable tool for the 
purpose of this ~tudy •. The theory underlying the 
distributed simulation study, known as the theory of 
multiconductor lines, is mainly developed by Wedepohl 
[15]. In ,this Chapter the theory is briefly explained and 
the basic equations required for studying the fault 
locators are derived. Also the theory of natural modes for 
decomposing a multiphase system into a number of uncoupled 
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single-phase circuits is described. Then the technique for 
the simulation of faulted transmission lines at power 
frequency is given. In the last part the structure of the 
simulation program is given. 
3.2 Theory of Multiconductor Lines 
Any a.c. transmission or distribution line consists of at 
least three phase conductors. In some cases EHV lines may 
comprise two 3-phase circuits; strung or suspended from 
the same tower structure as in double-circuit lines having 
a vertical configuration (Fig. 3-1) or two circuits 
running in parallel, as in a twin-circuit line with 
horizontal configuration. Other conductors may also be 
present in the form of earth wires for the purpose of 
shielding the phase conductors from lightning strokes, and 
these are. usually bonded to ground at each tower. An 
important part is.also played by the ground over which the 
line runs as this can also be considered as an additional 
losSy conductor having a complex distributed 
characteristic. 
Thus it may be seen that the practical transmission 
line is a complex arrangement of conductors, all of which 
are mutually coupled not. only to each other but also to 
earth. Even with balanced generation, the earth path plays 
a part since the asymmetrical positions of the phase 
conductors with respect to the surface of the earth leads 
to line unbalance and hence to currents flowing in the 
earth return path. Thus unbalanced conductor geometry may 
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also lead to v,oltage unbalance at supply points. As a 
'result it is often the practice to minimise the effects of 
line unbalance by transposing the phase conductors at 
regular intervals in order to achieve some averaging of 
the line parameters. At fre~uencies which a line can be 
considered electrically short (e.g. line lengths less tha~ 
a quarter of the wavelength), the net unbalance may be 
considered as though it was averaged out and ignored. 
Hence at power frequencies,'the line may be considered 
short so that line unbalance 'is relatively unimportant. As 
a result, for most applications the sequence component 
theory has long been a useful tool for the analysis of 
balanced power systems under both operational and fault 
conditions. However, consideration of a very accurate 
fault location technique requires that mutual effects 
between the phases must be represented more accurately, as 
'the distance to fault evalu~ted by a locator clearly 
depends upon line unbalance. It is shown in Chapter 6 that 
the fault location techniques which use the sequence 
components produce erroneous values of fault position, 
even for short untransposed lines. 
The aim of this section and the following Section is 
to consider and apply the concepts of multiconductor line 
theory in which phase variable relationships are derived 
for distributed parameter lines and to illustrate the 
theory and applications of natural modes of propagation to 
overhead transmission circuits. 
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3.2.1 Basic Bquations 
Any multiconductor line section is defined by its series 
impedance matrix per unit length [Z] and its shunt 
admittance matrix per unit length [Y]. Consider a 
homogeneous line containing n conductors and taking an 
element of infinitesimal length 6x, when current Ij flows 
in the jth conductor (where j-1,2, •• ,n), the voltage 
developed in length 6x of the kth conductor is: 
(3-1) 
where k goes from 1 to n to include all conductors and Zkj 
.is the mutual impedance per unit length of the kth 
conductor for current in the jth conductor. The negative 
sign appears because the change in voltage is negative for 
increasing x. Similarly, there is a shunt displ~cement 
current due to the potential applied to the jth conductors 
which is: 
(3-2) 
Alternatively in matrix form and for 6~O the following 
definitive equations are appropriate: 
dV/dx~-[Z]Y (3-3) 
dI/dx=-[Y]V (3-4) 
From Eqs. (3-3) and (3-4) can be obtained: 
(3-5) 
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(3-6) 
If [e]=([z][y])i, then [et]-([y][Z])t because [Z] and [Y] 
are symmetrical, but in general [e] and [et] are not 
equal. The solutions to Eqs~ (3-5) and (3-6) for a point 
at a distance x along the line are: 
(3-7) 
(3-8) 
Eqs. (3-7) and (3-8) may be interpreted on the basis of 
forward and reverse travelling waves where Vi' V , Ii 
. r 
and Yare vectors required to satisfy conditions at the 
r 
boundaries. In practice the suffices i and r refer to 
incident and reflected values. By differentiating Eq. (3-
7) and substituting in Eq. (3-3), Eq. (3-8) can be 
expressed in a different form as: 
(3-9) 
where [yo] is the characteristic' admittance matrix and is 
defined as: 
(3-10) 
i. e., the input admi ttance of the semi-inf ini te 
homogeneous line. Conversely the characteristic impedance 
matrix (or surge impedance matrix) is formulated by 
inversion as: 
(3-11) 
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Also by using Eq. (3-9) in Eq. (3-4): 
(3-12) 
and 
. (3-13) 
Alternatively by using Eq. (3-8) in Eq. (3-4), the voltage 
may be expressed in terms of the current to give: 
(3-14) 
where the characteristic impedance matrix is: 
(3-15) 
But this can be shown to be the transpose of Eq. (3-13), 
from which it follows the [ZO] and [YO] are symmetrical 
matrices even though [8] in general is not. 
3.2.2 Two-Port BquatioDS 
In order to evaluate voltage and current values at the 
line terminals or sections it is often more convenient to 
formulate' "a"" solution' in terms of the two-port equations. 
For a homogeneous mu1ticonductor line of length L (Fig. 
3-2), putting x=L in Eqs. (3-7) and (3-9) yields: 
(3-16) 
(3-17) 
For x=O 
(3-18) 
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(3-19) 
In these equations subscripts Sand R stand for sending 
end and receiving end quantities. From Eq. (3-19) we 
obtain: 
(3-20) 
Solving Eqs. (3-18) and (3-20) for Vi and Vr ' yields: 
(3-21) 
(3-22) 
Substituting Egs. (3-21) and (3-22) in Eq. (3-16) and 
rewriting the equations we have: 
whereA=(exp(-[9)L)+exp([9)L»/2-cosh([9]L) 
B-(exp([9]L)-exp(-[9]L»[Zo]/2-sinh([9]L)[Zo] 
(3-23) 
Similarly using Eqs. (3-21) and (3-22) in Eq. (3-17) it 
can be shown: 
(3-24) 
where C-[Yo )sinh([9]L) and D-[YOlcosh([9]L)[ZO] I 
Or in matrix form: 
[ ~R]_[A B] [ Vs] 
-IR CD-IS 
(3-25) 
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For the homogeneous line Eq. (3-25) can be written, for 
the same A, B, C and D constants, in the following form: 
(3-26) 
The current directions must be considered in constructing 
the ABCD-matrix. In the above equations, the direction of 
currents flowing from S to R is assumed positive. 
An advantage of this form of transfer function matrix 
is the ease with which a number of line sections with 
different constants can be combined, e.g. for a line 
consisting of. three different line sections we can write: 
(3-27) 
3.2.3 Evaluation of [Z] and [Y] Matrice. 
Representation of the homogeneous multiconductor line in 
phase variable terms in the foregoing requires the 
numerical evaluation of the [Z] and [Y] matrices. The 
calculation methods of .these matrices are briefly 
described in Appendix 3A, though a more detailed 
description can be found in Ref. 16. Generally the 
calculation of [Z] and [Y] is based on the data from the 
line geometry, electrical parameters and earth path 
resistivity. Also in Appendix 3A the effect of the earth 
wire on the [Z] matrix and the single-conductor equivalent 
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of the bundled conductors are explained. 
3.2.' CalculatioD Methods of the [1][%] FUDctions 
In order to use the transfer function equations, it is 
required to evaluate A, B, C and 0 constants which are in 
turn determined from the matrix product [Z][Y]. This is 
not undertaken readily and in order to resolve the 
numerical difficulties a linear transformation is 
introduced such that the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of 
the matrix product [Z][Y] must be determined. 
Taking [r2] as the diagonal eigenvalue matrix it 
follows from : 
(3-28) 
that the relevant matrices used in the two-port equations 
for example can be evaluated by the theory of matrix 
functions leading to: 
[9]a[0][r][Q]-1 (3-29) 
[0] being a matrix of eigenvectors in which each column 
corresponds to an eigenvalue of the [Z][Y] product. 
Since [ZO]=[9]-1[Z] and [Yo1-[Y][91-1 the following 
may be written: 
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[Zo]=[Q][r]-l[Q]-l[Z] 
[YO]=[Y][Q][r]-l[Q]-l 
-1 A=[Q]cosh([r]L)[Q] 
B=[Q]sinh([r]L)[Q]-l[Zo] 
C=[Yo][Q]sinh([r]L)[Q]-l 
D=[Yo][Q]COSh([r]L)[Q]-l[Zo] 
(3-30) 
Methods are available for calculating the eigenvalues 
and eigenvectors of a matrix but the form of the solution 
determines which method is the most suitable, e.g. the 
roots may be repeated or close together, real or complex. 
The calculation methods of eigenvalue and eigenvector 
matrices used by the simulation program are described in 
Appendix 3B for both transposed anduntransposed lines. 
3.3 Batural Mod •• of Propagation 
It has been shown how the practical multiconductor line 
can be represented in terms of phase variables with little 
difficulty provided that functions of the matrix [e] can 
be evaluated. A procedure leading to the diagonalisation 
of eel has been suggested so that the functions can be 
obtained from the functions of the diagonal [r] matrix. 
The diagonalisation leads to the concept of natural modes 
of propagation and this is of benefit in obtaining a 
clearer insight into the nature of wave propagation on 
complex transmission systems. In dealing with the theory 
of natural modes it is perhaps useful to point out that 
the sequence components are in fact modes of propagation 
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which corresponds to the case of a perfectly balanced 3-
phase line [21]. 
3.3.1 Modal voltages 
Consider the voltage propagation equation for a semi-
infinite line (i.e. a line without reflection) using Eq. 
(3-7): 
V =exp(-[e]x)V. x ~ (3-31) 
where Vi is an incident voltage vector. Furthermore 
finding the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of [8]: 
(3-32) 
and introducing the variables Vxn and Vin such that 
V
xn
-[Q]-lVx and Vin-[Q]-lVi it follows that: 
- -1-V =exp(-[r]x) Vin xn . (3-33) 
But exp(-[r]x) is diagonal, indicating that each element 
of Vxn can be considered to the mutual exclusion of all 
other elements. For any such element, it is possible to 
think in terms of a single-phase line characterised by the 
corresponding element of the [r] matrix, there being as 
many such lines as there are distinct values of r. 
A solution in terms of each component voltage is 
exactly analogous to the solution of a single-phase line 
problem. Each component voltage is associated with its own 
propagation constant r k where for rk-ak3~k' a k and ~k 
define attenuation and phase shift constants per unit 
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length respectively. The latter also define phase velocity 
such that uk=w/Pk• 
The concept of component voltages leads to the simple 
interpretation that at any point x the actual voltage 
vector may be considered as being composed of a number 
components, the relative distribution of voltage 
corresponding to a given component being defined by a 
particular column of [Q], known as the modal matrix. These 
columns in turn define natural modes of propagation. Thus 
if one of the natural modes is generated at one end of a 
multiconductor line it will propagate without changing its 
voltage distribution but it will of course be attenuated 
and shifted in phase. In general there are as many modes 
as there are effective conductors. 
3.3.2 Modal Currents 
So far only voltage modes have been considered, but 
equally well, current modes having the same propagation 
characteristic as the corresponding voltage modes can be 
defined. However, as a result of line unbalance the 
relative distributions for the current modes are not in 
the strictest sense equal to those for voltage. From 
d2Y/dx2.[y] [ZJI it follows that: 
(3-34) 
Hence corresponding to the voltage equations it may be 
seen that [~] defines propagation constants for the 
natural modes of current defined by the columns of matrix 
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[S], the modal matrix for current. However, as the 
determinant of a matrix and its transpose are equal, it 
follows that the eigenvalues of [e] and [et ] are equal, 
i.e. ~-r. Considering this results and ret]t-re], it is 
-1 seen that re]=[St] [r][St] which can be compared with the 
matrix [e]=[0][0]-1[r][a][O]-1; where the arbitrary 
diagonal matrix [0] is introduced for generality. By 
comparison, the relationship [St][O]-[a] can be obtained. 
In particular, suitable normalisation can be used to set 
[o]-[U] in which case the current eigenvector matrix can 
be considered to be defined in such a way that [S]_[Ot]-l 
and not as [S]-[O] 'unless it is a perfectly balanced 
system which would give (el-(et ]. It may be shown that a 
particular voltage mode will only produce currents of the 
same mode and vice versa. 
3.3.3 Decomposition of Two-Port BquationB 
As an example of the application of the theory of natural 
modes in the analysis of transmission lines, consider the 
two-port equation given by Eq. (3-25) from which the 
receiving end voltage vector can be obtained: 
(3-35) 
In the above equation each phase voltage at the receiving 
end is electromagnetibally coupled to the all phase 
voltages and currents at the sending end as A and B in 
general are not diagonal. Representing phase values in Eq. 
(3-35) by the modal ones (shown by subscript n) and 
putting the values for A and B from Eq. (3-30) we have: 
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[O]VRn-[O]COSh([r]L)[O]-l[O]Vsn 
-[0]sinh([r]L)[0]-1[Zo][S]Isn 
Rearranging Eq. (3-36): 
(3-36) 
(3-37) 
where An-cosh([r]L) and Bn-sinh([r]L)[O]-1[Zo][S]. Knowing 
that cosh([r]L) and sinh([r]L) are diagonal matrices and 
also [0]-1[Zo][S] is a diagonal matrix it follows that an 
n-phase system has been decoupled into n independent 
single-phase circuits. Solving each modal circuit 
separately, at any point on the line all modal voltages 
and currents can be evaluated. Having evaluated the modal 
values at a point on the line, the phase values at that 
point can be obtained using [0] and [S] matrices. 
Conversely, the modal values can be evaluated from the 
phase ones using [0]-1 or [S]-l. For example, for a 3-
phase perfectly transposed line comprising phases 'a', 'be 
and 'c' using [0]-1 from Appendix 3B and V
n
-[O]-1V, the 
modal values for voltage are: 
(3-38) 
v -v -2Vb+V 3 a c 
where subscripts 1,2 and 3 refer to the mode numbers. The 
same relationships between modal and phase quantities are 
obtained for current as for perfectly transposed lines 
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[S]-[Q]. In Eq. (3-38) it is obvious that the mode-l 
voltage (or current) is electromagnetically coupled to the 
earth while the other two modes are coupled to the phase 
conductors. For this reason mode-l is called earth-mode 
while mode-2 and mode-3 are aerial-modes. 
3.4 Simulation of Faulted Transmission Lines 
In the conventional method, a faulted transmission line is 
solved by transforming its phase network into the sequence 
networks. This method is simple and effective for many 
purposes, but cannot take into account the line asymmetry 
and distributed shunt capacitance. The technique employed 
here is based on the multiconductor theory. The method 
essentially is one of superposition, i.e. when a fault 
occurs it effectively superimposed a voltage on the normal 
steady-state system voltages. The superimposing source is 
located at the fault point and is equal and opposite to 
. , 
the normal system voltage at that point. The superimposed 
voltages and "currents thus set up can be considered as 
existing in their own right in an otherwise de-energised 
system, i.e. in a model of the system in which each source 
voltage is hypothetically zero. 
3.4.1 Transfer Matrices of Faulted ~r&D.mi •• ion Lin •• 
A faulted transmission system essentially consists of a 
network of cascaded sections as shown in Fig. 3-3. Two-
port transfer matrices are particularly useful in the 
solution of such problems. For example, the transfer 
matrix representing the line section up to the point of 
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fault is given by Eq. (3-39), and this can be used in 
combination with the corresponding matrices representing 
the fault discontinuity and the fault section between the 
fault and' the receiving end busbar, to yield a 
relationship between the currents and voltages at each end 
of the line. Eq. (3-40) shows the multiplication process 
involved to yield the latter relationship. 
(3-39) 
• 
where A1, B1, C1 and D1 are found from Eq. (3-30) for the 
length x. 
(3-40) 
The submatrices A2 , B2 , C2 and D2 defining the transfer 
matrix representing the line section beyond the fault are 
found by substituting the length (L-x) involved, and the 
matrix defining the fault discontinuity is formulated 
according to the type of fault simulated. The source side 
network is si~i1ar1y represented and incorporated in the 
system equations as detailed later [17]. 
3.'.2 Fault-Transient Model 
As mentioned the fault-transient model is based on the 
superposition method which hinges upon representing the 
voltage at the fault point by the sum of two voltages; 
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steady-state prefault voltage, VFs , and superimposed 
v~ltage, VFf as shown in Fig. (3-4). VFf is a suddenly 
applied voltage, which when added"to VFS represents the 
postfault voltage. A solution may thus be obtained by 
performing two separate calculations in which the desired 
voltages and currents are evaluated when VFS is applied 
to the energised system, and the superimposed voltage VFf 
is applied to the line with all source 'voltages set at 
zero. It should be noted that the steady-state voltage 
vector VFS can be evaluated from a knowledge of the 
prefault voltages and currents at the terminating busbars. 
In fact, the vector VFs is only needed insofar as it 
en a b 1 est h e val u e 0 f V F f to bee val u ate d a s a 
prerequisite to the second part of the computational 
process. 
3.'.3 Formulation for Two-Bnaea 5y.t .. 
The prefault voltage at the fault point, VFs , is easily 
evaluated from a knowledge of the prefault voltages at the 
terminating busbars. It should be noted that before the 
fault the sending and receiving end current and voltage 
vectors are related by Eq. (3-41). 
(3-41) 
The sending and receiving end currents before the fault 
are thus given by: 
S2 
(3-42) 
(3-43) 
and 
(3-44) 
Each of the above equations are evaluated at power 
frequency because the prefault condition is essentially a 
steady-state one, irrespective of the postfault frequency 
domain of interest. For the purpose of the work presented 
in this thesis the postfault equations are also evaluated 
at power frequency. 
3.'.' Sound Phase Voltage Proble. 
In order to complete the solution, it is necessary to 
establish the response of the unenergised circuit to the 
superimposed voltage VFf • A value is required for both 
faulted and sound phases. In the case of a faulted phase 
~ 
or phases no difficulty exists. For example, if we 
consider a single-phase-to-earth fault on phase 'a', then 
the superimposed voltage is simply equal and opposite to 
the prefault voltage at the point of fault, i.e.: 
(3-45) 
For the unfaulted phases, there is no such direct means of 
knowing the appropriate values of superimposed voltage. 
However, it is shown in Appendix 3C that the currents due 
, 
to the application of the superimposed voltage are related 
by Eq. (3-46): 
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- -1 -1 -1 -1 VFf--{[(C1+D1[ZSS] )(A1+B1[ZSS] ) +(C2+D2[ZSR] ) 
-1 -1 -1 --(A2+B2[ZSR] ) ] +[Rf]}(IFSf-IFRf) (3-46) 
It should be noted that because in double-circuit 
lines both circuits are normally connected to the same 
busbar, the extensive source impedance matrix for double-
circuit lines is singular and therefore cannot be 
inverted, so that Eq. (3-46) is not applicable. To solve 
this problem a matrix partitioning technique is used in 
Appendix 3D to find the relationship between VFf and 
(IFSf-1FRf) for double-circuit lines. 
The above mentioned relationships involve a 3x3 matrix 
for single-circuit lines and 6x6 matrix for double-circuit 
lines. Taking the former case first, Eq. (3-46) will take 
the form: 
VFfa Z11 Z12 Z13 
VF£b - Z21 Z22 Z23 
IFSfa-IFRfa 
IFSfb-IFRfb (3-47) 
consider now an 'at-earth fault, the currents 1FS £ and 
IFRf will be equal in the 'b' and 'e' phases because they 
are healthy and Eq. (3-47) takes the simplified form: 
VFfa z1'1 
VFfb - Z21 (IFSfa-IFRfa) 
VFfc Z31 
(3-48) 
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with reference to Eq. (3-48), the voltage VFfa is known so 
that the superimposed voltages in the sound phases are 
easily evaluated. 
Appendix 3E shows the routines for solving the sound 
phase voltage problem for the other types of fault, 
including faults on double-circuit lines and inter-circuit 
faults. 
3.'.5 Superimposed Voltages and Currents at Busbars 
. 
Having calculated the vectors of superimposed voltage, 
VFf , and current, IFSf-1FRf' using one of the routines 
given in 3.4.4 or Appendix 3E, then the superimposed 
voltage vector, EFf , is obtained from: , 
(3-49) 
with reference to Fig. 3-4, if homogeneous line sections 
are assumed, two principal relationships emerge: 
(3-50) 
(3-51) 
The voltages and currents at each end are related to the 
source impedance matrix by: 
(3-52) 
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(3-53) 
From these equations voltages and currents at the sending 
and receiving ends are evaluated by: 
- -1 -1-VSf-(A1+B1[ZSS] ) EFf (3-54) 
- -1 -1-VRf-(A2+B2[ZSR] ) EFf (3-55) 
- -1-' -1 -1 -1-ISf--[ZSS] VSf--[ZSS] (A1+B1[ZSS] ) EFf (3-56) 
- -1- -1 -1 -1- . IRf-[ZSR] VRf-[ZSR] (A2+B2[ZSR] ) EFf (3-57) 
Again it should be noted that these equations are valid 
for single-circuit lines. Appendix 30 gives the 
expressions for double-circuit lines. 
3.5 Structure of the Progra. 
As mentioned the program is concerned with the simulation 
of two-ended faulted transmission lines at power 
frequency. 'It can be used for single- and double-circuit 
lines, and different types of fault, including 
simultaneous earth fault on both circuits and inter-
circuit faults, can be applied. Different values of fault 
resistance can be included for any type of fault. The 
program also can be run for perfectly transposed lines and 
lines without shunt capacitance. The following steps 
summarize the routine used for the simulation. 
(a) The input data are read in. These include the 
physical geometry of the line, stranding factors 
appropriate to the bundling arrangements, earth 
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. resistivity, conductor permeability and resistivity. 
(b) Shunt admittance matrix [Y] and series impedance 
matrix [Z] are constructed using the methods 
explained in Appendix 3A. 
(c) If the line is untransposed the matrix product [Z][Y] 
is formed to evaluate the diagonal eigenvalue matrix 
[r2] and eigenvector matrix [0]. If the line is 
perfectly transposed separate routine is used to 
calculate eigenvalue and eigenvector matrices~-The 
. calculation methods for these matrices are shown in 
Appendix 3B. From these matrices the characteristic 
impedance and admittance matrices, [ZO] and [YO]' are 
formed. Then the transfer function sub-matrices 
A,B,C,D can be constructed for any section of the 
line. If the line is considered capacitance-free, 
i.e. [Y]-O, then A-C-[U] ([U] is unit matrix), D-O 
and B-[Z].L where L is the line section length. 
(d) Having calculated the A,B,C,D matrices for different 
sections of the line, the pre fault phasors of current 
and voltage are evaluated. 
(e) Depending on fault type it has been shown in Section 
3.4 how the program uses superposition technique to 
find postfault voltage and current vectors at the 
busbars. Total postfault values are simply evaluated 
by adding superimposed values to the steady-state 
ones. 
Details and order of the input data to run the program 
are given in Appendix 3F entitled -Program User Manual-. 
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3 • 6 SUlllllUlry 
In this Chapter, two-port equations have been derived from 
the theory of multiconductor lines. These equations 
account for line unbalance and shunt capacitance. Using 
the theory of natural modes, it has been shown that a 
multiphase system can be decoupled into a number of 
single-phase networks. A simulation program has been 
developed to model faulted transmission lines at power 
frequency by using two-port equations and the concept of 
natural modes. The program is used for the study of power 
frequency based fault locators. 
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Ftg. 3-3 Faulted transmission line model 
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CHAPTER 4 
NBW APPROACH TO TRANSMISSION LINE FAULT LOCATION 
4.1 Introduction 
At the present time, fault location techniques are 
generally subject to a variety of limitations both in 
terms of the system applications to which they can be 
applied and the accuracy of "fault location that can be 
obtained. Such limitations derive primarily from the use 
of fault location algorithms that neglect at least one or 
more of the following sources of error: 
(a) Line asymmetry: The self and mutual impedances and 
admittances of each phase of transmission" lines are 
determined by the line geometry and they are not 
identical for all phases as reasoned in Chapter 3. It 
has been shown in Chapter 2 that most fault location 
techniques use the sequence components which are only 
applicable to perfectly transposed lines. There are 
some techniques which can be applied to untransposed 
lines if the impedances for each phase can be set, 
otherwise they give substantial errors. For example, 
the technique proposed in Ref. 2 which uses phase 
networks, gives large errors when the mean impedances 
of all phases of an untransposed line are used for 
each phase (3], i.e. the assumption of perfect 
transposition for untransposed lines should not be 
used for such algorithms. 
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(b) Shunt capacitancei Capacitance current tor long 
lines, particularly under high resistance fault 
conditions, can be comparable with the current in the 
fault path. Most algorithms do not consider shunt 
capacitance and the vast majority of those that do, 
use a lumped model for shunt capacitance [2,8]; this 
in turn is not an exact representation of the line 
and does not permit very high accuracy in fault 
location. In Ref. 2 the-effect of shunt capacitance 
is compensated after the first estimation of the 
fault location. However, it is shown in Chapter 6 
that this method can aggravate the error for 
untransposed lines. 
(c) Fault resistance: Unknown fault resistance and the 
phase ,difference between the fault current 
contribution from the local and remote sources 
introduces error. Hence the reactance measurement 
technique, as used in distance protection and some 
fault locators, is very prone to errors due to out of 
phase remote source infeed through fault resistance. 
Analysis of such errors has been shown in 2.2. 
(d) Remote source impedance setting: Some previous fault 
location algorithms require a setting for the remote 
source impedance. In modern transmission networks 
,normally several lines and generators are connected 
to the line terminals. Switching operations often 
change the source operating configuration from those 
assumed in setting the fault location equipment which 
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in turn can lead to a large error in fault location. 
The changing reactance of synchronous machines during 
fault conditions adds another layer of uncertainty to 
the source equivalent model setting. 
(e) Caoacitive voltage transformer: Difficulties are 
often encountered in the use of capacitor voltage 
transformers, which are generally incapable of 
passing higher frequency phenomena. Thus, 
difficulties can arise for the algorithms utilising 
high freque~cy components. An example of such 
algorithms is given in Ref. 22. 
The new technique presented in this thesis was 
developed specifically with the objective of overcoming 
the foregoing limitations and thereby significantly 
improves the accuracy with which transmission system 
faul ts can be located. In doing so,' many of the 
fundamental limitations on the accuracy achievable' are 
revealed. The results of simulation studies to determine 
the basic accuracy of the new technique are given in 
Chapters 5,6, and 7. The technique has also the merit that 
it does not require a determination of the phase(s) 
involved in a particular fault. Previous techniques use 
different algorithmic routines for different types of 
fault, thus seriously impairing accuracy if incorrect 
fault identification occurs under contingency or difficult 
fault situations •. 
The new technique is essentially a narrow band method 
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that does not require wide band transducers and can be 
used in applications employing capacitor voltage 
transformers. It involves capturing the prefau1t and 
postfau1t voltage and current waveforms measured at two 
ends of a line, cyclically filtering the waveforms to 
derive the power frequency component waveforms, converting 
the latter to phasor form and displaying such phasor 
values for manual transmission between the fault locators 
at the line ends (automatic transmission could obviously 
be used where a dedicated link is available). 
It is doubtful whether any particular novelty could be 
claimed in respect of the procedures outlined in the above 
paragraph since a variety of filtering arrangements could 
be developed to derive phasor quantities and the 
transmission of information between monitoring points has 
been used in various guises for many years. The particular 
novelty claimed lies in the method of processing the 
information derived via the above outlined procedure in 
order to derive a more accurate and reliable indication of 
the actual fault position than has hitherto been possible. 
This thesis is therefore primarily concerned with 
describing the methods of processing the derived 
information and the algorithms for implementing the 
methods. 
4.2 Ba.ic Principle. 
The voltages and currents measured at each end of a 
transmission line are filtered so as to produce a measure 
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of the steady-state power frequency voltage and current 
phasors. The latter are obtained as data described by 
means of postfault processing applied to data captured 
during the fault clearance process. A hardware description 
is given at the end of this Chapter. 
'.2.1 Simple Single-Phase Line 
Consider the two-port relationship applicable to an 
assumed single-phase line application. with reference to 
Fig. 4-1, the postfault steady-state voltage VF across the 
fault at a distance x from end S is readily expressed in 
terms of the voltages and currents measured at the line 
ends: 
(4-1) 
(4-2) 
The surge (or characteristic) impedance, ZO' and line 
propagation constant, r, are given by ·Zo-(Z/y)i and 
r_(zy)i respectively, where Z is the line series impedance 
and Y is the line shunt admittance per unit length. Eqs. 
(4-1) and (4-2) are equated so as to eliminate any 
necessity for defining the fault point network, thereby 
eliminating any uncertainties as to the precise value of 
the fault path impedance. 
cosh(rx)Vs-ZOsinh(rX)IS-Cosh(r(L-X»VR+ZOsinh(r(L-x»IR 
(4-3) 
[-ZOcosh(rL)IR-sinh(rL)VR+ZOIS]sinh(rx)+ 
[cosh(rL)VR+ZOsinh(rL)IR-VS]cosh(rx)-O 
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(4-4) 
, Rearrangement of Eq. (4-4) provides an exact evaluation of 
the distance to the fault, x, as given in Eq. (4-S). 
x-[tanh-1(-N/M)]/r (4-S) 
where M--ZOcosh(rL)IR-sinh(rL)VR+ZOIS 
Nzcosh(rL)VR+zOsinh(rL)IR-VS 
A useful, but not exclusive, method of. solving for the 
fault distance x is to use the convergent expansion given 
in Eq. (4-6). 
X-[-(N/M)-(N/M)3/3-(N/M)S/5-(N/M)'/,- ••• ]/r (4-6) 
It should be noted that Eq. (4-S) is indeterminate in any 
case where it is applied to a healthy line. In this case, 
it can be shown that M-N-O. This fact provides useful 
confirmation of a healthy line where the protection 
triggers the fault location process under, for example, 
remote back-up conditions. 
If all relevant line parameters could be specified 
without error, Eq. (4-5) would lead to an exact evaluation 
of the distance to fault, x. In such a hypothetical case, 
x would be calculated as a real value. However, in 
practice the calculated value of x has a very small 
imaginary part which is ignored; the real part is thus 
taken to represent the fault distance. The imaginary part 
accounts for some errors in line parameter settings and/or 
measurements and data processing errors. Eq. (4-5) 
requires only known line 'data (Z and Y) and known phasor 
values derived from measurands at the line ends. Any fault 
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location estimate thereby derived is therefore independent 
of both the fault impedance and the source impedance •. The 
method can of course utilise superimposed measurands of 
the type used in high speed directional comparison 
protection equipment [18]~ In this respect, it is found 
from the simulation studies given in the following 
Chapters that generally the accuracy of fault location is 
better for most line configurations when su~erimposed 
\ 
components are used. Furthermore, the fault location 
algorithm relates to a distributed parameter line model, 
and inherently includes for the effect of shunt 
capacitance. 
It is of interest to note that a paper by Schweitzer 
[4], which is primarily concerned with the fault location 
algorithm by Takagi [2], derives an algorithm using Eq. 
(4-3). However, the approach suggested is developed only 
for single-phase lines and there is no indicated method of 
extending the idea to a practical mu~tiphase system. The 
indications are that the idea was dropped due to 
difficulties of applying the method to mu1tiphase lines 
and perhaps also due to expected difficulties in choosing 
and selecting a suitable set of measurands to deal with 
various fault types. Much of the work performed and 
detailed in this thesis is therefore concerned with 
finding a method of overcoming the latter difficulties. 
It should be noted that because power frequency phasor 
voltages and currents are extracted through the postfault, 
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filtering process, Eqs. (4-1) and (4-2) remain linear even 
in the case where some degree of fault point non-linearity 
is present, e.g. arc non-linearity. Furthermore, provided 
that the fault location algorithm is derived only using 
the linear Eqs. (4-1) and (4-2), any source side non-
linearities, e.g. ,shunt reactors, generator non-
linearities, etc., cannot affect the accuracy of the fault 
location. In what follows, only those equations derived 
from the essentially linear equations are therefore used 
and it is assumed that sufficient postfault filtering is 
performed to ensure that the power frequency components of 
voltage and current are utilised within the algorithm 
derived. 
' .• 2.2 Extension to Single-Circuit Lines 
The method described above cannot be applied directly to a 
multiphase power line since a number of phases are 
involved. Consider a single-circuit 3-phase transmission 
line in which the phases are identified by a,b,c as 
indicated in the single-line equivalent of Fig. 4-2. In 
this case, the vector of the various voltages and currents 
([VFa,b,c]" [Isa,b,c]' etc.) are related using the two-
port matrices AS' BS' AR and BR wh~ch in turn are 3x3 
matrices defined using the line series impedance matrix 
! (Z] and the line shunt admittance matrix (Y]. with 
reference to Fig. 4-2, the multiphase equivalents of Eqs. 
(4-1) and (4-2) are: 
(4-7) 
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(4-8) 
where [VFa,b,c]' [Vsa,b,c]' [IRa,b,c]' etc. are vectors 
defining voltages and currents for each phase, e.g. 
. t-
[VRa,b,c]-[VRa VRb VRC ] -VR· 
It is important to note that the two-port matrices 
AS,BS' etc. can, if necessary, be formed to include any 
discrete line transposition, which in turn is conductive 
to maintaining very high levels of measurement accuracy in 
long line applications. In"most cases, however, it is 
sufficient to treat each line section as homogeneous. It 
is worth also noting that the two-port equations can, in 
the multiconductor transmission line case, include for the 
effect of conductor asymmetry, shunt capacitance and the 
effect of any composite ground return, i.e. they can 
include the combined effect of the earth and earth wire 
return as discussed in Chapter 3. 
The basic fault locati?n algorithm can be extended to 
multiphase transmission lines by decoupling Egs. (4-7) and 
(4-8) into uncoupled or independent single-phase networks 
of the type shown in Fig. 4-1. This is done using the 
theory of natural modes and matrix function theory [15] as 
commonly used in the digital simulation of faulted EHV 
transmission systems [17]. The theory underlying such 
techniques has been described in Chapter 3. Briefly, it is 
reminded that the method involves finding the eigenvector 
matrices of the [Z][Y] product ([Q] say) and the [Y][Z] 
product ([S] say). The voltages and currents are thereby 
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derived from each phase a,b,c and are transformed to 
corresponding modal voltage and current quantities 1,2,3 
by means of the corresponding [Q] and [S] eigenvector 
matrices: 
(4-9) 
Application of the transformation to modal quantities 
results in a multiphase line being decomposed into a 
number of single-phase uncoupled models of the type shown 
in Fig. 4-1. Details of the two-port equations 
decomposition have been given in Section 3.3.3. For each 
modal component, there is an equation pair of the form of 
Eqs. (4-1) and (4-2). Thus for a single-circuit line, 
there are three pairs of such equations corresponding to 
the modes 1,2,3 so that for mode-2, for example, the 
equation pair used would take the form of Eqs. (4-10) and 
(4-11). 
(4-10) 
(4-11) 
Anyone or more mode pair equations can be used to 
determine the fault location. For example, a mode-2 based 
evaluation given by Eq. (4-12) yields: 
-1 
x-[tanh (-N2/M2)]/r2 
where M2--Z02COsh(r2L)IR2-sinh(r2L)VR2+Z02IS2 
N2-Cosh(r2L)VR2+z02sinh(r2L)IR2-VS2 
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(4-12) 
Eq. (4-12) and any companion equations formed using 
the other modes is the exact equivalent of Eq. (4-5). The 
appropriate modal surge impedances required are readily 
, 
determined from the matrix product [Zon]-[r]-l[Q]-l[Z][S] 
in which [r] is a diagonal matrix of so-called modal 
propagation constants comprising the square root of the 
eigenvalues of the matrix product [Z][Y], [15,16]. Matrix 
[ZOn] thus takes the diagonal form of [ZOl Z02 Z03] for a 
3-phase line, the individual values being the modal surge 
impedances. 
'.2.3 ExtensioD to Double-Circuit Line. 
The fault location technique can be extended to 
double-circuit applications by utilising the phasor values 
from the second circuit e.g., [VFa,b,c,A;B,C] and 
[Isa,b,c,A,B,C] (see Fig. 3-1). In this case, the two-port 
matrices AS' BS' ~ and BR are 6x6 matrices. Eqs. (4-10) 
and (4-11) .can then be generalised for a double-circuit 
line, i.e.: 
[V ]-[A ][V b ] Fa,b,c,A,B,C S Sa, ,c,A,B,C 
-[Bs][Isa,b,c,A,B,C] (4-13) 
[V ]-[A-][V b ] Fa,b,c,A,B,C -~ Ra, ,c,A,B,C 
+[SR][IRa,b,c,A,S,C] (4-14) 
Consequently the modal form of Eq. (4-9) consists of 6 
modes of current and voltage in a double-circuit line: 
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(4-15) 
where [00] and [So] are double-circuit line eigenvector 
matrices. 
The decoupled form of Eq. (4-15) results in 6 pairs of 
equations, all of the basic form of Eqs. (4-7) and (4-8). 
The rest of fault locating routine for double-circuit 
lines is exactly as previously described. In this form 
inter-circuit faults can also be located. 
'.3 Practical Aspects of the Rew Fault Locator 
'.3.1 Eigenvalue and Eigenvector Matrix Evaluation 
The eigenvalues and eigenvector matrix required by the new 
fault location technique are readily evaluated at power 
frequency and can be programmed for any application into 
the algorithm from a knowledge of the line geometry. 
Alternatively, the algorithm can be arranged to accept 
physical geometries and to determine eigenvalues and 
eigenvector matrix when a locator is installed. These 
techniques are general and include for the effect of line 
asymmetry. However, it is shown in Chapter 5 that in most 
cases (even for untransposed lines) an' acceptable accuracy 
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can be achieved if perfectly line transposition is 
assumed. In this case, irrespective of the line geometry, 
the eigenvalues and eigenvector matrix take the simplified 
form given in Appendix 3B for any transmission line 
, 
application. By doing so, the modal components can easily 
be evaluated. 
'.3.2 Synchronisation of Sending and Receiving End Data 
It is evident from Eq. ·(4-3) that the basic fault locating 
algorithm involves entering data derived from both ends of 
the line and this in turn requires that the relevant 
phasor quantities are related to a common time reference. 
Time synchronisation of the measurands at both ends could 
be achieved by means of a continuous data channel linking 
each end, but this approach is unwieldy. In 'practice, 
prefault voltage and current data at one end can be used 
to provide a common reference to relate such data to that 
measured at the receiving end. For example, the prefault 
mode-2 voltage at the sending end can be calculated in the 
equipment at the receiving end from the two-port network 
equations for an unfaulted line as given in Eq. (4-16). 
This approach obviates the need for data synchronisation 
via a communication link. 
(4-16) 
Evaluation of Eq. (4-16) gives the phase angle between 
the sending and receiving end voltages and thereby 
provides the time between the prefault zero-crossing of 
the measurands at each end. The latter time is used to 
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provide a common time reference which in turn relates the 
sampled voltage data derived at each end. A similar 
process is applied in respect of sampled current data, 
where the relevant two-port relationship used to derive a 
common current reference is as given in Eq. (4-17): 
(4-17) 
However, for short line applications where the line 
capacitance current is negligible, the prefault currents 
at both ends of the line are the same. That is, the 
prefault condition is: 
(4-18) 
Thus observation of the prefault current yields the phase 
relationship between the ·clocks· at the two ends with 
which all the voltages and currents are compared. 
It is shown in Chapter 7 that the performance of the 
new algorithm against voltage and current phase angle 
errors is quite well. It maintains its high accuracy even 
in the presence of an error of up to ±10o in the current 
or voltage phase angle. In other words, for most line 
lengths a short line assumption to use Eq. (4-18) for the 
synchronisation of phasor data can be justified. 
'.3.3 Hardware Description 
voltage and current waveforms are sampled in real time at 
both line ends. When a start signal is received this 
process continues until the postfault data has also been 
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captur"ed. All further processing can be done off-line. The 
data is band pass filtered and the power frequency phasor 
information extracted. The modal transformation is then 
applied to these phasors using the previously calculated 
eigenvector matrix. The modal voltage and current are then 
exchanged with those from the equipment at the remote line 
end. Note that it is only the phasor values that need to 
be transferred and not the entire data set. This can be 
done automatically or by voice over a telephone link, for 
example. Once the values are exchanged, the modal An and 
Bn coefficients e.g. AS2 ' BS2 ' Aa2 and BR2 of Eqs. (4-10) 
and (4-11) are formed using the input line parameters and 
the distance to fault is then determined. 
Fig. 4-3 shows in block diagram form the main hardware 
elements required for the distance to fault locator 
equipment. The three phase voltage and current signals 
from the line transformers are fed, via isolation 
transformers and anti-alias filters, into a multiplexer. 
The output from the multiplexer is then passed through a 
sample and hold gate and into an analogue to digital 
convertor for digitisation. The resultant digitised 
signals are stored in a cyclic buffer in the 
microprocessor's random access memory (RAM), by the direct 
memory access unit (DMA). The input/output unit is also 
sampled continuously, until a start signal is received 
from the line protection equipment (typically a distance 
relay). Also required are a keypad and alpha numeric 
display. These are used to display and transfer the modal 
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voltage and current vectors, and to display the final 
distance to fault result. They are also used to enter the 
line settings for storage in the microprocessors 
electrically erasable PROM. 
,., summary 
A new fault location algorithm has been described and the 
basic equations derived. The technique uses the phasor 
values of current and voltage at the line ends which are 
synchronised from a knowledge of prefault phasor data. For 
a single-phase network, the idea' is to equate two 
equations obtained for the fault point voltage; one from 
the sending end phasor data and the other from the remote 
end phasor data. In order to generalise the idea to 
multiphase systems, the line eigenvalues and eigenvector 
matrix are used to convert a multiphase system into a 
nUmber of single-phase modal networks. Each modal network 
can be solved for fault location, provided that the 
corresponding modal voltage and current are produced by 
the fault. In general the number of modal networks are 
equal to the number of phase conductors. In deriving the 
fault location equations, no assumptions are made in 
respect of fault resistance, source network, line shunt 
capacitance and fault type. The new technique can also 
take into account line conductor asymmetry. The phasor 
data from the remote end can be transferred by voice over 
a telephone link. 
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CHAPTER 5 
PRACTICAL CQlSIDEBATIQlS 
5.1 Introduction 
It is necessary to determine the accuracy of the new fault 
location algorithm using simulation tests prior to any 
on-site tests because the latter are normally associated 
with high cost and other difficulties. The simulation 
method primarily reveals the inaccuracies in the algorithm 
itself and does not include any errors introduced by the 
hardware and/or transducers i.e.', it reveals the highest 
accuracy that can be expected from the fault location 
algorithm. However, non-algorithmic errors which are 
introduced by hardware limitations and incorrect settings 
can also be investigated by this method. For the 
simulation,studies a program was developed and is 
described in Chapter 3. The program uses distributed line 
parameters to"derive phase variable relationships and 
thereby gives a detailed and realistic line representation 
under operating and fault conditions. The values of 
voltage and current phasors at the terminating busbars are 
I 
produced for any fault type and source condition. This 
Chapter and the following ones are devoted to different 
aspects of the simulation studies in order to establish 
the accuracy of the new algorithm. In this Chapter the 
simplifying aspects of the new fault location algorithm 
for' its future commercial application are considered. 
7S 
It has been ascertained that if the new locator is set 
using the exact parameters derived from the actual 
eigenvalues/eigenvectors for an untransposed line, the 
only errors that occur are those due to hardware i.e., the 
algorithmic error is zero. However, the new algorithm 
should maintain its accuracy for line parameters and phase 
quantities which are normally available in the convention-
al relaying system. This enables the use of the new fault 
locator for any type of transmission line without any need 
for special arrangement and setting. TWo major issues of 
this category is investigated in the following Sections; 
adapting a single-circuit fault locator to a double-
circuit line and using transposed line parameters for 
untransposed lines. It is worth mentioning that in the 
simulation studies presented in this thesis the term 
-transposed line- means a line which is perfectly 
transposed and balanced. 
5.1.1 ~.st Circuits 
The following line configurations were chosen for the test 
purpose. 
(a) Single-circuit 500kV horizontally constructed line as 
commonly used in the USA (Fig. 5-1) • 
. 
(b) Single-circuit 400kV vertically constructed line 
(Fig. 5-2). This line configuration is an example of 
maximum line conductor asymmetry. This line 
configuration could happen when one circuit of a 
double-circuit line tower is wired, and it was chosen 
in order to measure the maximum inaccuracy resulting 
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from non-transposition of the line. 
(c) Double-circuit 400kV line as commonly used in the UK 
supergrid system (Fig. 5-3). 
For all test results presented in this thesis the zero 
and positive sequence source impedances were assumed 
equal. The wiring data and earth resistivity for the line 
configurations were as follows: 
-Phase conductor- 4x54/7/0.33cm s.c.a. with .305m bundle 
spacing (s.c.a-steel core aluminium conductor) 
-Earth wire--54/7/0.33cm s.c.a 
-Earth resistivity, assumed homogeneous- lOOCm. 
5.1.2 Teat Procedure 
In this Chapter the test results are first given for 
unloaded short (lOOkm), medium (250km) and long (400km) 
lines with identical sources and faults at positions 
between lkm from the sending end and lkm from the 
receiving end inclusive. Then for the case which gives the 
highest error, i.e. fault at lkm distance from the 
receiving end, different prefault loading conditions and 
source configurations are considered. A very high fault 
resistance (lOOn) is included in most cases. 
5.1.3 Fault Reaiatance Arrangements 
For each type of fault, an example of fault resistance 
arrangement used by the line simulation program is shown 
in Fig. 5-4. Throughout the simulation studies in this 
thesis, these arrangements are used, but different 
phase(s) may be involved. However, as mentioned in Chapter 
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4 the new algorithm is independent of the fault point 
network, e.g. the complex form of fault point network on a 
double-circuit line which is shown in Fig. 5-5 has no 
effect on the accuracy of the new algorithm. 
5.2 Double-Circuit Line Application 
The new fault location algorithm is general, i.e. it can 
be used for any multiphase system. Only the phase values 
at both ends of the line are required. For example, for 
double-circuit lines six phase voltages and six phase 
currents at each end are used and therefore the algorithm 
can locate inter-circuit as well as intra-circuit faults. 
However, it is a normal practice in double-circuit line 
relaying to deal with each circuit separately and the 
effect of the other circuit is considered only by its 
residual current and voltage. 
5.2.1 Transposed Double-Circuit Lines 
In order to see the effect of the sound circuit on the 
faulted circuit in the new algorithm, the fault location 
equation' from Chapter 4 using an aerial mode, say mode-2, 
is rewritten: 
where AS2-Cosh(r2x) , BS2-sinh(r2x)Z02 
~2-cosh(r2(L-x» , BR2-sinh(r2(L-X»Z02 
r 2-mode-2 propagation constant 
Z02-mode-2 characteristic impedance 
L-line length , x-distance to fault 
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(5-1) 
As shown in Appendix 3B, for double-circuit perfectly 
transposed lines the mode-2 currents and voltages are 
evaluated from the phasor ones as follows: 
VS2-Vsa-vsc+VSA-VSC 
IS2-Isa-ISc+ISA-Isc 
VR2-VRa-VRc+VRA-VRC 
IR2-IRa-IRc+IRA-IRC 
(5-2) 
For the faults on circuit-'abc', it can be seen from Eq. 
(5-2) that when using mode-2 only the phase-lA' minus 
phase-'C' voltages and currents from circuit-'ABC' are 
required to be linked to the fault locator of circuit-
'abc', instead of the residual current and voltage as 
linked conventionally. Also in using the earth-mode 
(mode-l) the modal currents and voltages are: 
VS1-VSa+VSb+VSc+VSA+VSB+VSC 
IS1-ISa+ISb+Isc+ISA+ISB+ISC 
VR1-VRa+VRb+VRC+VRA+VRB+VRC 
IR1-IRa+IRb+IRC+IRA+IRB+IRC 
(5-3) 
Eq. (5-3) shows that when using mode-l the conventional 
relaying scheme provides the necessary data from the sound 
circuit which are the residual values, e.g.: 
(5-4) 
It should be noted that the earth-mode cannot be used 
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. for phase-to-phase and 3-phase faults as these types of 
fault do not produce earth-mode current and voltage. 
Moreover, in a transposed line the pre fault earth-mode 
component which is produced by the asymmetry of line 
conductors is not present. However; an aerial-mode, e.g. 
mode-2, can be used for any type of fault on transposed 
lines. 
Considering a fault on circuit-'abc', the fault 
location equation using mode-2 can be written in the 
following form: 
AS2 (Vsa-VSc)+AS2 (VSA-VSc)-BS2(ISa-Isc)-BS2(ISA-Isc)-
~2(VRa-VRc)+~2(VRA-VRC)+BR2(IRa-IRc)+BR2(IRA-IRC) (5-5) 
Knowing that in a transposed double-circuit· line one 
circuit has the same effect on each phase of the other 
circuit because of identical mutual impedances, ZM' and 
mutual admittances, YM, in the [Z] and IT] matrices, 
therefore subtracting phase-'c' voltage or current from 
phase-'a' values in Eq. (5-5), e.g. (VSa-VSc ), cancels out 
the effect of circuit-IABC'. ThIs means the terms 
associated with the data from the sound circuit, i.e. 
VSA,I SA ' etc., can be ignored in a transposed double-
circuit line when mode-2 is used and therefore Eq. (5-5) 
is reduced to the following form: 
The same discussion applies to mode-3 (the other 
aerial-mode) where modal values are evaluated as below: 
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VS3-VSa-2VSb+VSc+VSA-2VSB+VSC 
IS3-Isa-2ISb+Isc+ISA-2ISB+IsC 
VR3-VRa-2VRb+VRC+VRA-2VRB+VRC 
IR3-IRa-2IRb+IRC+IRA-2IRB+IRC 
(5-7) 
Results of the simulation tests shown in Table 5-1 for 
phase-'a'-to-earth faults and in Table 5-2 for phase-'a'-
to-phase-'b' faults confirm the above discussion. It can 
be seen that for any fault condition there is no error 
using the aerial-modes (modes 2 and 3). In Cases 18 to 30, 
different source configurations and pre fault loadings are 
considered for the extreme case of a fault at 399km on a 
400km line. Also, it is seen that there is very little 
error using earth-mode (mode-1) for 'at-earth faults. This 
is because the line is balanced and therefore the residual 
current and voltage from circuit-'ABC' are insignificant 
which results in a very small error when the terms 
associated with the sound circuit are ignored. But as it 
has been explained earlier in this Chapter the test 
results given in Table 5-2 show that the earth-mode can 
not be used for phase-to-phase faults. Many other tests 
were carried out for different types of fault involving 
different phases of circuit-'abc' without any data from 
circuit-'ABC'. The results are the same as those shown in 
Table 5-1 for earth faults, including double-phase-to-
earth faults, and Table 5-2 for phase faults, including 
3-phase faults. For reasons of brevity these results are 
not included. Furthermore the same results are obtained 
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using superimposed voltages and currents or postfault 
total voltages and currents. 
To summarize, it has been shown that for a transposed 
double-circuit line the new algorithm gives no error when 
it is used on one circuit without any data linked from the 
other circuit. Knowing that nearly all previously proposed 
algorithms assume'a perfectly balanced system then this 
makes the job complete if the most accurate fault location 
algorithm for a transposed line is intended. The algorithm 
is simple to apply for transposed lines and one of the 
aerial-modes. can be used for any type of fault. 
Irrespective of line configuration a unique eigenvector 
matrix can be defined for voltage and current. For 
example, using the eigenvector matrix defined in Appendix 
3B for transposed lines, mode-2 currents and voltages can 
easily be derived by subtracting phase-'c' voltage and 
current from phase-'a' values. Given the line propagation 
constants and the line length, the values of cosh(rL) and 
sinh(rL) in the fault location equation can be pre-
evaluated and set into the relay's processing unit. 
5.2.2 Untransposed Double-Circuit Lines 
Now we proceed to investigate the case for untransposed 
lines. Because of the complexity associated with 
untransposed lines it is difficult to discuss the effect 
, 
of the 'sound circuit in fault location equations for 
different modes as has been done for transposed lines. 
However, the line simulation program makes it possible to 
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examine ,the accuracy of the new algorithm when the data 
from the faulted circuit only are available. Again, for 
reasons of brevity, results for 'ai-earth and 'bl-tc l 
faults shown in Tables 5-3 and 5-4 have been selected from 
the results of the tests carried out for all types of 
fault. The results obtained for other types of earth 
faults (including doub1e-phase-to-earth faults) and those 
results for other phase faults (including 3-phase faults) 
are very similar to the results shown in Table 5-3 and 5-4 
respectively. It should be noted that double-circuit line 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors are applied in cases of both 
transposed and untransposed line. However, this will not 
degrade the results obtained as eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors of a line are predetermined values from the 
line geometry. 
Table 5-3 for lal-earth faults shows that for any 
fault condition, using mode-l and superimposed values of 
voltage and current, the modulus of error is less than 
0.6% of the total line length. However, for phase-to-phase 
faults shown in Table 5-4 the best results are achieved 
using mode-2 and the superimposed values of current and 
voltage. It can also be seen from Table 5-4 that for 
faults close to the stronger source the error is smaller, 
e.g. compare Cases 18 and 19. There are some Cases in 
Table 5-4 where the modulus of error is higher than 1%, 
but this high error occurs for the faults very close to 
the source. For example, in Case 19 where the fault 
position is at 249km of a 250km line and the source near 
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the fault point is 7 times weaker than the other source 
. 
capacity, the error modulus is 2.4'. This Case is not a 
very realistic one and it cannot degrade the accuracy of 
the new algorithm. Other fault location algorithms cannot 
handle such cases as is shown in Chapter 6. From these 
results the overall conclusions for the untransposed 
double-circuit line using faulted circuit data only are: 
(a) Superimposed values of current and voltage must be 
used as when the line is loaded before the fault, the 
error is very high if the total values of postfault 
current and voltage are used. 
(b) Mode-l (earth-mode) should be used for earth faults 
while mode-2 (aerial-mode) is only suitable for phase 
I 
faults. However, it is shown in the following Section 
that by using the transposed line parameters for 
untransposed double-circuit lines, mode-2 will be 
accurate enough for all types of fault. 
5.3 Simplifying the Algoritha for Untransposed Lines by 
Using Transposed Line Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors 
As shown in Chapter 3, the line eigenvalues and 
eigenvector matrix are computed from the line series 
impedance and shunt admittance matrices ([Z],[Y]) and 
these are in turn computed from a knowledge of the line 
conductor geometry, earth plane resistivity and the 
conductor parameters. From the line propagation constants 
(which are the square roots of eigenvalues) and 
eigenvector matrix the line modal surge impedances are 
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evaluated. Propagation constants and modal surge 
impedances are. the basic parameters set into the new 
locator. 
Although a simple eigenvector matrix with real 
elements can be defined for all transposed lines 
irrespective of their configurations, for untransposed 
lines the matrix needs to be evaluated for each line 
application and set into the locator. Furthermore while 
voltage and current eigenvector matrices are different for 
untransposed lines, they are identical for transposed 
lines. The line simulation program can evaluate the 
eigenvalues and eigenvector matrix for any untransposed 
line. 
In general, the eigenvector matrix and its inverse for 
an untransposed line have complex elements so in practice 
it is difficult to evaluate modal quantities from a 
complex combination of phasor values. For example, for the 
transposed single-circuit vertical line mode-2 voltage and 
current are evaluated from: 
but when it is untransposed we have: 
V2-(-O.16+jO.08)Va+(O.04,-jO.05)Vb+(O.18-jO.05)VC} 
I 2-(O.40-jO.07)Ia+(-O.16+jO.08)Ib+(-O.S6)Ic 
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(5-8) 
(5-9) 
Owing to the complexity associated with the eigen-
values and eigenvectors evaluation and application for 
untransposed lines, the algorithm was tested for 
untransposed lines using their assumed transposed 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors. 
If p~rfect line transposition is assumed, the 
calculation of the propagation constants and modal surge 
impedances is simplified since it is readily shown in 
Appendix 3B that, for example, using mode-2 for a single-
circuit line they can be expressed directly in terms of 
the positive phase sequence line impedance, Zp' and shunt 
adm'ittance, Yp ' per 'unit length of line, i.e. r 2-(zpYp )i 
and Z02-(Zp/Yp )t. Also, as mentioned earlier, the 
assumption of perfect transposition leads to eigenvector 
matrices for current and voltage which are equal ([S]-[Q) 
and independent of the line geometry. The need to 
calculate the voltage and current eigenvector matrices is 
then avoided and they take the special form given in Eq. 
(5-10). It should be noted that many eigenvector matrices 
can be defined for tr~nsposed lines. The eigenvector 
matrix of Eq. (5-10) is real and simple to implement. 
[1 1 1] [S)-[Q)- 1 0-2 . 1 -1 1 (5-10) 
The simulation test results for different line 
configurations are given in the following Sections. The 
results have been chosen for some extreme fault conditions 
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which give the highest 'errors. The accuracy ,of the 
algorithm is shown for 'at-earth faults as examples of 
earth faults, and 'at_fbi and 'b'_'c' faults as examples 
of phase faults. The conclusions, however, also take into 
consideration the results of other types of fault, 
involving different phase(s), which are not given for the 
purpose of brevity. 
5.3.1 SiDgle-Circuit HorisoDtal LiDe. 
The results for 'at-earth faults are given in Table 5-5 
for mode-l and mode-2. The results for mode-3 (not shown) 
are less accurate than mode-2. In addition the results are 
given for both the total postfault voltages and currents 
and the superimposed ones. It can be seen from these 
results that mode-l gives more accurate results than 
mode-2. It i's clear that the superimposed values of 
current and voltage should be used since the results using 
the total values are poor when the line is prefault 
loaded. The results for other types of fault involving 
earth confirm that mode-l is the most accurate mode for 
earth faults. 
The results for 'at_fbi and 'b'_'c' faults are given 
in Table 5-6 for mode-2 and mode-3. For the phase faults 
earth-mode cannot be used as the only source of earth-mode 
current or voltage is unsymmetrical line conductor 
geometry which does not give significant earth-mode 
values. The superimposed values of voltage and current are 
used in order to suppress the effect of prefault load. It 
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can be seen from Table 5-6 that there is no difference 
between mode-2 and mode-3 for 'a'-'b' faults, but mode-3 
is much better for 'b'-'c' faults. For 'a'-'c' faults much 
more accurate results are obtained using mode-2 while for 
3-phase fault mode-3 results are marginally better than 
mode-2. The results for 'a'-'c' and 3-phase faults are not 
shown for the purpose of brevity. Therefore for phase 
faults on horizontal line configurations the fault type 
identification is required when transposed line parameters 
are used for untransposed lines. 
It should be noted that the single-circuit horizontal 
line is a special case which must always be considered in 
the performance evaluation of the new algorithm. The above 
mentioned selection of the appropriate mode for a fault is 
not necessary in real life and the new algorithm is much 
simpler and more accurate when it is implemented for 
horizontal single-circuit lines. This is because the phase 
arrangement of Fig. 5-1 for the horizontal line, with 
phase-'c' in the middle, does not occur in real systems, 
which have the 'a'-'b'-'c' phase arrangement. The 
arrangement of Fig. 5-1 was deliberately chosen as in the 
simulation program the routine for evaluating the 
eigenvalues does not converge when phase-'b' is the middle 
phase conductor. However, it is important to note that the 
transposed lines eigenvector matrix of Eq. (5-10) is also 
the eigenvector matrix of the untransposed horizontal line 
with the 'a'-'b'-'e' phase arrangement. Therefore, the 
errors for untransposed horizontal lines are in pract~ce 
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much lower than the simulation results given in this 
thesis. Even with the 'a'-'c'-'b' phase arrangement which 
is used in the simulation studies throughout this thesis, 
mode-2 current and voltage are simply evaluated from: 
(5-11) 
Comparing Eq. (5-11) with mode-2 current and voltage of 
the 'a'-'b'-'c' phase arrangement which are: 
(5-12) 
it is seen that in both cases, mode-2 values are evaluated 
from the phasor difference between the outer phase 
conductors. Therefore, the mode-2 values can be simply 
evaluated for any type of fault on the horizontal lines 
giving no error irrespective of the line transposition 
status. 
Again, it is emphasised that the simulation errors 
shown in this thesis for the untransposed horizontal line 
are higher than would occur in practice. 
5.3.2 Single-Circuit Vertical Line. 
From the results of Table 5-7 for 'a'-earth faults it is 
obvious that mode-1 and the superimposed values of voltage 
and current should be used. Similar result were obtained 
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for earth faults involving other phase(s). 
The phase fault results are given in Table 5-8. From 
these results and the results for 'a'-'c' and 3-phase 
faults (not shown) it is concluded that except for 'b'-'c' 
faults which requires mode-3 to be applied, mode-2 must be 
used for higher accuracy. 
5.3.3 Double-Circuit Line. 
The double-circuit line tes~results are given in Tables 
5-9 and 5-10 for earth and phase faults respectively. It 
should be noted that in the case of the double-circuit 
line, only the phasor data from the faulted circuit were 
used. For earth faults, it is interesting to note that 
mode-2 can be used, though mode-1 gives slightly better 
results. Also mode-2 should be used for any type of phase 
fault including 3-phase faults. As before, for any type of 
fault, superimposed values of voltage and current must be 
used when the untransposed line is assumed perfectly 
transposed. 
It is important to note that, comparing Tables 5-3 and 
5-9, for earth faults on untransposed double-circuit lines 
mode-2 gives more accurate results by using the assumed 
transposed parameters. 
Therefore, for double-circuit lines mode-2 should be 
used for any type of phase faults and no fault 
identification is required. Also for these lines the 
results using mode-2 are still accurate for earth faults. 
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5.' SWDID8ry 
In this Chapter because of practical limitations the 
accuracy of the new algorithm has been evaluated for the 
input data only from the faulted circuit of a double-
circuit line and assuming perfect transposition for 
untransposed lines. 
It has been shown that for double-circuit lines it is 
possible to use only the faulted circuit voltages and 
currents for an accurate fault location. In this way each 
circuit fault location can be dealt with separately 
without any data linked from the other circuit. For 
transposed lines mode-2 (aerial-mode) can be used for any 
type of fault on one circuit giving no algorithmic error. 
However, for untransposed lines a mode selection is 
required to select mode-1 (earth-mode) for earth faults 
and mode-2 for phase faults. 
Because of the difficulties in evaluating the 
eigenvalues and the eigenvector matrix which relate modal 
voltages and currents to the phasor ones, the algorithm 
was tested for untransposed lines using the assumed 
transposed line eigenvalues and eigenvector matrix. For 
extreme fault conditions which rarely occur in real life, 
acceptable accuracy has been observed from the simulation 
test results. Moreover, for untransposed double-circuit 
lines even by assuming perfect transposition as well as 
using only the data from the faulted circuit, very 
accurate results have been observed. Also it has been 
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shown that for any type of fault on single-circuit 
horizontal lines and double-circuit lines an aerial-mode 
can be used thereby avoiding the use of indeterminate 
earth path resistivity as required for earth-mode surge 
impedance and eigenvalue calculations. 
In conclusion, when perfect transposition is assumed 
for untransposed lines the following points must be 
considered: 
(a) For any type of fault and line configuration the 
superimposed values of current and voltage should be 
used. 
(b) For the vertical single-circuit line configuration, 
mode selection is required as earth-mode must be used 
for earth faults and an aerial-mode for phase faults. 
(c) For the horizontal line configuration with the phase 
arrangement of Fig. 5-1, an aerial-mode can be used 
for any type of fault. For the phase arrangement in 
practice, i.e. phase-'b' in the middle of the other 
phases, mode-2 can be used for any type of fault 
giving almost no error. 
(d) For the double-circuit line using the data from the 
faulted circuit, mode-2 can be used for any type of 
fault. 
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Source Data ~n) Load Error No L x Cap. X/R angle (\) 
(GVA) ratio (decl. ) 
kIn kIn S R S R 6s 6R md-1 md-2 md-3 
1 100 1 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2 100 20 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. -0.01 0.0 0.0 
3 100 40 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. -0.01 0.0 0.0 
4 100 60 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. 0.01 0.0 0.0 
5 100 80 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. 0.01 0.0 0.0 
6 100 99 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. 0.0 0.0 0.0 
7 250 1 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. 0.0 0.0 0.0 
8 250 50 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. -0.06 0.0 0.0 
9 250 100 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. -0.03 0.0 0.0 
10 250 150 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. 0.03 0.0 0.0 
11 250 200 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. 0.06 0.0 0.0 
12 250 249 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. 0.0 0.0 0.0 
13 400 1 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. 0.0 0.0 0.0 
14 400 80 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. -0.17 0.0 0.0 
15 400 160 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. -0.08 0.0 0.0 
16 400 240 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. 0.08 0.0 0.0 
17 400 320 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. 0.17 0.0 0.0 
18 400 399 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. 0.19 0.0 0.0 
19 400 399 5 5 40 40 100 20. O. 0.19 0.0 0.0 
20 400 399 5 5 40 40 100 O. 20. 0.19 0.0 0.0 
21 400 399 35 35 40 40 100 20. O. 0.19 0.0 0.0 
22 400 399 35 35 40 40 100 O. 20. 0.19 0.0 . 0.0 
23 400 399 5 35 40 40 100 20. O. 0.19 0.0 0.0 
24 400 399 35 5 40 40 100 O. 20. 0.19 0.0 0.0 
2S 400 399 S 5 40 40 10 20. O. 0.19 0.0 0.0 
26 400 399 5 5 10 40 100 20. O. 0.19 0.0 0.0 
27 400 399 S 5 40 10 100 20. O. 0.19 0.0 0.0 
28 400 399 35 35 40 10 100 20. O. 0.19 0.0 0.0 
29 400 399 5 35 40 10 100 20. O. 0.19 0.0 0.0 
30 400 399 35 5 40 10 100 20. O. 0.19 0.0 0.0 
Table 5-1 Computed results for 'at-earth faults on a 
transposed double-circuit line using the 
faulted circuit phasor data only. 
Key to Table 
S,R-near end source and remote end source, respectively 
L~line length, x-actual distance to fault from S 
6S ,6R-phase relationship of voltage at busbar-S and busbar-R, respectively. E.g. if 6s-20
o and 6 R-O
o 
then power transfer is from S to R and vice versa. 
md-1-mode-1, md-2-mode-2, md-3-mode-3 
Error(\)-100x(evaluated distance to fault - actual 
distance to fault)/total line length 
Source Data ~O) Load Error No L x Cap. X/R angle (') (GVA) ratio (dec'. ) 
kIn kIn S R S R 6S 6R md-1 md-2 md-3 
1 100 1 5 5 40 40 100 o. o. • 0.0 0.0 
2 100 20 5 5 40 40 100 o. O. • 0.0 0.0 
3 100 40 5 5 40 40 100 o. o. • 0.0 0.0 
4 100 60 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. • 0.0 0.0 
5 100 80 5 5 40 40 100 o. O. • 0.0 0.0 
6 100 99 5 5 40 40 100 O. o. • 0.0 0.0 
7 250 1 5 5 40 40 100 O. o. • 0.0 0.0 
8 250 50 5 5 40 40 100 O. o. • 0.0 0.0 
9 250 100 5 5 40 40 100 o. o. • 0.0 0.0 
10 250 150 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. • 0.0 0.0 
11 250 200 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. • 0.0 0.0 
12 250 249 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. • 0.0 0.0 
13 400 1 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. • 0.0 0.0 
14 400 80 5 5 40 40 100 O. o. • 0.0 0.0 
15 400 160 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. • 0.0 0.0 
16 400 240 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. • 0.0 0.0 
17 400 320 5 5 40 40 100 o. o. • 0.0 0.0 
18 400 399 5 5 40 40 100 o. o. • 0.0 0.0 
19 400 399 5 5 40 40 100 20. o. • 0.0 0.0 
20 400 399 5 5 40 40 100 o. 20. • 0.0 0.0 
21 400 399 35 35 40 40 100 20. o. • 0.0 0.0 
22 400 399 35 35 40 40 100 o. 20. .. 0.0 . 0.0 
23 400 399 5 35 40 40 100 20. o. • 0.0 0.0 
24 400 399 35 5 40 40 100 o. 20. • 0.0 0.0 
25 400 399 5 5 40 40 10 20. O. • 0.0 0.0 
26 400 399 5 5 10 40 100 20. o. • 0.0 0.0 
27 400 399 5 5 40 10 100 20. o. • 0.0 0.0 
28 400 399 35 35 40 10 100 20. o. • 0.0 0.0 
29 400 399 5 35 40 10 100 20. o. • 0.0 0.0 
30 400 399 35 5 40 10 100 20. o. • 0.0 0.0 
Table 5-2 Computed results for 'a'-'b' phase faults on a __ _ 
transposed double-circuit line using the faulted 
circuit phasor data only. 
Key to Table 
S,R-near end source and remote end source, respectively 
L-line length(km), x-actual distance to fault from S(km) 
6s ,6R-phase relationsh~p of voltage at busbar-S and busbar-R, respectively. E.g. if 6s-200 and 6R-Oo then power transfer is from S to R and vice versa. 
md-1-mode-1, md-2-mode-2, md-3-mode-3 
.-more than 10' error 
Error(')-100x(evaluated distance to fault - actual 
distance to fault)/total line length 
Source Data ~O) Load Error (') No L x Cap. X/R angle Total V&I Sup. V&I (GVA) ratio (de~ • ) 
kIn kIn S R S R 6S 6R md-1 md-2 md-1 md-2 
1 100 1 5 5 40 40 100 o. O. 0.3 • 0.4 • 
2 100 33 5 5 40 40 100 o. O. 0.1 -7.5 0.1 -7.5 
3 100 66 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. -0.1 7.0 -0.1 7.0 
4 100 99 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. -0.3 • -0.4 • 
5 100 99 5 5 40 40 100 10. O. -2.6 • -0.4 • 
6 100 99 5 5 40 40 100 20. O. -4.8 • -0.4 • 
7 100 99 5 5 40 40 100 o. 20. 4.1 • -0.4 • 
8 100 99 5 35 40 40 100 o. 20. 4.1 0.3 -0.1 3.6 
9 100 99 35 5 40 40 100 o. 20. 3.8 • -0.6 • 
10 100 99 35 5 10 40 100 O. 20. 3.8 • -0.6 • 
11 250 1 5 5 40 40 100 o. O. 0.1 • 0.3 • 
12 250 83 5 5 40 40 100 O. o. 0.0 -4.1 0.0 -4.2 
13 250 166 5 5 40 40 100 o. o. 0.0 4.0 0.0 4.1 
14 250 249 5 5 40 40 100 o. o. -0.1 • -0.3 • 
15 250 249 5 5 40 40 100 10. O. -1.0 • -0.3 • 
16 250 249 5 5 40 40 100 20. o. -2.0 • -0.3 • 
17 250 249 5 5 40 40 100 O. 20. -1.8 • -0.3 • 
18 250 249 5 35 40 40 100 o. 20. 1.9 0.5 -0.1 1.9 
19 250 249 35 5 40 40 100 o. 20. 1.6 • -0.4 • 
20 250 249 35 5 10 40 100 O. 20. 1.6 • -0.4 0.0 
21 400 1 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. -0.1 -8.4 0.2 -8.6 
22 400 133 5 5 40 40 100 o. O. -0.1 -2.8 -0.1 -2.9 
23 400 266 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. -0.1 2.8 0.1 2.8 
24 400 399 5 5 40 40 100 O. o. 0.3 8.4 0.0 8.6 
25 400 399 5 5 40 40 100 10. o. -0.3 8.4 0.0 8.6 
26 400 399 5 5 40 40 100 20. O. -1.0 8.3 0.0 8.6 
27 400 399 5 5 40 40 100 O. 20. 1.6 8.0 ·0.0 8.6 
28 400 399 5 35 40 40 100 o. 20. 1.8 0.4 0.2 1.3 
29 400 399 35 5 40 40 100 O. 20. 1.5 8.8 -0.1 9.5 
30 400 399 35 5 10 40 100 o. 20. 1.8 0.4 0.2 1.3 
Table 5-3 Computed results for 'a'-earth faults on an 
untransposed double-circuit line using the 
faulted circuit phasor data only. 
Key to Table 
S,R-near end source and remote end source, respectively 
L=line length, x-actual distance to fault from S 
6S ,6R-phase relationship of vOltage at busbar-S and busbar-R, respectively. E.g. if 6s-200 and 6R-Oo then power transfer is from S to R and vice versa. 
Total V&I-totalvalues of postfault voltage and current 
Sup. V&I-superimposed values of voltage and current 
md-1-mode-1, md-2-mode-2 
.-more than 10' error 
Error(')-100x(evaluated distance to fault - actual 
distance to fault)/total line length 
Source Data ~n) Load Error (%) No L x Cap. X/R angle Total V&I Sup. V&I (GVA) ratio (deq. ) 
kIn kIn S R S R c5S c5R md-1 md-2 md-1 md-2 
1 100 1 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. 3.7 1.0 2.9 1.0 
2 100 33 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. 1.3 0.4 1.0 0.4 
3 100 66 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. -1.2 -0.3 -1.0 -0.3 
4 100 99 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. -3.7 -1.0 -2.9 -1.0 
5 100 99 5 5 40 40 100 10. O. -3.5 -6.4 -2.9 -1.0 
6 100 99 5 5 40 40 100 20. O. -1.6 * -2.9 -1.0 
7 100 99 5 5 40 40 100 O. 20. 0.9 9.2 -2.9 -1.0 
8 100 99 5 35 40 40 100 O. 20. 7.7 8.0 -0.6 -0.3 
9 100 99 35 5 40 40 100 O. 20. 1.4 6.9 -4.7 -2.3 
10 100 99 35 5 10 40 100 O. 20. 1.5 7.0 -4.7 -2.3 
11 250 1 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. 4.2 1.4 2.1 1.4 
12 250 83 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. 1.5 0.5 0.7 0.5 
13 250 166 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. -1.5 -0.5 -0.7 -0.5 
14 250 249 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. -4.2 -1.4 -2.1 -1.4 
15 250 249 5 5 40 40 100 10. O. -3.9 -3.6 -2.1 -1.4 
16 250 249 5 5 40 40 100 20. O. -3.0 -5.8 -2.1 -1.4 
17 250 249 5 5 40 40 100 O. 20. -2.7 -2.7 -2.1 -1.4 
18 250 249 5 35 40 40 100 O. 20. 1.5 2.9 -0.4 -0.3 
19 250 249 35 5 40 40 100 O. 20. -3.1 1.6 -3.2 -2.4 
20 250 249 35 5 10 40 100 O. 20. -3.1 1.6 -3.2 -2.4 
21 400 1 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. 5.0 1.4 1.4 1.4 
22 400 133 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. 1.9 0.5 0.4 0.5 
23 400 266 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. -1.8 -O.S -0.4 -O.S 
24 400 399 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. -4.8 -1.4 -1.2 -1.4 
25 400 399 5 5 40 40 100 10. O. -4.6 -2.7 -1.2 -1.4 
26 400 399 5 5 40 40 100 20. O. -4.0 -4.1 -1.2 -1.4 
27 400 399 5 5 40 40 100 O. 20. -3.9 1.2 -1.2 -1.4 
28 400 399 5 35 40 40 100 O. 20. -0.3 1.6 0.0 -0.3 
29 400 399 35 5 40 40 100 O. 20. -4.2 0.4 -2.1 -2.0 
30 400 399 35 5 10 40 100 O. 20. -4.2 0.4 -2.1 -2.0 
Table 5-4 Computed results for 'a'-'b' phase faults on an 
untransposed double-circuit line using .the 
faulted circuit phasor data only. 
Key to Table 
S,Rznear end source and remote end source, respectively 
Lsline length, x-actual distance to fault from S 
c5S ,c5 R-phase relationship of voltage at busbar-S and busbar-R, respectively. E.g. if c5 s-200 and c5 R-Oo then power transfer is from S to R and vice versa. 
Total V&I-total values of postfault voltage and current 
Sup. V&I-superimposed values of voltage and current 
md-1=mode-1, md-2=mode-2 
*-more than 10% error 
Error(%)-100x(evaluated distance to fault - actual 
distance to fault)/total line length 
Source Data ~O) Load Error (') No L x Cap. X/R angle Total V&I Sup. V&I (GVA) ratio (deI T • ) 
kIn kIn S R S R c5S c5R md-1 md-2 md-1 md-2 
1 100 1 5 5 40 40 100 o. o. 0.5 1.0 0.4 0.7 
2 100 33 5 5 40 40 100 o. O. 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.3 
3 100 66 5 5 40 40 100 o. o. -0.2 -0.3 -0.1 -0.2 
4 100 99 5 5 40 40 100 o. o. -0.5 -1.0 -0.4 -0.7 
5 100 99 5 5 40 40 100 10. O. -2.5 -5.2 -0.4 -0.7 
6 100 99 5 5 40 40 100 20. o. -4.7 * -0.4 -0.7 
7 100 99 5 5 40 40 100 o. 20. 2.7 3.1 -0.4 -0.7 
8 100 99 5 35 40 40 100 O. 20. 2.3 0.5 -0.1 -0.1 
9 100 99 35 5 40 40 100 o. 20. 2.4 2.1 -0.6 -1.0 
10 100 99 35 5 10 40 100 O. 20. 2.4 2.1 -0.6 -1.0 
11 250 1 5 5 40 40 100 o. O. 0.6 1.1 0.3 0.5 
12 250 83 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. 0.2 0.4 . 0.1 0.2 
13 250 166 5 5 40 40 100 o. o. -0.2 -0.4 -0.1 -0.2 
14 250 249 5 5 40 40 100 o. o. -0.6 -1.1 -0.3 -0.5 
15 250 249 5 5 40 40 100 10. o. -1.3 -2.9 -0.3 -0.5 
16 250 249 5 5 40 40 100 20. O. -2.2 -5.1 -0.3 -0.5 
17 250 249 5 5 40 40 100 o. 20. -0.7 -0.8 -0.3 -0.5 
18 250 249 5 35 40 40 100 o. 20. 0.6 -0.3 -0.1 -0.1 
19 250 249 35 5 40 40 100 o. 20. 0.6 0.6 -0.4 -0.6 
20 250 249 35 5 10 40 100 O. 20. 0.6 0.6 -0.4 -0.6 
21 400 1 5 5 40 40 100 O. o. 0.6 1.3 0.2 0.4 
22 400 133 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. 0.2 0.5 0.1 0.1 
23 400 266 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. -0.2 -0.5 -0.1 -0.1 
24 400 399 5 5 40 40 100 o. O. -0.6 -1.4 -0.2 -0.4 
25 400 399 5 5 40 40 100 10. O. -1.1 -2.4 -0.2 -0.4 
26 400 399 5 5 40 40 100 20. o. -1.6 -3.8 -0.2 -0.4 
27 400 399 5 5 40 40 100 o. 20. 0.2 -0.1 -0.2 -0.4 
28 400 399 5 35 40 40 100 o. 20. 0.1 -0.7 0.0 -0.1 
29 400 399 35 5 40 40 100 O. 20. -0.1 0.2 -0.3 -0.4 
30 400 399 35 5 10 40 100 o. 20. -0.1 0.2 -0.3 -0.4 
Table 5-5 Computed results for 'a'-earth faults on an 
untransposed single-circuit horizontal line 
using transposed line parameters. 
Key to Table 
S,R=near end source and remote end source, respectively 
L~line length, x-actual distance to fault from S 
c5s ,c5 R=phase relationship of voltage at busbar-S and busbar-R, respectively. E.g. if c5 s-200 and 0R- Oo then power transfer is from S to R and vice versa. 
Total V&I-total values of postfault voltage and current 
Sup. V&I-superimposed values of voltage and current 
md-1=mode-1, md-2=mode-2 
*=more than 10' error ' 
Error(')=100x(evaluated distance to fault - actual 
distance to fault)/total line length 
Source Data ~O) Load Error (%) No L x Cap. X/R angle 'at_fbi 'b'_'c' 
(GVA) ratio (de< .) 
kIn kIn S R S R c5S c5R md-2 md-3 md-2 md-3 
1 100 1 5 5 40 40 100 o. o. -2.8 -2.8 5.8 0.1 
2 100 33 5 5 40 40 100 o. o. -1.0 -1.0 2.0 0.0 
3 100 66 5 5 40 40 100 o. o. 0.9 0.9 -1.9 0.0 
4 100 99 5 5 40 40 100 o. o. 2.8 2.8 -5.8 -0.1 
5 100 99 5 5 40 40 100 10. o. 2.8 2.8 -5.8 -0.1 
6 100 99 5 5 40 40 100 20. o. 2.8 2.8 -5.8 -0.1 
7 100 99 5 5 40 40 100 o. 20. 2.8 2.8 -5.8 -0.1 
8 100 99 5 35 40 40 100 o. 20. 0.5 0.5 -1.1 0.0 
9 100 99 35 5 40 40 100 o. 20. 3.9 3.9 -8.3 -0.2 
10 100 99 35 5 10 40 100 O. 20. 3.9 3.9 -8.3 -0.2 
11 250 1 5 5 40 40 100 o. o. -1.9 -1.9 4.1 0.1 
12 250 83 5 5 40 40 100 o. o. -0.7 -0.7 1.4 0.0 
13 250 166 5 5 40 40 100 o. o. 0.6 0.6 -1.4 0.0 
14 250 249 5 5 40 40 100 o. o. 1.9 1.9 -4.1 -0.1 
15 250 249 5 5 40 40 100 10. O. 1.9 1.9 -4.1 -0.1 
16 250 249 5 5 40 40 100 20. o. 1.9 1.9 -4.1 -0.1 
17 250 249 5 5 40 40 100 o. 20. 1.9 1.9 -4.1 -0.1 
18 250 249 5 35 40 40 100 o. 20. 0.3 0.3 -0.7 0.0 
19 250 249 35 5 40 40 100 o. 20. 2.3 2.3 -5.1 -0.2 
20 250 249 35 5 10 40 100 o. 20. 2.3 2.3 -5.1 -0.2 
21 400 1 5 5 40 40 100 O. o. -1.4 -1.4 3.1 0.1 
22 400 133 5 5 40 40 100 O. o. -0.5 -0.5 1.1 0.0 
23 400 266 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. 0.5 0.5 1.1 0.0 
24 400 399 5 5 40 40 100 o. o. 1.4 1.4 -3.2 -0.1 
25 400 399 5 5 40 40 100 10. o. 1.4 1.4 -3.2 -0.1 
26 400 399 5 5 40 40 100 20. o. 1.4 1.4 -3.2 -0.1 
27 400 399 5 5 40 40 100 o. 20. 1.4 1.4 -3.2 -0.1 
28 400 399 5 35 40 40 100 o. 20. 0.2 0.2 -0.5 0.0 
29 400 399 35 5 40 40 100 o. 20. 1.7 1.7 -3.7 -0.1 
30 400 399 35 5 10 40 100 o. 20. 1.7 1.7 -3.7 -0.1 
Table 5-6 Computed results for 'at_fbi and.'b'-'c' faults 
on an untransposed single-circuit horizontal 
line using transposed line parameters and the 
superimposed values of current and voltage. 
Key to Table 
S,R-near end source and remote end source, respectively 
L-line length, x-actual distance to fault from S 
c5S ,c5 R-phase relationship of voltage at busbar-S and busbar-R, respectively. E.g. if c5 s-20 0 and c5 R-Oo then power transfer is from S to R and vice versa. 
md-2-mode-2, md-3-mode-3 . 
Error(%)-lOOx(evaluated distance to fault - actual 
distance to fault)/total line length 
Source Data ~n) Load Error (%) No L x Cap. X/R angle Total V&I Sup. V&I (GVA) ratio (dec". ) 
kIn kIn S R S R c5S c5R md-1 md-2 md-1 md-2 
1 100 1 5 5 40 40 100 o. o. -0.7 -4.3 -0.5 -4.0 
2 100 33 5 5 40 40 100 o. o. -0.2 -1.5 -0.2 -1.4 
3 100 66 5 5 40 40 100 o. o. 0.2 1.4 0.2 1.4 
4 100 99 5 5 40 40 100 o. o. 0.7 4.3 0.5 4.2 
5 100 99 5 5 40 40 100 10. o. 4.3 * 0.5 4.2 
6 100 99 5 5 40 40 100 20. O. 8.6 * 0.5 4.2 
7 100 99 5 5 40 40 100 o. 20. -4.0 * 0.5 4.2 
8 100 99 5 35 40 40 100 o. 20. -2.5 * 0.1 0.7 
9 100 99 35 5 40 40 100 o. 20. -3.4 -8.8 0.7 5.5 
10 100 99 35 5 10 40 100 o. 20. -3.4 -8.8 0.7 5.5 
11 250 1 5 5 40 40 100 o. o. -0.7 -3.0 -0.3 -2.6 
12 250 83 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. -0.3 -1.0 -0.1 -0.9 
13 250 166 5 5 40 40 100 o. o. 0.3 1.0 0.1 0.8 
14 250 249 5 5 40 40 100 o. o. 0.7 3.0 0.3 2.6 
15 250 249 5 5 40 40 100 10. o. 2.3 6.4 0.3 2.6 
16 250 249 5 5 40 40 100 20. o. 4.1 9.9 0.3 2.6 
17 250 249 5 5 40 40 100 o. 20. -1.4 -3.1 0.3 2.6 
18 250 249 5 35 40 40 100 o. 20. 0.9 -4.0 0.1 0.4 
19 250 249 35 5 40 40 100 o. 20. -1.3 -2.5 0.4 3.0 
20 250 249 35 5 10 40 100 o. 20. -1.3 -2.5 0.4 3.0 
21 400 1 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. -0.8 -2.5 -0.2 -1.9 
22 400 133 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. -0.4 -0.7 -0.1 -0.6 
23 400 266 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. 0.4 0.7 0.1 0.6 
24 400 399 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. 0.9 -2.5 0.2 1.9 
25 400 399 5 5 40 40 100 10. O. 1.9 4.6 0.2 1.9 
26 400 399 5 5 40 40 100 20. o. 3.1 6.7 0.2 1.9 
27 400 399 5 5 40 40 100 o. 20. -0.6 -1.2 0.2 1.9 
28 400 399 5 35 40 40 100 o. 20. -0.3 -1.9 0.1 0.3 
29 400 399 35 5 40 40 100 o. 20. -0.5 -0.9 0.3 2.1 
30 400 399 35 5 10 40 100 o. 20. -0.5 -0.9 0.3 2.1 
Table 5-7 Computed results for 'a'-earth faults on an 
untransposed single-circuit vertical line using 
transposed line parameters. 
Key to Table 
S,R=near end source and remote end source, respectively 
L=line length, x-actual distance to fault from S 
OS,OR-phase relationship of voltage at busbar-S and 
busbar-R, respectively. E.g. if c5 s-200 and c5R-Oo then power transfer is from S to R and vice versa. 
Total V&I-total values of postfault voltage and current 
Sup. V&I=superimposed values of voltage and current 
md-l=mode-l, md-2=mode-2 
*-more than 10% error 
Error(%)-100x(evaluated distance to fault - actual 
distance to fault)/total line length 
Source Data ~O) Load Error (') No L x Cap. X/R angle 'a'-'b' 'b'-'c' 
(GVA) ratio (decT. ) 
kIn kIn S R S R 6s 6R md-2 md-3 md-2 md-3 
1 100 1 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. -1.8 3.7 -4.3 2.9 
2 100 33 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. -0.6 1.3 -1.5 1.0 
3 100 66 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. 0.6 -1.2 1.4 -0.9 
4 100 99 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. 1.8 -3.7 4.3 -2.9 
5 100 99 5 5 40 40 100 10. O. 1.8 -3.7 4.3 -2.9 
6 100 99 5 5 40 40 100 20. O. 1.8 -3.7 4.3 -2.9 
7 100 99 5 5 40 40 100 O. 20. 1.8 -3.7 4.3 -2.9 
8 100 99 5 35 40 40 100 O. 20. 0.3 -0.7 0.8 -0.6 
9 100 99 35 5 40 40 100 O. 20. 2.5 -5.4 6.0 -4.2 
10 100 99 35 5 10 40 100 O. 20. 2.5 -5.4 6.0 -4.2 
11 250 1 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. -1.2 2.7 -2.9 2.1 
12 250 83 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. -0.4 0.9 -1.0 0.7 
13 250 166 5 5 40 40 100 O. o. 0.4 -0.9 1.0 -0.7 
14 250 249 5 5 40 40 100 O. o. 1.2 -2.7 2.9 -2.1 
15 250 249 5 5 40 40 100 10. o. 1.2 -2.7 2.9 -2.1 
16 250 249 5 5 40 40 100 20. o. 1.2 -2.7 2.9 -2.1 
17 250 249 5 5 40 40 100 O. 20. 1.2 -2.7 2.9 -2.1 
18 250 249 5 35 40 40 100 o. 20. 0.2 -0.5 0.5 0.2 
19 250 249 35 5 40 40 100 O. 20. 0.7 -1.5 3.6 -2.7 
20 250 249 35 5 10 40 100 O. 20. 1.5 -3.3 3.6 -2.7 
21 400 1 5 5 40 40 100 o. O. -0.9 2.1 -2.2 1.6 
22 400 133 5 5 40 40 100 O. o. -0.3 0.7 -0.8 0.6 
23 400 266 5 5 40 40 100 O. o. 0.3 -0.7 0.8 0.5 
24 400 399 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. 0.9 -2.1 2.2 -1.6 
25 400 399 5 5 40 40 100 10. o. 0.9 -2.1 2.2 -1.6 
26 400 399 5 5 40 40 100 20. O. 0.9 -2.1 2.2 -1.6 
27 400 399 5 5 40 40 100 o. 20. 0.9 -2.1 2.2 -1.6 
28 400 399 5 35 40 40 100 O. 20. 0.2 -0.3 0.4 -0.3 
29 400 399 35 5 40 40 100 o. 20. 1.0 -2.4 2.6 -1.9 
30 400 399 35 5 10 40 100 O. 20. 1.0 -2.4 2.6 -1.9 
Table 5-8 Computed results for 'a'-'b' and 'b'-'c' faults 
on an untransposed single-circuit vertical line 
using transposed line parameters and the 
superimposed values of voltage and current. 
K'Y to Tabl. 
S,R-near end source and remote end source, respectively 
L-line length, x-actual distance to fault from S 
6s ,6R-phase relationship of voltage at busbar-S and busbar-R, respectively. E.g. if 6s-20 0 and 6R-Oo then power transfer is from S to R and vice versa. 
md-2=mode-2, 'md-3-mode-3 
Error(')-100x(evaluated distance to fault - actual 
distance to fault)/total line length 
Source Data ~n) Load Error (%) No L x Cap. X/R angle Total V&I Sup. V&I (GVA) ratio (de 1. ) 
kIn kIn S R S R c5S c5R md-1 md-2 md-1 md-2 
1 100 1 5 5 40 40 100 o. o. -0.5 -1.0 -0.3 -0.9 
2 100 33 5 5 40 40 100 o. o. -0.2 -0.3 -0.1 -0.3 
3 100 66 5 5 40 40 100 o. o. 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.3 
4 100 99 5 5 40 40 100 O. O~ 0.5 1.0 0.3 0.9 
5 100 99 5 5 40 40 100 10. O. 4.0 -0.1 0.3 0.9 
6 100 99 5 5 40 40 100 20. O. 7.9 -0.6 0.3 0.9 
7 100 99 5 5 40 40 100 o. 20. -4.5 4.3 0.3 0.9 
8 100 99 ,5 35 40 40 100 o. 20. -3.4 4.1 0.1 0.1 
9 100 99 35 5 40 40 100 O. 20. -3.9 4.6 0.5 1.0 
10 100 99 35 5 10 40 100 O. 20. -3.9 4.6 0.5 1.0 
11 250 1 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. -0.7 -0.7 -0.3 -0.4 
12 250 83 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 -0.1 
13 250 166 5 5 40 40 100 o. o. 0.3 ' 0.2 0.1 0.1 
14 250 249 5 5 40 40 100 o. o. 0.7 0.7 0.3 0.4 
15 250 249 5 5 40 40 100 10. o. 2.2 0.3 0.3 0.4 
16 250 249 5 5 40 40 100 20. o. 3.7 0.1 0.3 0.4 
17 250 249 5 5 40 40 100 O. 20. -1.4 2.0 0.3 0.4 
18 250 249 5 35 40 40 100 o. 20. 1.0 1.9 0.1 0.1 
19 250 249 35 5 40 40 100 o. 20. 1.2 2.0 0.4 0.3 
20 250 249 35 5 10 40 100 O. 20. 1.2 2.0 0.4 0.3 
21 400 1 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. -1.0 -0.7 -0.2 -0.2 
22 400 133 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. -0.5 -0.2 -0.2 -0.0 
23 400 266 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. 0.5 0.2 0.2 0.0 
24 400 399 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. 1.2 0.7 0.4 0.2 
25 400 399 5 5 40 40 100 10. o. 2.0 0.5 0.4 0.2 
26 400 399 5 5 40 40 100 20. o. 3.0 0.4 0.4 0.2 
27 400 399 5 5 40 40 100 o. 20. -0.2 1.5 0.4 0.2 
28 400 399 5 35 40 40 100 o. 20. -0.0 1.5 0.2 0.0 
29 400 399 35 5 40 40 100 o. 20. -0.1 1.5 0.5 0.2 
30 400 399 35 5 10 40 100 o. 20. -0.1 1.5 0.5 0.2 
, 
Table 5-9 Computed results for 'a'-earths faults on an 
untransposed double-circuit line using the 
faulted circuit phasor data and transposed line 
parameters. . , 
Key to Table 
S,R-near end source and remote end source, respectively 
L-line length, x-actual distance to fault from S 
c5 S ,c5 R-phase relationship of voltage at busbar-S and busbar-R, respectively. E.g. if c5 s-200 and c5R-Oo then power transfer is from S to R and vice versa. 
Total V&I-total values of postfault voltage and current 
Sup. V&I=superimposed values of voltage and current ' 
md-1 c mode-l, md-2-mode-2 
Error(%)=lOOx(evaluated distance to fault - actual 
distance to fault)/total line length 
Source Data ~O) Load Error (%) No L x Cap. X/R angle 'a'-'b' 'b'-'c' 
(GVA) ratio (deq. ) 
kIn kIn S R S R c5S c5R md-2 md-3 md-2 md-3 
1 100 1 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. 1.0 2.0 -0.7 1.6 
2 100 33 5 5 40 40 100 O. o. 0.3 0.7 -0.3 0.6 
3 100 66 5 5 40 40 100 o. O. -0.3 -0.7 0.2 -0.5 
4 100 99 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. -1.0 -2.0 0.7 -1.6 
5 100 99 5 5 40 40 100 10. O. -1.0 -2.0 0.7 -1.6 
6 100 99 5 5 40 40 100 20. O. -1.0 -2.0 0.7 -1.6 
7 100 99 5 5 40 40 100 O. 20. -1.0 -2.0 0.7 -1.6 
8 100 99 5 35 40 40 100 O. 20. -0.2 -0.4 0.2 -0.3 
9 100 99 35 5 40 40 100 o. 20. -1.5 -3.1 1.1 -2.6 
10 100 99 35 5 10 40 100 O. 20. -1.5 -3.1 1.1 -2.6 
11 250 1 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. 0.8 1.6 -0.6 1.4 
12 250 83 5 5 40 40 100 O. o. 0.3 0.6 -0.2 0.5 
13 250 166 5 5 40 40 100 o. O. 0.3 -0.5 0.2 ":'0.4 
14 250 249 5 5 40 40 100 o. O. -0.8 -1.6 0.6 -1.4 
15 250 249 5 5 40 40 100 10. O. -0.8 -1.6 0.6 -1.4 
16 250 249 5 5 40 40 100 20. O. -0.8 -1.6 0.6 -1.4 
17 250 249 5 5 40 40 100 O. 20. -0.8 -1.6 0.6 -1.4 
18 250 249 5 35 40 40 100 o. 20. -0.2 -0.3 0.1 -0.3 
19 250 249 35 5 40 40 100 O. 20. -1.1 -2.3 0.8 -1.9 
20 250 249 35 5 10 40 100 O. 20. -1.1 -2.3 0.8 -1.9 
21 400 1 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. 0.7 1.4 -0.6 1.2 
22 400 133 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. 0.2 0.5 -0.2 0.4 
23 400 266 5 5 40 40 100 O. O. -0.2 -0.5 0.2 -0.4 
24 400 399 5 5 40 40 100 o. O. -0.7 -1.4 0.6 -1.1 
25 400 399 5 5 40 40 100 10. O. -0.7 -1.4 0.6 -1.1 
26 400 399 5 5 40 40 100 20. O. -0.7 -1.4 0.6 -1.1 
27 400 399 5 5 40 40 100 O. 20. -0.7 -1.4 0.6 -1.1 
28 400 399 5 35, 40 40 100 o. 20. -0.1 -0.2 0.1 -0.2 
29 400 399 35 '5 40 40 100 o. 20. -0.8 -1.8 0.7 -1.5 
30 400 399 35 5 10 40 100 O. 20. -0.8 -1.8 0.7 -1.5 
Table 5-10 Computed results for 'a'-'b' and 'b'-Ic' faults 
on an untransposed double-circuit line using 
transposed line parameters and the superimposed 
values of voltage and current of the faulted 
circuit only. 
Key to Table 
S,R=near end source and remote end source, respectively 
L-line length, x-actual distance to fault from S 
c5s ,c5 R-phase relationship of voltage at busbar-S and busbar-R, respectively. E.g. if c5 S-200 and c5 R-Oo then power transfer is from S to R and vice versa. 
md-2=mode-2, md-3=mode-3 
Error(%)=100x(evaluated distance to fault - actual 
distance to fault)/total line length 
CHAPtER 6 
COMPARATIVE AHALYSIS OF tHE FAULt LOCUORS 
6.1 Introduction 
As part of the performance evaluation of the new fault 
location algorithm a number of tests were carried out to 
establish its accuracy in comparison with competing 
algorithms. The results reveal the accuracy achieved by 
the new algorithm. 
Many different algorithms have been proposed. However, 
many of them are not available commercially. The 
inefficiency of most,of the algorithms proposed during the 
last 10 years has been discussed in Chapter 2. Of those 
commercially available, the ASEA algorithm used in their 
RANZA equipment and the Toshiba algorithm used in the 
Toshiba DLL1M "are generally considered to be the best. 
Under similar fault conditions the test results of the new 
algorithm are compared with those of the ASEA and Toshiba 
algorithms. Also the results of the Schweitzer algorithm 
which modifies the Toshiba algorithm by using the remote 
source impedance will be given. All these algorithms have 
been described in Chapter 2. 
6.2 Te.t Method. 
Testing of the new and other algorithms was carried out 
using a digital computer simulation. This simulation 
consists of the line simulation program described in 
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Chapter 3 and the separate algorithm simulations. The line 
simulation program is a fully distributed model and takes 
full account of the non-transposed nature of the line and 
its shunt capacitance. It calculates steady-state prefault 
and postfault voltage and current phasors as well as 
superimposed ones at both ends of a single- or double-
circuit line. These data are then available as input to 
any fault locator simulation. 
The simulations model the algorithms as published. The 
results presented in this Chapter do not include errors 
due to hardware. 
6.3 RefereDce Test CODditioDs 
For the majority of the test results presented a 
horizontal line having the mean geometry illustrated in 
Fig. 5-1 was modelled. The reference test conditions which 
were chosen for the line are: 
System voltage- 400kV 
Line length- 150km 
Local source capacity· 5GVA 
Local source X/R ratio- 40 
Remote source capacity- 5GVA 
., 
Remote source'X/R ratio- 40 
! --'. 
Prefault load- 0 deg. (i.e. no load) 
Fault type- phase-'a'-to-earth 
Fault resistance- on 
The line conductors and earth wire had the specifications 
given in Section 5.1.1. 
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Regarding the reference test conditions, the tests 
were on what could be described as a very favourable line. 
No fault resistance was included and there was no prefault 
power flow. Under such circumstances the algorithms ought 
to perform very well. In each set of tests one or two 
parameters of the reference conditions were changed and 
all the other parameters 'remained as given above. 
6.' Tes~ Cases 
The line simulation program allows a wide number of 
parameters to be independently adjusted and the algorithm 
response tested. In order to produce meaningful results, 
in most cases only one or two parameters were varied from 
the reference conditions. In general, each of these errors 
will tend to compo~nd and for some of the,more extreme 
conditions the total error could be somewhat greater than 
the results quoted here. Although some of these test cases 
(like fault position close to remote end or high 
resistance faults) might appear extreme, it should be 
remembered that it is precisely these cases where fault 
locators are most likely to be required. It should also be 
~ 
remembered that unlike protection relays, fault locators 
, 
are required to be accurate along the full line length and 
not just at the reach points. 
Tests were carried out for two major categories; 
transposed lines and untransposed lines. For both 
categories, transposed line parameters were set into the 
fault locator simulations. In other words, the fault 
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location algorithms were set for transposed line 
parameters even when the line simulation program had 
evaluated voltages and currents for an untransposed line. 
6.S Transposed Lines 
Although all the other algorithms make a number of 
assumptions in their solutions, the new algorithm does not 
make any simplifying assumption. Therefore in this series 
of tests, i.e~ for the transposed lines, the corresponding 
errors are zero for the new algorithm. This is because the 
new algorithm is able to fully model the line and, under 
these conditions, has access to the full line data. As 
mentioned in Chapter 5, the aerial-modes can be used for 
any type of fault while the earth-mode is only applicable 
to earth faults since there is no earth current for phase 
faults. Also there is the option of using either 
superimposed values of current and voltage or the total 
ones. In the following series of tests the effect of each 
parameter on the fault locators' accuracy for the 
transposed lines is shown. 
6.5.1 Bffect of Fault Position 
For the reference conditions of Section 6.3, the·errors 
. ;; 
for differing fault positions along the line were 
i --
measured. The results are shown in Table 6-1. It is 
important to note that the errors quoted throughout the 
simulation studies in this thesis are as percentages of 
the total line length and not the actual distance to 
fault. The results show that for the other three 
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algorithms the errors are least for close-up faults and 
they gradually increase as the fault position moves 
towards the remote source. 
6.5.2 Effect of Line Length 
It is seen from Table 6-1 that errors for longer lines, 
where shunt capacitance has a greater effect, are 
significant. As the new algorithm considers a distributed 
model of the line, the error is zero irrespective of line 
length. ,The ASEA algorithm gives significant errors since 
it ignores the effect of shunt capacitance, e.g. in Case 8 
for a medium line length (250km) the recorded error is 
more than 2% though Rf is zero. The Toshiba algorithm 
gives much better results since to some extent it compen-
sates for the effect of shunt capacitance. Errors on 
longer lines for the ASEA algorithm are unacceptable, e.g. 
5.6% error for a zero resistance fault on a 400km line 
corresponds to an error of more than 22km in fault 
location (Case 12). The errors given in Cases 1 to 12 are 
entirely due to the shunt capacitance effect as all the 
other parameters, including fault resistance, are set at 
the reference conditions for the transposed line. 
6.5.3 Effect of Fault Resistance 
prior to :the current digital techniques the majority of 
i 
fault locators used the reactance measurement technique 
described in 2.2 to estimate the fault location. Such 
measurements are very prone to error when arc resistance 
is encountered. This error is mainly introduced by 
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differing phase angles of currents flowing through the 
fault resistance from either side. In this case the fault 
resistance, from the relaying point-of view, is not pure 
resistive as assumed by reactance relays •. The larger the 
fault resistance the more error is introduced. 
Table 6-1 shows the results of the tests to determine 
the effect of fault resistance. All conditions other than 
fault resistance and line length are set at the reference. 
Three sets of tests for OQ (Cases 1 to 12), 10Q (Cases 13 
to 24) and sOQ (Cases 25 to 36) fault resistances were 
carried out. For the ASEA algorithm there is little 
_additional error over the zero fault resistance Cases. 
However, the Toshiba algorithm for some extreme Cases of 
sOQ fault resistance gives over 7' additional-error (in 
modulus) even for a short line (compare Cases 4 and 28). 
Even the modified Toshiba algorithm by Schweitzer gives 4' 
additional error for these cases. Although extreme, such 
fault resistances may occur on mid-span vegetation faults 
for instance, and lines prone to this type of fault are 
precisely where'a fault locator would prove most useful. 
Apart from the extreme circumstances, the other algorithms 
could be 'said to cope quite well with fault resistance. 
,i 
" Also, from the results of Table 6-1 it is seen that the 
Schweitzer modification improves the performance of the 
Toshiba algorithm in the presence of fault resistance. It 
. ; 
is shown in the following test results that the presence 
of fault resistance can exaggerate errors from other 
sources. 
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6.5.4 Effect of Prefault Power Flow 
Under normal circumstances there will generally be a power 
flow on the line prior to a fault. This will result in the 
equivalent sources at each end of the line being out of 
phase and consequently will affect the fault current 
distribution. It can be seen from Table '6-2 that for the 
competing algorithms, the power transfer has little effect 
on accuracy when the fault resistance is zero. For the 
ASEA algorithm, prefault power flow still has no signifi-
cant effect on the accuracy for a lOa fault resistance. 
However, for the Toshiba algorithm and its modified form 
by Schweitzer, when the power is exporting from the remote 
source the errors are higher (compared with no prefault 
power flow Cases) and vice versa. 
6.5.5 Effect of Local aDd Remote Source. 
Ref. 1 which describes the ASEA algorithm states that for 
the most accurate results this locator should be.placed at 
the end of the line with the strongest source. A number of 
tests were therefore carried out to investigate the 
effects of source capacity' and X/R ratio mismatch. 
Table 6-3 shows the effect of source capacity mis-
match on the accuracy of the different fault locators. In 
Cases 1 to 16 where--fault resistance is zero the 
I 
additional errors for the competing algorithms are 
negligible in comparison to Cases 1 to 4 of Table 6-2 
which are for the reference conditions. Cases 17 to 32 are 
as Cases 1 to 16 but with loa of fault resistance. In 
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these Cases for all the competing algorithms the results 
are indeed worse when the locator is placed at the weaker 
"-
end of the line compared with those of Cases 13 to 16 of 
Table 6-2 which are for the reference conditions but Ion 
of fault resistance. 
Table 6-4 shows the effect of varying the X/R ratios 
of the source impedances while the other parameters are 
set at the reference. Again it can be seen that when fault 
resistance is zero, the additional error is insignificant. 
For a 10n fault resistance the effect of different X/R 
ratios is still negligible for the ASEA algorithm. 
However, differing X/R ratios impairs the accuracy of the 
Toshiba algorithm because of the assumption that the phase 
angle of the fault path current is the same as that of the 
superimposed fault current at the near end. In practice, 
this is only true when the combined line section and 
source impedance on either side of the fault point have 
the same argument. When the sources at the line ends are 
not identical, this is not the case and extra errors can 
be seen to be introduced." As the ASEA algorithm uses the 
remote source impedance data, it gives much better 
results.:Also the improvement in the accuracy of the 
Toshiba algorithm made by Schweitzer is evident here. 
Schweitzer uses the remote source impedance and a first 
estimate'of fault position by the Toshiba algorithm to 
find the combined phase angle on each side of the fault 
point. It can be seen that in Case 16, an error modulus of 
more than 3% by the Toshiba algorithm is significantly 
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reduced to 0.7% by the Schweitzer modification. 
6.'5.6 Bffect of Fault ~pe 
All the test results so far have been for 
single-phase-to-earth faults. However, for both the ASEA 
and Toshiba algorithms, the calculation method is 
dependent on the type of fault. The fault resistance 
arrangements are as shown in Fig. 5-4 for typical faults. 
Table 6-5 shows the results for different types of fault. 
As the line is perfectly transposed, the results for the 
same type of fault but involving different phase(s) are 
the same. For ,example, the results for phase-tct-to-earth 
are exactly the same as the results for phase-tat-to-earth 
given here. 
It can be seen in Table 6-5 that the performance of 
the ASEA algorithm is not affected by fault type even in 
the presence, of fault resistance. The Toshiba and 
schweitzer algorithms give better results for multiphase 
faults. However, the presence of fault resistance reduces 
the accuracy of the Toshiba algorithm 
6.5.7 Bffect of Line Configuration 
As in this series of tests the line was con~idered 
!' 
perfectly transposed, the results are much the same for 
! -" 
all the line configurations shown in Figs. 5-1, 5-2 and 
5-3. 
6.5.8 ~pical Fault Conditions 
In order to get an idea of the likely cumulative errors on ' 
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a typical line, a further group of tests were run with all 
parameters differing from the reference but still at 
practicable values. The single-circuit horizontal line was 
modelled with the following system parameters: 
System voltage- 400kV 
Line length- 150km 
. Local source capacity· 5GVA 
Local source X/R ratio· 20 
Remote source capacitya'10GVA 
Remote source X/R ratio- 40 
Prefault 10ad-10 degs. (i.e. power flow from S to R) 
Fault tiPe- phase-'a'-to-earth 
Fault resistance- 10C 
The line conductors and earth wire had the specifications 
given in Section 5.1.1. 
The results for these tests are plotted in Fig. 6-1. 
These results represent the sort of accuracy that could 
reasonably be expected. For the Toshiba algorithm an error 
of up to 3.4\ (equivalent to 5km) is shown while the ASEA 
algorithm performs somewhat better giving a worst error of 
0.8\. The modified Toshiba algorithm by Schweitzer 
improves the accuracy giving about 1.2\ error in the worst 
>, 
I' 
case. In practice, 'additional error due to hardware and 
software inaccuracies would also occur. As mentioned the 
new algorithm gives no error in the case of transposed 
lines •. 
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6.6 UDtraDsposed LiDes 
In this series of tests the line was untransposed but its 
assumed transposed parameters were used for fault 
location. This is the normal practice in real life for the 
analysis of transmission lines as transposed values of 
line data are usually available. The majority of the test 
results presented here are for anuntransposed 150km 
horizontal line configuration shown in Fig. 5-1. This is a 
realistic circuit because it is very reasonable that no 
transposition would be made along such a line as it is 
quite short and has a nearly balanced conductor geometry. 
The test cases and reference conditions were again those 
mentioned in Section 6.3. The same set of tests for 
transposed lines was carried out for untransposed lines. 
In this way it is possible to see t~e effect of 
transposition on the locators' accuracy by comparing the 
corresponding Tables. It s~ould be noted that the 
. , . 
superimposed values of current and voltage are always used 
for the new algorithm when perfect transposition is 
assumed for untransposed lines. 
6.6.1 Effect of Fault PositioD 
The errors for differing fault position on the ·100km, 
i! , 
250km and 400km lines are given in Table 6-6. In this 
I 
Table the accuracy results for the new algorithm are given 
for mode-1 (earth-mode) and mode-2 (aerial-mode). It is 
seen from these results that one can still use,an aerial-
mode for earth faults with good accuracy. Comparing Case 4 
with the same Case in Table 6-1 for the transposed line, 
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it can be seen that on a short (100km) line there is'an 
extra error of nearly 1% in the results from the other 
algorithms caused by the non-transposition of the line. 
The results also show that for the new ,algorithm, the 
error is higher at fault positions near both line ends 
while for the other algorithms the error increases as the 
fault position moves towards the remote end. 
6.6.2 Bffect of Line Length 
Table 6-6 also shows the effect of line length on the 
accuracy attainable. Cas~s Ito 12 give a very good 
indication of. the effect of line length on the accuracy 
. while the other parameters are set at the reference 
conditions. For longer lengths, where shunt capacitance 
has a greater effect, the errors of the ASEA'algorithm 
significantly increase because the algorithm ignores the 
effect of shunt capacitance. For the Toshiba and Schweitz-
er algorithms the accuracy slightly improves for longer 
lines. By a comparison of the results of Cases 1 to 12 
with the similar Cases of Table 6-1 for the transposed 
line, it can be seen that for the Toshiba and Schweitzer 
algorithms the ~ntransposed line accuracy slightly 
improves. This is because the error due to line length and 
I' 
e ,! 
non-transposition" in Cases 1 to 12 are in different 
!--
directions, i.e. the error caused by the line length is 
positive'while the error caused by non-transposition is 
negative, therefore the overall error is smaller for the 
untransposed line. However, this is not a general rule for 
these .algorithms, as the direction of the error caused by 
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non-transposition is affected by different parameters like 
fault type, faulted phase(s), line conductor geometry, 
etc. 
6.6.3 Effect of Fault Resistance 
In Table 6-6 Cases 1 to 12 for zero fault resistance are 
repeated for 109 and SOg fault resistances. From these 
results it is evident that the accuracy of the new algo-
rithm is not affected by fault resistance while the accu-
racy of the other algorithms is reduced as fault resist-
ance increases. In Case 36 for a SOg fault resistance 
there is more than 10% error (which is equivalent to 40km 
of the line length) in the results from the ASEA and 
Toshiba algorithms, 'and the modified Toshiba algorithm by 
Schweitzer still gives 5.5% error in modulus. It is clear 
from Table 6-6 that except for the zero fault resistance 
cases, where the effect of the remote end source infeed 
through fault is made zero (because Rf-Og) , the Schweitzer 
modification on the Toshiba algorithm improves the 
accuracy but still is not generally good enough for 
accurate measurement of remote faults. 
6.6.' Effect of Prefault Power Flow 
Table 6-7 shows the effect of prefault load on the 
untransposed line. Cases 1 to 4 are the results for the 
• 1 
reference conditions. For the new algorithm power transfer 
has no effect on accuracy since it uses supe~imposed 
values of current and voltage when perfect transposition 
is assumed for untransposed lines. For the other 
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algorithms, power. flow has a marked effect on accuracy. 
When the local source is exporting power, the ASEA 
algorithm improves in accuracy but when it is importing 
power the algorithm's accuracy is reduced, in the worst 
case, by nearly 3%. For the Toshiba and Schweitzer 
. algorithms the accuracy is decreased by prefault power 
flow irrespective of its direction. It should be noted 
that Cases 13 to 24 are as the Cases 1 to 12 but for a 10n 
fault resistance. Again as explained in Section 6.6.3 the 
Schweitzer modification is not effective when the fault 
resistance is zero (Cases 1 to 12). 
6.6.5 Bffect of Local and R •• ote Source. 
Table 6-8 shows the effect of source capacity on the 
accuracy of the fault location algorithms. In Cases 1 to 
16 where the fault resistance is zero, there'is no signif-
icant change in the accuracy of any algorithm. Also it can 
. 
be seen that in Cases 17 to 32 where fault resistance is 
lOn, the accuracy of the new algorithm is unchanged, but 
for the competing algorithms the accuracy improves when 
the near end (relaying point) source capacity is stronger 
than the remote end source capacity. Conversely if the 
near end source capacity is weaker then the· error 
increases. Errors up to 6.5% (in modulus) for· the Toshiba 
·a1gorithm and more than 4% for the ASEA algorithm are 
apparent. In the extreme Cases in Table 6-8 the Schweitzer 
," 
modification gives better results than the Toshiba 
algorithm. 
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, 
Results showing the effect of source X/R ratio are 
given in Table 6-9. Different X/R ratios of the source 
, 
impedances result in different arguments of the fault 
currents from the sources through the fault path. 
Therefore the assumption used by the Toshiba algorithm, 
that the fault point vol~age and superimposed current from 
the near end source are in phase, is not valid. The amount 
of discrepancy also depends on line length and source 
capacity because the combined source and line section 
impedance on each side of the fault point affects the 
arguments of the fault currents from the sources. Cases 9 
to 16 confirm that for different X/R ratios in the 
presence of a·10g fau~t resistance, the error of the 
Toshiba algorithm increases. Since the ASEA and Schweitzer 
algor~thms use the remote source impedance, they 
compensate for this type of error. As source impedance 
magnitude is evaluated from source capacity, the same 
reasoning can be applied to the error due to source 
capacity. 
6.6.6 Effect of Fault Type 
up to now, mainly, single-phase-to-earth faults have been 
considered as they are the most common faults on 
I 
transmission systems. However, the accuracy of the 
I ,,-" 
locators should be tested for other types of fault as they 
must be able to cope with any fault contingency. For an 
untransposed line, different phase(s) involved in the same 
type of fault will give different results. However, as 
well as 3-phase faults, for the purpose of brevity, the 
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test results for the reference conditions of Section 6.3 
are given only for 'a'-earth, 'a'-'c'-earth and 'b'-'c' 
faults as examples of different types of fault. 
It can be seen from Table 6-10 that the competing 
,algorithms give much higher errors for these types of 
fault. The measured errors are as high as 9% for the ASEA, 
B% for the Toshiba algorithm and ,% for the Schweitzer 
algorithm for a 3-phase fault (Case 32). Also it can be 
seen that the Schweitzer modification on the Toshiba 
algorithm gives very little improvement on the accuracy. 
For the new algorithm the results for all 3 modes are 
given. They show that mode selection is required for 
different types of fault on the untransposed horizontal 
line, but for all types of fault the selection can be 
restricted to the aerial-modes (mode-2'or mode-3). 
However, as discussed in 5.3.1, the new algorithm when 
using mode-2, gives no error for any type of fault on the 
untransposed horizontal line, provided that the phase 
arrangement of the line is taken into account. For 
example, for the untransposed line with the phase 
arrangement shown in Fig. 5-1, mode-2 voltage is evaluated 
from: 
(6-1) 
and if in Fig. 5-1 phase-'a' and phase-'c' are the outer 
phase conductors (as they are in real systems), then: 
(6-2) 
lOB 
6.6.7 Effect of Line Configuration 
When the line is untransposed, the accuracy of each 
algorithm is affected by the degree of conductor 
asymmetry. For example, the vertical horizontal line 
configuration shown in Fig. 5-2 has the maximum asymmetry 
of conductor geometry and is expected to introduce more 
error in fault location than the other line configura-
tions. 
For the reference fault conditions, results are given 
in Table 6-11 for different line configurations. It is 
seen from these results that while the competing 
algorithms give higher errors for vertical single-circuit 
and double-circuit line configurations, the new algorithm 
still gives accurate results. As discussed in Chapter 5, 
for the vertical line configuration it is necessary to use 
earth-mode for earth faults and an aerial-mode for phase 
-
faults, but for single-circuit horizontal lines and 
double-circuit lines an aerial-mode can be used for any 
type of fault without impairing the accuracy. The results 
of the new algorithm for the double-circuit line were 
obtained by using the faulted circuit phasor data only. 
I 
6.6.8 Typical Fault Conditions 
The same line parameters and fault conditions of Section 
.. i' 
6.5.8 were chosen to measure the accuracy of the locators 
for likely cumulative errors. However, in this case the 
line was untransposed but its transposed parameters were 
used. The results for these tests are plotted in Fig. 6-2~ 
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It is seen by comparing Figs. 6-1 and 6-2 that the 
accuracy of the Toshiba and Schweitzer algorithms is 
reduced owing to the non-transposition of the. line. 
Although the Schweitzer modification in this case improves 
the accuracy of the Toshiba algorithm, there are cases for 
untransposed lines where it gives higher errors than the 
original algorithm. This is because in the Schweitzer 
algorithm the positive sequence line and source impedances 
are used to estimate the'argument of the current 
contribution from the remote end source to the current 
through the fault path, while the sequence components can 
only be used for a perfectly transposed line. Fig. 6.2 
shows that the accuracy of the ASEA algorithm 'slightly 
improves for the untransposed line. This is because the 
error caused by non-transposition is in ,the opposite 
direction to the,total error from other sources. However, 
similar to the case for the Toshiba and Schweitzer 
algorithms discussed in Section 6.6.2, this is not general 
and in most cases the accuracy of the ASEA algorithm is 
reduced owing to non-transposition. 
Considering that for this test the fault conditions, 
line parameters, line length and line configuration were 
chosen realistically and the line was not too long to need 
I ---
any transposition along its length, the'results give a 
good indication of the much higher accuracy achieved by 
the new fault location algorithm. 
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6.7 Summary 
The test results showing the effect of different 
parameters on the accuracy of the new and competing 
algorithms have been presented in this Chapter. It has 
been shown that, for both transposed and untransposed 
lines, the accuracy of the new algorithm is not affected 
by fault resistance, line length, source network or 
prefault power flow, while the competing algorithms, in 
different degrees, are affected by these parameters. The 
ASEA algorithm is more affected by line length as it 
ignores the effect of shunt capacitance which is 
significant for long lines. Prefault power flow, an~ 
different source capacities and X/R ratios at the line 
ends have more effect on the Toshiba and Schweitzer 
algorithms. The accuracy of all the competing algorithms 
is reduced for larger fault resistances. For untransposed 
lines the new algorithm performs better than the competing 
algorithms. In most cases the maximum error for the new 
algorithm is less than 1%. 
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Error (%) 
No L x R 
kIn kIn (0) New ASEA Tosh Schw 
1 100 1 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2 100 33 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3 100 66 0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 
4 100 99 0 0.0 0.3 0.3 0.3 
5 250 1 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
6 250 83 0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 
7 250 166 0 0.0 0.6 -0.2 -0.2 
8 250 249 0 0.0 2.1 -0.4 -0.4 
9 400 1 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
10 400 133 0 0.0 0.2 -0.1 -0.1 
11 400 266 0 0.0 1.5 -0.4 -0.4 
12 400 399 "0 0.0 5.6 -1.5 -1.5 
13 100 1 10 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.1 
14 100 33 10 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.1 
15 100 66 10 0.0 0.1 -0.2 0.0 
16 100 99 10 0.0 0.3 -1.4 -0.5 
17 250 1 10 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 
18 250 83 10 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 
19 250 166 10 0.0 0.6 -0.3 ~0.2 
20 250 249 "10 0.0 -2.1 -2.0 -1.0 
21 400 1 10 0.0 0.0 " 0.1 0.0 
22 400 133 " 10 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 
23 400 266 10 0.0 1.5 -0.5 -0.4 
24 400 399 10 0.0 6.0 -2.9 -1.7 
25 100 1 50 0.0 0.0 1.7 0.7 
26 100 33 50 0.0 0.0 0.9 0.4 
27 100 66 50 0.0 0.1 -1.2 -0.5 
28 100 99 50 0.0 0.3 -8.0 -4.3 
29 250 1 50 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.2 
30 250 83 50 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.1 
31 250 166 50 0.0 0.6 -0.7 -0.3 
32 250 249 50 0.0 2.3 -8.1 -3.9 
33 400 1 50 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.1 
34 400 133 50 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.1 
35 400 266 50 0.0 1.5 -0.7 -0.4 
36 400 399 50 0.0 9.7 -8.8 -3.4 
Table 6-1 Effect of fault position, line length and fault 
::resistance on the fault locators' accuracy for.a 
: transposed horizontal line (Fig •. 5-1) subjected 
ito 'a'-earth-faults. The other parameters are 
iset at the reference conditions of Section 6.3. 
Key to Table 
S,R=near end source and remote end source, respectively 
L=line length(kIn), x-actual distance to fault from S(kIn). 
Error(%)-100x(estimated distance to fault actual 
distance to fault)/total line length 
~o) Load Error (%) No L x angle 
kIn kIn 
(de 1. ) 
Os oR New ASEA Tosh Schw 
1 150 1 0 o. o. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2 150 50 0 o. o. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3 150 100 0 O. O. 0.0 0.2 -0.1 -0.1 
4 150 149 0 O. O. 0.0 0.7 -0.2 -0.2 
5 150 1 0 10. o. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
6 150 50 0 10. o. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
7 150 100 0 10. o. 0.0 0.2 -0.1 -0.1 
8 150 149 0 10. O. 0.0 0.7 -0.2 -0.2 
9 150 1 0 o. 10. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
10 150 50 0 O. 10. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
11 150 100 0 O. 10. 0.0 0.2 -0.1 -0.1 
12 150 149 0 o. 10. 0.0 0.7 -0.2 -0.2 
13 150 1 10 O. O. 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.1 
14 150 50 10 O. O. 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 
15 150 100 10 O. O. 0.0 0.2 -0.3 -0.1 
16 150 149 10 O. O. 0.0 0.7 -1.8 -0.9 
17 150 1 10 10. o. 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.1 
18 150 50 10 10. O. 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 
19 150 100 10 10. O. 0.0 0.2 -0.1 -0.1 
20 150 149 10 10. ' O. 0.0 0.7 -1.6 -0.8 
21 150 1 10 O~ 10. 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.1 
22 150 50 10 O. 10. 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 
23 150 100 10 o. 10. 0.0 0.2 -0.3 -0.2 
24 150 149 10 O. 10. 0.0 0.7 -2.1 -1.1 
Table 6-2 Effect of prefault load on the fault locators' 
accuracy for a transposed horizontal line (Fig. 
5-1) subjected to 'at-earth faults. The other 
parameters are set at the reference conditions 
'of Section 6.3. 
Key to Table 
S,R-near end source and remote end source, respectively. 
L=line length(kIn), x=actual distance to fault from S(kIn) 
Tosh=Toshiba, Schw-Schweitzer 
0S,oR=phase relationship of voltage at busbar-S and 
busbar-R, respectively. E.g. if 0s-10 0 and 0R-Oo 
then power transfer is from S to R and vice versa. 
Error(%)=100x(estimated distance to fault - actual 
distance to fault)/total line length 
~n) Source Error (%). No L x caps. 
(GVA) 
kIn kIn Os OR New ASEA Tosh Schw 
1 150 1 0 5 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2 150 50 0 5 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3 150 100 0 5 1 0.0 0.2 -0.1 -0.1 
4 150 149 0 5 1 0.0 0.7 -0.2 -0.2 
5 150 1 0 1 5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
6 150 50 0 1 5 0.0 0.0 -0.1 -0.1 
7 150 100 0 1 5 0.0 0.0 -0.3 -0.3 
8 150 149 0 1 5 0.0 0.3 -0.6 -0.6 
9 150 1 0 25 5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
10 150 50 0 25 5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
11 150 100 0 25 5 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 
12 150 149 0 25 5 0.0 0.8 -0.1 -0.1 
13 150 1 0 5 25 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
14 150 50 0 5 25 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
15 150 100 0 5 25 0.0 0.2 -0.1 -0.1 
16 150 149 0 5 25 0.0 0.7 -0.2 -0.2 
17 150 1 10 5 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
18 150 50 10 5 1 0.0 0.0 -0.1 0.0 
19 150 100 10 5 1 0.0 0.2 -0.2 -0.2 
20 150 149 10 5 1 0.0 0.7 -0.5 -0.4 
21 150 1 10 1 5 0.0 0.0 1.1 0.5 
22 150 50 10 1 5 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.5 
23 150 100 .10 1 5 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.1 
24 150 149 10 1 5 0.0 0.3 -2.3 -1.5 
25 150 1 10 25 5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
26 150 50 10 25 5 0.0 0.0 -0.1 -0.1 
27 150 100 10 25 5 0.0 0.2 -0.4 -0.2 
28 150 149 10 25 5 0.0 0.8 -1.6 -0.7 
29 150 1 10 5 25 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.1 
30 150 50 10 5 25 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.1 
31 150 100 10 5 25 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.1 
32 150 149 10 5 25 0.0 1.5 -7.0 -4.5 
Table 6-3 Effect of source capacities on the locators' 
accuracy for a transposed horizontal line (Fig. 
5-1) subjected to tal-earth faults. The other 
parameters are set at the reference conditions 
Ii of Section 6.3. 
ley to table ----
S,R-near end source and remote end source, respectively. 
L=line length(kIn), x-actual distance to fault from S(kIn) 
Tosh=Toshiba, Schw-Schweitzer 
OS'OR-source capacities at near end and remote end, 
respectively. 
Error(%)=100x(estimated distance to fault - actual 
distance to fault)/total line length 
~s) Source Error (%) No L x X/R 
ratios 
kIn kIn S R New ASEA Tosh Schw 
1 150 1 0 40 10 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2 150 50 0 40 10 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3 150 100 0 40 10 0.0 0.2 -0.1 -0.1 
4 150 149 0 40 10 0.0 0.7 -0.2 -0.2 
5 150 1 0 10 40 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
6 150 50 0 10 40 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
7 150 100 0 10 40 0.0 0.2 -1.0 -0.1 
8 150 149 0 10 40 0.0 0.7 -0.2 -0.2 
9 150 1 10 40 10 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.0 
10 150 50 10 40 10 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.0 
11 150 100 10 40 10 0.0 0.2 0.2 -0.2 
12 150 149 10 40 10 0.0 0.7 1.7 -0.7 
13 150 1 10 10 40 0.0 0.0 -0.2 0.1 
14 150 50 10 10 40 0.0 0.0 -0.4 0.1 
15 150 100 10 10 40 0.0 0.2 -1.0 0.0 
16 150 149 10 10 40 0.0 0.7 -3.1 -0.7 
Table 6-4 Effect of source X/R ratios on the fault 
locators'· accuracy for a transposed horizontal 
line subjected to 'at-earth faults. The other 
parameters are set at the reference conditions 
of Section 6.3. 
Key to Table ... 
S,R=near end source and remote end source, respectively. 
L-line length(kIn), x-actual distance to fault from S(kIn) 
Tosh=Toshiba, Schw-Schweitzer 
Error(%)-lOOx(estimated distance to fault - actual 
distance to fault)/total line length 
~~) Error (%) No L x Fault 
type 
km km New ASEA Tosh Schw 
1 150 1 0 a-e 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2 150 50 0 a-e 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3 150 100 0 a-e 0.0 0.2 -0.1 -0.1 
4 150 149 0 a-e 0.0 0.7 -0.2 -0.2 
5 150 1 0 a-c-e 0.0 0.0 0.0 .0.0 
6 150 50 0 a-c-e 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
7 150 100 0 a-c-e 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.0 
8 150 149 0 a-c-e 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0 
9 150 1 0 b-c 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
10 150 50 0 b-c 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
11 150 100 0 b-c 0.0 '0.3 0.0 0.0 
12 150 149 0 b-c 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0 
13 150 1 0 a-b-c 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
14 150 50 0 a-b-c 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
15 150 100 0 a-b-c . 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.0 
16 150 149 0 a-b-c 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0 
17 150 1 10 a-e 0.0 '0.0 0.2 0.1 
18 150 50 10 a-e 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 
19 150 100 10 a-e 0.0 0.2 -0.3 -0.1 
20 150 149 10 a-e 0.0 0.7 -1.8 -0.9 
21 150 1 10 a-b-e 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 
22 150 50 10 a-b-e. 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 
23 150 100 10 a-b-e 0.0 0.3 -0.2 0.0 
24 150 149 10 a-b-e 0.0 0.9 -1.1 0.0 
25 150 1 10 b-c 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 
26 150 50 10 b-c 0.0 0.0 '·0.1 0.0 
27 150 100 10 b-c 0.0 0.3 -0.1 -0.1 
28 150 149 10 b-c 0.0 0.9 -0.5 0.0 
29 150 1 10 a-b-c 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 
30 150 50 10 a-b-c 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 
31 150 100 10 a-b-c 0.0 0.3 -0.2 ,0.0 
32 150 149 10 a-b-c 0.0 0.9 -1.1 0.0 
Table 6-5 Effect of fault type on the fault locators' 
accuracy for a transposed horizontal line 
subjected to tat-earth faults. Other parameters 
are set at the reference conditions of Section i I; 6.3. 
hY to Tabla --~-
S,R=near end source and remote end source, respectively. 
L-line length(km), x-actual distance to fault from S(km) 
a-e=phase-'a'-to-earth fault 
a-c-e=phase-'a'-to-phase-'c'-to-earth fault 
b-c=phase-'b'-to-phase-'c' fault 
a-b-c-3-phase fault 
Tosh=Toshiba, Schw=Schweitzer 
Error(%)-100x(estimated distance to fault actual 
distance to fault)/total line length 
Error (%) 
No L x ~Q) km km New ASEA Tosh Schw 
md-1 md-2 
1 100 1 0 0.4 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2 100 33 0 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 
3 100 66 0 -0.1 -0.2 0.6 0.6 0.6 
4 100 99 a -0.4 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 
5 250 1 a 0.3 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 
6 250 83 a 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.2 
7 250 166 a -0.1 -0.2 1.1 0.3 0.3 
8 250 249 a -0.3 -0.5 3.0 0.4 0.4 
9 400 1 a 0.2 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
10 400 133 a 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.2 0.2 
11 400 266 0 -0.1 -0.1 1.9 0.0 0.0 
12 400 399 a -0.2 -0.4 6.5 -0.9 -0.8 
13 100 1 10 0.4 0.7 0.0 0.3 0.2 
14 100 33 10 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.3 
15 100 66 10 -0.1 -0.2 0.6 0.3 0.5 
16 100 99 10 -0.4 -0.7 1.2 -0.5 -0.3 
17 250 1 10 0.3 0.5 0.0 0.1 0.0 
18 250 83 10 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.2 
19 250 166 10 -0.1 -0.2 1.1 0.2 0.3 
20 250 249 10 -0.3 -0.5 - 3.0 -1.4 -0.4 
21 400 1 10 0.2 0.4 0.0 0.1 0.0 
22 400 133 10 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.2 0.2 
23 400 266 10 -0.1 -0.1 1.9 -0.2 -0.1 
24 400 399 10 -0.2 -0.4 6.6 -2.7 -1.4 
25 100 1 50 0.4 0.7 0.1 1.7 0.7 
26 100 33 50 0.2 0.3 0.4 1.1 0.7 
27 100 66 50 -0.1 -0.2 0.8 -0.8 -0.1 
28 100 99 50 -0.4 -0.7 1.5 -7.5 -3.6 
29 250 1 50 0.3 0.5 0.1 0.5 0.2 
30 250 83 50 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.3 
31 250 166 50 -0.1 -0.2 1.1 -0.5 -0.1 
32 250 249 50 -0.3 -0.5 3.4 -8.3 -4.2 
33 400 1 50 0.2 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.1 
34 400 133 50 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.1 
35 400 266 50 -0.1 -0.1 1.9 -0.5 -0.5 
36 400 399 50 -0.2 -0.4 * * -5.5 
Table 6-6' Effect of fault position, line length and fault 
! resistance on the fault locators' accuracy for 
ian untransposed horizontal line represented by 
I the transposed line data, subjected to 'a'-earth 
,faults. The other parameters are set at the 
, reference conditions of Section 6.3. 
Key to Table' 
S,R=near end source and remote end source, respectively 
L=line length(km), x=actual distance to fault from S(km) 
Tosh=Toshiba, Schw=Schweitzer, * more than 10% error 
Error(%)-100x(estimated distance to fault - actual 
distance to fault)/total line length 
~a) Load Error (%) No L x angle 
(de 1. ) New ASEA Tosh Schw 
kIn kIn Os oR md-1 md-2 
1 150 1 0 o. o. 0.4 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2 150 50 0 o. o. 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 
3 150 100 0 O. O. -0.1 -0.2 0.7 0.5 0.5 
4 150 149 0 O. O. -0.4 -0.6 1.6 0.7 0.8 
5 150 1 0 10. O. 0.4 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 
6 150 50 0 10. O. 0.1 0.2 -0.2 -0.2 -0.2 
7 150 100 0 10. O. -0.1 -0.2 -0.6 -0.9 -0.9 
8 150 149 0 10. O. -0.4 -0.6 -1.0 -1.8 -1.8 
9 150 1 0 O. 10. 0.4 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 
10 150 50 0 O. 10. 0.1 0.2 0.8 0.8 0.8 
11 150 100 0 O. 10. -0.1 -0.2 2.2 1.9 1.9 
12 150 149 0 O. 10. -0.4 -0.6 4.4 3.5 3.5 
13 150 1 10 O. O. 0.4 0.6 0.0 0.2 0.1 
14 150 50 10 O. O. 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.3 
15 150 100 10 O. O. -0.1 -0.2 0.7 0.2 0.4 
16 150 149 10 O. O. -0.4 -0.6 1.6 -1.0 -0.1 
17 150 1 10 10. O. 0.4 0.6 0.0 0.2 0.1 
18 150 50 10 10. o. 0.1 0.2 -0.1 -0.1 -0.2 
19 150 100 10 10. o. -0.1 -0.2 -0.4 -1.0 -0.9 
20 150 149 10 10. o o. -0.4 -0.6 -0.7 -3.1 -2.3 
21 150 1 10 O. 10. 0.4 0.6 0.0 0.2 0.1 
22 150 50 10 O. 10. 0.1 0.2 0.9 0.9 0.8 
23 150 100 10 O. 10. -0.1 -0.2 2.2 1.7 1.8 
24 150 149 10 o. 10. -0.4 -0.6 4.6 1.5 '2.7 
Table 6-7 Effect of pre-fault load on the fault locators' 
accuracy for an untransposed horizontal line 
(Fig. 5-1) represented by the transposed line 
data and subjected to 'at-earth faults. The 
other parameters are set at the reference 
conditions of Section 6.3. 
Key to Table' 0 
S,R-near end source and remote end source, respectively •. 
L-1ine length(kIn), x-actual distance to fault from S(kIn)/ 
Tosh-Toshiba, Schw=Schweitzer . 
md-l=mode-l, md-2=mode-2 . 
~S'~R=phase relationship of voltage at busbar-S and 
busbar-R, respectively. E.g. if ~s·10o and ~R.Oo 
then power transfer is from S to R and vice versa. 
Error(%)-100x(estimated distance to fault actual dis-
tance to fault)/total line length 
~o) Source Error (%) No L x caps. 
(GVA) New ASEA Tosh Schw 
km km Os OR md-1 md-2 
1 150 1 0 5 1 0.2 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2 150 50 0 5 1 0.2 -0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 
3 150 100 0 5 1 -0.5 -0.9 0.8 0.5 0.5 
4 150 149 0 5 1 -0.8 -1.6 -1.5 0.7 0.7 
5 150 1 0 1 5 0.8 1.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 
6 150 50 0 1 5 0.5 0.9 0.2 0.1 0.1 
7 150 100 0 1 '5 0.2 ,0.3 0.4 0.2 0.2 
8 150 149 0 1 5 -0.2 -0.3 1.1 0.2 0.2 
9 150 1 0 25 5 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
10 150 50 0 25 5 -0.1 -0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 
11 150 100 0 25 5 -0.3 ~0.5 0.8 0.5 0.5 
12 150 149 0 25 5 -0.5 -0.8 1.7 0.8 0.9 
13 150 1 0 5 25 0.5 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 
14 150 50 0 5 25 0.3 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.2 
15 150 100 0 5 25 0.1 0.2 0.7 0.4 0.4 
16 150 149 0 5 25 -0.1 -0.2 1.6 0.8 0.8 
17 150 1 10 5 1 0.2 0.3 0.0 0.1 0.0 
18 150 50 10 5 1 -0.2 -0.3 '0.2 0.2 0.2 
19 150 100 10 5 1 -0.5 -0.9 0.8 0.3 0.4 
20 150 149 10 -5 1 -0.8 -1.6 1.5 0.3 0.5 
21 150 1 10 1 5 0.8 1.6 0.1 1.1 0.5 
22 150 50 10 1 5 0.5 0.9 0.3 1.2 0.7 
23 150 100 10 1 5 0.2 0.3 0.6 0.8 0.5 
24 150 149 10 1 5 -0.2 -0.3 1.3 -1.7 ':'0.9 
25 150 1 10 25 5 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 
26 150 50 10 25 5 -0.1 -0.2 0.3 0.2 0.3 
27 150 100 10 25 5 -0.3 -0.5 0.8 0.2 0.4 
28 150 149 10 25 5 -0.5 -0.8 1.7 -0.8 0.2 
29 150 1 10 5 25 0.5 0.8 0.0 0.4 0.1 
30 150 50 10 5 25 0.3 0.5 0.3 0.7 0.7 
31 150 100 10 5 25 0.1 0.2 0.7 0.9 0.9 
32 150 149 10 5 25 -0.1 -0.2 4.2 -6.5 -3.7 
Table 6-8 Effect of source capacities on the fault 
locators' accuracy for an untransposed 
horizontal line (Fig. 5-1) represented by the 
transposed line data, subjected to 'a~-earth 
i' faults. The other parameters are set at the 
reference conditions of Section 6.3. i' ... -.. ~ 
Key to Table 
s,R=nearend source and remote end source, respectively. 
L=line length(km), x-actual distance to fault from S(km) 
md-1=mode-1, md-2=mode-2 
Tosh=Toshiba, Schw=Schweitzer 
0S'OR-source capacities at near end and remote end, 
respectively. . . 
Error(%)-100x(estimated distance to fault - actual 
distance to fault)/total line length 
~Q) Source Error (%) No L x X/R 
ratios New ASEA Tosh Schw 
kIn kIn S R md-1 md-2 
1 150 1 0 40 10 0.4 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2 150 50 0 40 10 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.2 
3 150 100 0 40 10 -0.1 -0.2 0.7 0.5 0.5 
4 150 149 0 40 10 -0.4 -0.6 1.6 0.7 0.7 
5 150 1 0 10 40 0.4 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 
6 150 50 0 10 40 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.2 
7 150 100 0 10 40 -0.1 -0.2 0.7 0.5 -0.5 
8 150 149 0 10 40 -0.4 -0.6 1.6 0.7 0.7 
9 150 1 10 40 10 0.4 0.6 0.0 0.4 0.0 
10 150 50 10 40 10 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.8 0.2 
11 150 100 10 40 10 -0.1 -0.2 0.7 1.3 0.3 
12 150 149 10 40 10 -0.4 -0.6 1.5 2.5 0.0 
13 150 1 10 10 40 0.4 0.6 0.0 -0.2 0.1 
14 150 50 10 10 40 0.1 0.2 0.3 -0.2 0.4 
15 150 100 10 10 40 -0.1 -0.2 0.8 -0.5 0.5 
16 150 149 10 10 40 -0.4 -0.6 1.7 -2.3 0.1 
Table 6-9 Effect of source X/R ratios on the fault 
locators' accuracy for the untransposed 
horizontal line (Fig. 5-1) represented by the 
transposed line data, subjected to' 'a'-earth 
faults. The other parameters are set at the 
reference conditions of Section 6~3. 
,ey to Table . 
S,R=near end source and remote end source, respectively. 
L-line length(km), x-actual distance to fault from S(km) 
md-l=mode-1, md-2-mode-2 
Tosh=Toshiba, Schw-Schweitzer 
Error(%)-100x(estimated distance to fault actual 
distance to fault)/total line length 
I -_ .. , 
~n) Error (%) No L x Fault 
type New 
'- ASEA Tosh Schw 
km km md-1 md-2 md-3 
1 150 1 0 a-e 0.4 0.6 -5.4 0.0 0.2 0.0 
2 150 50 0 a-e 0.1 0.2 -1.8 0.3 0.3 0.3 
3 150 100 0 a-e -0.1 -0.2 1.8 0.7 0.5 0.5 
4 150 149 0 a-e -0.4 -0.6 5.4 1.6 0.7 0.8 
5 150 1 0 a-c-e -0.1 1.3 -1.9 0.0 0.2 0.0 
6 150 50 0 a-c-e 0.0 0.5 -0.6 -1.4 -1.4 -1.4 
7 150 100 0 a-c-e 0.0 -0.5 0.6 -2.6 -2.9 -2.9 
8 150 149 0 a-c-e 0.1 -1.3 1.9 -3.6 -4.4 -4.4 
9 150 1 0 b-c * 5.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 10 150 50 0 b-c *. 1.7 0.0 -1.4 -1.4 -1.4 
11 150 100 0 b-c * ~1.7 0.0 -2.6 -2.9 -2.8 12 150 149 0 b-c * -5.1 -0.1 -3.7 -4.4 -4.4 13 150 1 0 a-b-c * 
, 
1.5 -1.2 0.1 0.0 0.0 
14 150 50 0 a-b-c * 0.5 -0.4 2.9 -1.6 -1.6 15 150 100 0 a-b-c * 0.4 -0.5 6.0 -3.3 -3.3 16 150 149 0 a-b-c * -1.5 1.2 9.4 -5.0 -4.9 17 150 1 10 a-e 0.4 0.6 -5.4 0.0 0.2 0.1 
18 150 50 10 a-e 0.1 0.2 -1.8 0.3 0.4 0.3 
19 150 100 10 a-e -0.1 -0.2 1.8 0.7 0.2 0.4 
20 150 149 10 a-e -0.4 -0.6 5.4 1.6 -1.0 -0.1 
21 150 1 10 a-c-e 0.0 1.3 -2.2 -0.1 0.1 -0.1 
22 150 50 10 a-c-e 0.0 0.5 -0.8 -1.4 -1.3 -1.4 
23 150 100 10 a-c-e 0.0 -0.5 0.8 -2.6 -3.0 -2.8 
24 150 149 10 a-c-e - 0.0 -1.3 2.2 -3.4 ~5.0 -4.2 
25 150 1 10 - b-c * 5.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 26 150 50 10 b-c * 1.7 0.0 -1.4 -1.3 -1.4 27 150 100 10 b-c * -1.7 0.0 -2.6 -2.9 -2.8 28 150 149 -10 b-c * -5.1 -0.1 -3.7 ~4.9 -4.5 29 150 1 10 a-b-c * 1.5 -1.2 0.1 0.6 0.4 30 150 50 10 a-b-c * 0.5 -0.4 2.9 -1.3 -1.4 31 150 100 10 a-b-c * -0.5 0.4 6.0 -3.8 -3.8 32 150 149 10 a-b-c * -1.5 1.2 9.8 -8.1 -7.3 
Table 6-10 Effect of fault type on the fault locators' 
accuracy for an untransposed horizontal line 
(Fig. 5-1) represented by the transposed line 
~: _ parameters, subj ected to ' a '-earth faults. The 
- 1 'other parameters are set at the reference 
conditions of Section 6.3. 
----
I 
ley 1;0 Table 
L-line length(km), x-actual distance to fault from S(km) 
a-e-phase-'a'-to-earth fault 
a-c-e-phase-'a'-to-phase-'c'-to-earth fault 
b-c-phase-'b'-to-phase-'c' fault, a-b-c-3-phase fault 
md-1=mode-1, md-2=mode-2, md-3-mode-3 
* more than 10% error, Tosh-Toshiba, Schw-Schweitzer 
Error(%)-100x(estimated distance to fault - actual 
distance to fault)/total line length 
~O) Line Error (%) No L x config-
uration New ASEA Tosh Schw 
km km md-1 md-2 
. , 
1 150 1 0 H 0.4 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2 150 50 0 H 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 
3 150 100 0 H -0.1 -0.2 0.7 0.5 0.5 
4 150 149 0 H -0.4 -0.6 1.6 0.7 0.8 
5 150 1 0 V -0.4 -3.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 
6 150 50 0 V -0.1 -1.2 1.1 1.1 1.1 
7 150 100 0 V 0.1 1.2 2.4 2.2 2.2 
8 150 149 0 V . 0.4 3.4 4.1 3.1 3.1 
9 150 1 0 0 -0.3 -0.6 O~O 0.0 0.0 
10 150 50 0 0 -0.1 -0.2 1.3 1.3 1.3 
11 150 100 0 0 0.1 0.2 1.9 1.6 1.6 
12 150 149 0 0 0.3 0.6 -1.0 -1.8 -1.8 
13 150 1 10 H 0.4 0.6 0.0 0.2 0.1 
14 150 50 10 H 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.3 
15 150 100 10 H -0.1 -0.2 0.7 0.2 0.4 
16 150 149 10 H -0.4 -0.6 1.6 -1.0 -0.1 
17 150 1 10 V 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.1 
18 150 50 10 V -0.4 -3~4 0.0 0.2 0.0 
19 150 100 10 V -0.1 -1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 
20 150 149 10 V 0 .• 1 1.2 2.5 2.0 2.2 
21 150 1 10 0 -0.3 -0.6 0.0 0.1 0.0 
22 150 50 10 0 -0.1 -0.2 1.3 1.3 1.3 
23 150 100 10 0 0.1 0.2 2.0 1.6 1.7 
24 150 149 10 0 0.3 0.6 -0.9 -3.2 -2.1 
Table 6-11 Effect of line configurations on the fault 
locators' accuracy for an untrAnsposed line 
represented by the transposed line data, sub-
jected to 'a'-earth faults. The other parame-
ters are set at the reference conditions of 
Section 6.3. 
Key to Table 
S,R=near end source and remote end source, respectively. 
L-line length(km), x-actual distance to fault from S(km) 
H-horizontal single-circuit line (Fig. 5-1) 
v=vertical single-circuit line (Fig. 5-2) 
D=double-circuit line (Fig. 5-3) 
Tosh=Toshiba,.Schw-Schweitzer 
md-1=mode-1, md-2=mode~2 
Error(%)-100x(estimated distance to fault - actual 
distance to fault)/total line length' 
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CHAPTER 7 
EFFBCT OF SBTTING ABD HARDWARE IRACCVRACIBS 
7.1 Introduction 
In the simulated performance tests described in the 
previous Chapter it was assumed that perfect setting data 
and perfect input data were available to the algorithms. 
In practice this will not be the case and some non-
algorithmic errors due to incorrect settings and hardware 
limitations are inevitable. These errors must be 
considered in any overall accuracy assessment of the 
locators and a number of simulation tests were therefore 
run to determine whether the new algorithm is particularly 
sensitive to any of these factors. Again the test results 
for the competing algorithms are given to see if any 
improvement on the accuracy is achieved by the new algo-
rithm under the same circumstances. 
Once again the transmission line modelled is that 
described in Section 6.3. The tests were carried out for 
both transposed and untransposed lines. It should be noted 
that like the previous simulation tests for untra~sposed 
" 
lines, ideally transposed line parameters were used even 
I -.~". 
though the actual line was untransposed. As before, the 
superimposed values of current and voltage should be used 
in the new algorithm when perfect transposition is assumed 
for 'untransposed lines, but in other cases either the 
112 
superimposed or total values can be used. In the following 
Sections, setting and hardware inaccuracies on the 
locators' performance are investigated. 
7.2 Bffect of Remote Source Settings 
Both the ASEA and the Schweitzer algorithms require a 
setting for the remote source impedance. In practice, this 
value may well change as different combinations of plant 
are connected or disconnected with changing load 
-
conditions. It is thus of interest to know how much effect 
errors on this setting will have on the fault location 
accuracy for the different locators. 
The test conditions of Section 6.3 were used for a 10n 
fault resistance thereby having the remote source capacity 
and X/R ratio set in the line simulation program to SGVA 
and 40, respectively. For the algorithms, however, the 
remote source capacity setting was varied from 1 to 2S GVA 
and for two settings of the X/R ratio at 20 and 40. The 
results of the tests are shown in Table 7-1 for the 
. . 
transposed line and in Table 7-2 for the untransposed 
line. Cases 1 t04 in these Tables give the results when 
the correct remote source data were set into the locators 
: 
and should be considered as the reference Cases to measure 
, I. ..~ ... - ... 
the extra errors introduced by incorrect remote source 
settings~ Cases S to 16 show the effect of changing source 
capacity on the accuracy while the X/R ratio remains at 
the correct setting. Cases 17 to 32 are as Cases 1 to 16 
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but with X/R ratio set at 20. 
As expected, the new and the Toshiba algorithms are 
unaffected by the remote source impedance setting since 
they make no use of it. Also the ASEA algorithm is not 
affected significantly by the remote source settings and a 
maximum 0.5% extra error was recorded (Case 16 of Table 
7-2). Therefore, it can be said that the ASEA algorithm is 
quite immune against inaccurate remote source settings. 
But the results of the Schweitzer algorithm are more 
affected by incorrect settings, particularly by any 
inaccuracy in the X/R ratio setting. It is seen that for 
both the transposed and untransposed lines more than 1% 
extra error was recorded in Case 20 when the X/R ratio is 
set at 20." These results show that the Schweitzer 
modification to the Toshiba algorithm does not improve the 
accuracy achieved and in most cases when there are errors 
in the remote source settings the results are worse than 
thos~ of the original algorithm. 
7.3 Effect of [S] Matrix Errors 
All input parameters are derived from line geometry and 
electrical parameters which are in turn converted into [Z] 
, 
and [Y] matrices. To investigate the effect of inaccurate 
input parameters, the--[Z] matrix was adjusted for the 
fault location algorithms only, the values used by the 
line simulation remaining as described in Section 5.1.1. 
The [Yl matrix, which mainly represents the effect of 
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shunt capacitance, has much smaller effect and most 
algorithms ignore its effect. The results of [Z] matrix 
errors are shown in Table 7-3 for the transposed line and 
in Table 7-4 for the untransposed line. The test 
conditions were as described in Section 6.3. 
Cases 1 to4 give the results of the reference condi-
tions with no errors in the [Z] matrix. Cases 5 to 12 are 
the results for ±5% errors in the magnitude and Cases 13 
to 20 are for ±5% errors in the argument of the [Z] matrix 
elements. As line [Z] matrix elements are predominantly 
inductive, 5% error in the argument is equivalent to about 
4 degrees error. The combined effect of magnitude and 
argument errors on the accuracy are shown in Cases 21 to 
28. It is evident from these ,results that any error in 
magnitude has a larger effect. on the accuracy; but it is 
important to note that in all cases the new fault location 
algorithm maintains its high accuracy and is less affected 
by the errors in the [Z] matrix setting. For example, in 
Case 12, for a -5% error in the [Z] matrix magnitude, the 
errors for the other algorithms are at least twice that 
for the new algorithm for the transposed line, while for 
the untransposed line the errors are at least four times 
higher'than the new algorithm. Also the Schweitzer 
algoritrum gives no improvement over the Toshiba algorithm 
and even.in some cases reduces the accuracy. 
The results for -5% error in magnitude and in argument 
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of the [Z] matrix are plotted in Figs. 7-3 and 7-4 for the 
transposed and untransposed lines respectively. Fault 
conditions are as described in Section 6.3 for a 109 fault 
resistance. The results for the new algorithm, are those 
obtained using mode-2 which gives higher errors than 
mode-1 in this fault study. In order to see how much extra 
error is introduced, these graphs can be compared with the 
graphs of Figs. 7-1 and 7-2 which are for the reference 
test conditions of transposed and untransposed lines for a 
laC fault resistance. It is clear from Figs. 7-3 and 7-4 
that the errors of. the competing algorithms increase as 
the fault position moves towards the remote end. Also it 
can be seen that the Schweitzer modification reduces the 
accuracy of the Toshiba algorithm. 
To summarize, all the algorithms are affected by 
inaccuracy of the [Z] matrix setting. For the competing 
algorithms the results are nearly the same; at the remote 
end of the line a 5% error in the magnitude giving roughly 
a further 5% of error and a 5' error in the argument 
giving at least 2% additional error. At the near end the 
additional errors are less but still significant. By 
contrast the new algorithm performs very well; a 5' error 
in the [Z] matrix magnitude and/or argument resulting in 
only a maximum 1% additional error using earth-mode 
(mode-1) and 1.6% using aerial-mode (mode-2). 
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7.4 Line Length Setting Errors 
A further source of setting errors relates to the line 
length. For the reference test conditions with loa fault 
resistance the results are plotted in Figs. 7-5 and 7-6 
for the transposed and untransposed lines respectively. It 
,is seen from these graphs that the new algorithm is 
significantly affected by the line length setting errors. 
A -5% error in the line length keyed into the locator will 
introduce up to -3.5% error in the fault location estimate 
for the transposed line. Since when the correct value of 
line length is set into the new algorithm there is no 
error for transposed lines, then the errors shown in Fig. 
7-5 for the new algorithm are entirely_due to the line 
length setting error. By comparing these graphs with 
graphs 7-1 and 7-2, for the'reference fault conditions, it 
is seen that the competing algorithms are'not affected 
very much by these line length setting errors. 
Note, however, that the reason for the higher accuracy 
of the competing algorithms is that they calculate, 
directly or indirectly, distance to fault as a percentage 
of line length. Also, the new algorithm gives no error if 
the fault position is displayed as a percentage of line 
;, 
length. In other words, if the fault is actually, say, 10% 
down the line, the distance to fault is still calculated 
at 10% by the new algorithm. Therefore if the fault loca-
tion is displayed in terms of number of towers from the 
relaying point, then there will be no error. For example, 
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if the actual length of a line is lS0km and it is set into 
the locator 160km, then for a fault at 80\ of the line the 
new algorithm evaluates 128km by using the 160km setting, 
instead of actual fault position at 120km, thereby giving 
8km error in fault location. Now if, instead, the fault 
location is converted into 80\ of the number of towers 
along the line the exact position of the tower can be 
found and the accuracy of the new locator is not affected 
by the line length setting errors. In general it was found 
that the maximum error introduced is less than the setting 
error if the. fault position to be displayed in actual 
length (e.g. kM). 
7.5 Simulated Hardware Brrors 
Such errors arise due to the combined effect of transducer 
errors, hardware errors in the calculation of the voltage 
and current phasors which are used in the fault location 
algorithms. A good indication of the likely effect of 
hardware errors on the accuracy of fault locators can be 
obtained by introducing various combinations of errors in 
the magnitude and phase angle of the voltage and' current 
phasors entered in~o the fault location algorithms • 
. i . 
Table:7-S shows .. four cases involving a ±2% error in 
! 
the magnitude of the"near and remote end voltage and 
current phasors which were obtained from the fault 
conditions of Section 6.3 for a transposed line. Since 
distance to fault is evaluated from the voltage to current 
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ratio, the fault location error is zero when all voltage 
and current phasors are simultaneously subjected to the 
same proportion of magnitude and/or argument errors. 
Therefore, in Cases 5 to 12 there is no extra error for 
the competing algorithms (in comparison to the reference 
Cases 1 to 4) as they use the single-end phasor data and 
the proportional errors in voltage and current phasors of 
the relaying end are the same. However"in Cases 13 to 20 
the extra errors of the competing algorithms are 
significant. Overall, the competing algorithms all have 
maximum errors of at least twice the maximum of the new 
algorithm. 
Table 7-6 shows some corresponding cases involving 
±10o error in the argument o~ the voltages and currents 
entered into the locators. The maximum modulus of the 
errors over all Cases using the new algorithm is 1.9% for 
mode-2. But in Cases 13 to 20 the accuracy of the other 
algorithms is severely impaired by the argument errors; in 
most of these Cases the additional error is more than 10% 
while there is at least 7% additional error in the other 
Cases. As these algorithms are very sensitive to the 
argument error they require more accurate hardware 
equipment and software data processing. By contrast, 
because of good performance of the new algorithm against 
I 
these errors, it requires less delicate equipment and data 
processing. As discussed in Section 4.8, the need for a 
very accurate synchronisation of phasor data at the line 
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ends is therefore obviated. 
7 • 6 Summary 
The sensitivity of the different algorithms has been shown 
against various non-algorithmic errors. Except for the 
line length setting, the accuracy of the new algorithm is 
much less affected by setting errors than the competing 
algorithms. Also the errors due to the signal recording 
and processing, which appear in the phase values, have 
less effects on the accuracy. of the new algorithm. It 
should be noted that for the purpose of brevity, the 
results presented in this Chapter have been selected from 
the simulation tests carried out for different lines and 
fault conditions and they well represent the general 
performance of the algorithms when subjected to non-
algorithmic errors. 
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~O) Remote- Error·· (%) No L x source 
setting 
kIn kIn OR X/R New ASEA Tosh Schw 
1 150 1 10 5 40 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.1 
2 150 50 10 5 40 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 
3 150 100 10 5 40 0.0 0.2 -0.3 -0.1 
'4 150 149 10 5 40 0.0 0.7 -1.8 -0.9 
5 150 1 10 1 '40 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.2 
6 150 50 10 1 40 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 
7 150 100 10 1 40 0.0 0.2 -0.3 -0.1 
8 150 149 10 1 40 0.0 0.2 -1.8 -1.4 
9 150 1 10 10 40 0.0 -0.1 0.2 0.0 
10 150 50 10 10 40 0.0 -0.1 0.1 -0.1 
11 150 100 10 10 40 0.0 ·0.1 -0.3 -0.3 
12 150 149 10 10 40 0.0 0.9 -1.8 -0.8 
13 150 1 10 25 40 0.0 0.1 0.2 -0.1 
14 150 50 10 25 40 0.0 -0.2 0.1 -0.2 
15 150 100 10 25 40 0.0 0.2 -0.3 -0.5 
16 150 149 10 25 40 0.0 1.0 -1.8 -0.7 
17 150 1 10 5 20 0.0 -0.1 0.2 0.0 
18 150 50 10 5 20 0.0 -0.1 0.1 -0.1 
19 150 100 10 5 20 0.0 -0.2 -0.3 -0.5 
20 150 149 10 5 20 0.0 -0.5 -1.8 -2.0 
21 150 1 10 1 20 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.1 
22 150 50 10 1 20 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 
23 150 100 10 1 20 0.0 0.0 -0.3 -0.4 
24 150 149 . 10 1 20 0.0 -0.4 -1.8 -1.9 
25 150 1 10 10 20 0.0 -0.1 0.2 0.0 
26 150 50 10 10 20 0.0 -0.2 0.1 -0.2 
27 150 100 10 10 20 0.0 -0.3 -0.3 -0.6 
28 150 149 10 10 20 0.0 -0.6 -1.8 -2.1 
29 150 1 10 25 20 0.0 -0.2 0.2 -0.1 
30 150 50 10 25 20 0.0 -0.3 0.1 -0.2 
31 150 100 10 25 20 0.0 -0.4 -0.3 -0.7 
32 150 149 10 25 20 0.0 -0.5 -1.8 -2.0 
Table .7-1 Effect of the' remote source settings on the 
locators' accuracy for a transposed horizontal 
line (Fig. 5-1) subjected to tat-earth faults. 
The actual values of source capacity and X/R 
ratio at both ends are 5GVA and 40 it 
i: . respectively. The other parameters are set at 
I the reference conditions of Section 6.3. 
1'1' to Tabl. 
L-line length, x-actual distance to fault from near end 
Tosh-Toshiba, Schw-Schweitzer 
0R,X/R-Source capacity and X/R ratio settings at the 
remote end. i 
Error(%)=100x(estimated distance to fault actual 
, distance to fault)/total line length. 
~n) Remote- Error '(%) No L x source 
setting New ASEA Tosh Schw 
kIn kIn OR X/R md-1 md-2 
1 150 1 10 5 40 0.4 0.6 0.0 0.2 0.1 
2 150 50 10 5 40 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.3 
3 150 100 10 5 40 -0.1 -0.2 0.7 0.2 0.4 
4 150 149 10 5 40 -0.4 -0.6 1.6 -1.0 -0.1 
5 150 1 10 1 40 0.4 0.6 0.1 0.2 0.2 
6 150 50 10 1 40 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.4 
7 150 100 10 1 40 -0.1 -0.2 0.8 0.2 0.4 
8 150 149 10 1 40 -0.4 -0.6 1.1 -1.0 -0.6 
9 150 ,1 10 10 40 0.4 0.6 -0.1 0.2 0.0 
10 150 50 10 10 40 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.2 
11 150 100 10 10 40 -0.1 -0.2 0.6 0.2 0.3 
12 150 149 10 10 40 -0.4 -0.6 1.8 -1.0 0.1 
13 150 1 10 25 40 0.4 0.6 -0.1 0.2 -0.1 
14 150 50 10 25 40 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.4 0.1 
15 150 100 10 25 40 -0.1 -0.2 0.4 0.2 0.0 
16 150 149 10 25 40 -0.4 -0.6 2.1 -1.0 0.3 
17 150 1 10 5 ·20 0.4 0.6 -0.1 0.2 0.0 
18 150 50 10 5 20 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.4 0.1 
19 150 100 10 5 20 -0.1 -0.2 0.4 0.2 0.0 
20 150 149 10 5 20 -0.4 -0.6 0.4 -1.0 -1.2 
21 150 1 10 1 20 0.4 0.6 0.1 0.2 0.1 
22 150 50 10 1 20 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.3 
23 150 100 10 1 20 -0.1 -0.2 0.5 0.2 0.1 
24 150 149 10 1 20 -0.4 -0.6 '0.6 -1.0 -1.1 
25 150 1 10 10 20 0.4 0.6 -0.1 0.2 0.0 
26 150 50 10 10 20 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.4 0.4 
27 150 100 10 10 20 -0.1 -0.2 0.3 0.2 -0.1 
28 150 149 10 10 20 -0.4 -0.6 0.4 -1.0 -1.3 
29 150 1 10 25 20 0.4 0.6 -0.1 0.2 -0.1 
30 150 50 10 25 20 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.4 0.0 
31 150 100 10 25 20 -0.1 -0.2 0.2 0.2 -0.2 
32 150 149 10 25 20 -0.4 -0.6 0.3 -1.0 -1.3 
Table 7-2 Effect of the remote source settings on the 
locators' accuracy for an untransposed horizon-
tal line (Fig. 5-1) represented by the trans-
posed line data, subjected to 'a'-earthfaults. 
) ~I" The actual values of source capacity and X/R 
!! "ratio" at both ends are 5GVA and 40 
': respectively. The other,parameters are set at 
, the reference conditions' of Section 6.3. 
lev to Table 
L-line length, x-actual distance to fault from near end 
Tosh=Toshiba, Schw-Schweitzer 
0R,X/R=Source capacity and X/R ratio settings at the 
remote end ' 
Error(%)=100x(estimated distance to fault actual 
distance to fault)/total line length 
~Q) % error Error (%) No L x in [Z]-
matrix New ASEA Tosh Schw 
kIn kIn mag arg md-l md-2 
1 150 1 10 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.1 
2 150 50 10 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 
3 150 100 10 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.2 -0.3 -0.1 
4 150 149 10 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.7 -1.8 -0.9 
5 150 1 10 +5 0 1.0 1.4 0.0 0.2 0.0 
6 150 50 10 +5 0 0.3 0.5 -1.6 -1.5 -1.6 
7 150 100 10 +5 0 -0.3 -0.5 -3.0 -3.4 -3.3 
8 150 149 10 +5 0 -1.0 -1.4 -4.2 -6.3 -5.6 
9 150 1 10 -5 0 -1.1 -1.6 0.0 0.2 0.1 
10 150 50 10 -5 0 -0.4 -0.5 1.8 1.9 1.8 
11 150 100 10 -5 0 0.4 0.5 3.7 3.2 3.4 
12 150 149 10 -5 0 1.1 1.6 6.1 3.3 4.4 
13 150 1 10 0 +5 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.4 
14 150 50 10 0 +5 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 
15 150 100 10 0 +5 0.0 0.0 -0.3 -0.7 -0.5 
16 150 149 10 0 +5 0.0 -0.1 -1.6 -3.1 -2.0 
17 150 1 10 0 -5 0.1 0.1 -0.3 0.2 -0.2 
18 150 50 10 0 -5 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.2 
19 150 100 10 0 -5 -0.1 0.0 1.0 0.3 0.7 
20 150 149 10 0 -5 -0.1 -0.1 3.4 -1.0 1.8 
21 150 1 10 +5 +5 0.9 1.5 0.2 0.2 0.3 
22 150 50 10 +5 +5 0.3 0.5 -1.5 -1.6 -1.5 
23 150 100 10 +5 +5 -0.3 -0.5 -3.5 -3.6 -3.8 
24 150 149 10 +5 +5 -0.9 -1.5 -6.1 -6.6 -7.5 
25 150 1 10 +5 -5 1.1 1.5 0.3 0.2 -0.2 
26 150 50 10 +5 -5 0.4 0.5 -1.4 -1.2 -1.4 
27 150 100 10 +5 -5 -0.4 -0.5 -2.3 -2.8 -2.6 
28 150 149 10 +5 -5 -1.1 -1.5 -1.9 -5.6 -3.3 
Table 7-3 Effect of the [Z] matrix errors on the locators' 
accuracy for a transposed horizontal line (Fig. 
5-1) subjected to 'a'-earth faults., The other 
parameters are set at the reference conditions 
of Section 6.3 •. 
bY to Table 
L-line length, x=actual distance to fault from near end 
.mag=magnitude, arg=argument . 
Tosh=Toshiba, Schw=Schweitzer 
Error(%)-100x(estimated distance to fault actual 
. I:i distance to -fault)/total line length 
~~i> % error Error (%) No L x in [Z]-
matrix New ASEA Tosh Schw 
kIn kIn mag arg md-1 md-2 
1 150 1 10 0 0 0.4 0.6 0.0 0.2 0.1 
2 150 50 10 0 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.3 
3 150 100 10 0 0 -0.1 -0.2 0.7 0.2 0.4 
4 150 149 10 0 0 -0.4 -0.6 1.6 -1.0 -0.1 
5 150 1 10 +5 0 1.3 2.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 
6 150 50 10 +5 0 0.5 0.7 -1.3 -1.3 -1.3 
7 150 100 10 +5 0 -0.5 -0.7 -2.5 -2.9 -2.8 
8 150 149 10 +5 0 -1.3 -2.0 -3.3 -5.6 -4.8 
9 150 ,1 10 -5 0 -0.7 -0.9 0.1 0.3 0.1 
10 150 50 10 -5 0 -0.2 -0.3 2.1 2.1 2.1 
11 150 100 10 -5 0 0.2 0.3 4.3 3.7 3.9 
12 150 149 10 -5 0 0.7 0.9 7.1 4.1 5.2 
13 150 1 10 0 +5 0.3 0.7 0.3 0.2 0.4 
14 150 50 10 0 +5 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.3 
15 150 100 10 0 +5 -0.1 -0.2 0.2 0.0 -0.2 
16 150 149 10 0 +5 -0.3 -0.7 -0.7 -1.2 -2.3 
17 150 1 10 0 -5 0.5 0.7 -0.3 0.2 -0.2 
18 150 50 10 0 -5 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.5 
19 150 100 10 0 -5 -0.2 -0.3 1.6 0.8 1.2 
20 150 149 10 0 -5 -0.5 -0.7 4.4 -0.2 2.7 
21 150 ,1 10 +5 +5 1.3 2.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 
22 150 50 10 +5 +5 0.4 0.7 -1.3 -1.4 -1.3 
23 150 100 10 +5 +5 -0.4 -0.7 -2.9 -3.1 -3.3 
24 150 149 10 +5 +5 -1~3 -2.0 -5.2 -5.8 -6.8 
25 150 1 10 +5 -5 1.5 2.1 -0.3 0.2 -0.2 
26 150 50 10 +5 -5 0.5 0.7 -1.2 -1.0 -1.2 
27 150 100 10 +5 -5 -0.5 -0.7 -1.7 -2.4 -2.1 
28 150 149 10 +5 -5 -1.4 -2.1 -1.0 -4 •. 9 -2.5 
Table 7-4 Effect of the [Z] matrix errors on the locators' 
accuracy for an untransposed horizontal line 
(Fig. 5-1) represented by the transposed line 
data, subjected to 'at-earth faults. The other 
parameters are set at the reference conditions 
of Section 6.3. 
ley to Table . 
L=line length, x=actual distance to fault from near end 
mag=magnitude, ar~argument 
Tosh=Toshiba, Schw=Schweitzer , 
Error(%)-100x(estimated distance to fault - actual 
distance to fault)/total line length 
Magnitude errors Error (%) 
No L x in the phasors 
- (%)- New ASEA Tosh Schw 
kIn kIn Vs IS VR IR md-1 md-2 
1 150 1 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.1 
2 150 50 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 
3 150 100 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.2 -0.3 -0.1 
4 150 149 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.7 -1.8 -0.9 
5 150 1 +2 +2 -2 ~2 1.1 2.0 0.0 0.2 0.1 
6 150 50 +2 '+2 -2 -2 1.6 2.4 0.0 0.1 0.0 
7 150 100 +2 +2 -2 -2 1.6 2.4 0.2 -0.3 -0.1 
8 150 149 +2 +2 -2 -2 1.1 2.1 0.7 -1.8 -0.9 
9 150 1 -2 -2 +2 +2 -1.1 -2.0 0.0 0.2 0.1 
10 150 50 -2 -2 +2 +2 -1.6 -2.4 0.0 0.1 0.0 
11 150 100 -2 -2 +2 +2 -1.6 -2.4 0.2 -0.3 -0.1 
12 150 149 -2 -2 +2 +2 -1.1 -2.1 0.7 -1.8 -0.9 
13 150 1 +2 -2 +2 -2 -0.8 -1.2 0.0 0.2 0.1 
14 150 50 +2 -2 +2 -2 -0.3 -0.4 1.4 1.5 1.4 
15 150 100 +2 -2 +2 -2 0.3 0.4 2.4 2.4 2.6 
16 150 149 +2 -2 +2 -2 0.8 1.2 4.9 2.1 3.2 
17 150 1 -2 +2 -2 +2 0.8 1.2 0.0 0.2 0.0 
18 150 50 -2 +2 -2 +2 0.3 0.4 -1.3 -1.2 -1.3 
19 150 100 -2 +2 -2 +2 -0.3 -0.4 -2.5 -2.9 -2.8 
20 150 149 -2 +2 -2 +2 -0.8 -1.2 -3.4 -5.6 -4.8 
Table 7-5 Effect of the phasor magnitude errors on the 
locators' accuracy for a transposed horizontal 
line (Fig. 5-1) subjected to tal-earth faults. 
The other parameters are set at the reference 
conditions of Section 6.3 for a 100 fault 
resistance. 
ley to Table 
L-line length, x-actual distance to fault from near end 
S,R-subscripts for sending and receiving end, respectively 
Tosh-Toshiba, Schw-Schweitzer . ' 
Error(%)-100x(estimated distance to fault actual 
. distance to fault)/total line length 
Ii 
Argument errors Error (%) 
No L x in the phasors 
(degrees) New ASEA Tosh Schw 
kIn kIn Vs - - IR md-1 md-2 IS VR 
1 150 1 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.1 
2 150 50 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 
3 150 100 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.2 -0.3 -0.1 
4 150 149 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.7 -1.8 -0.9 
5 150 1 +100 +100 _100 _100 -1.8 -1.8 0.0 0.2 0.1 
6 150 50 +100 +100 _100 _100 -1.1 -0.9 0.0 0.1 0.0 
7 150 100 +100 +100 _100 _100 -0.1 0.1 0.2 -0.3 -0.1 
8 150 149 +100 +100 _100 _100 0.2 0.8 0.7 -1.8 -0.9 
9 150 1 _100 _100 +100 +100 -0.2 -0.8 0.0 0.2 0.1 
10 150 50 _100 _100 +100 +100 0.1 -0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 
11 150 100 _100 _100 +100 +100 1.1 . 0.9 0.2 -0.3 -0.1 
12 150 149 _100 _100 +100 +100 1.8 1.8 0.7 -1.8 -0.9 
13 150 1 +100 _100 +100 _100 1.6 1.9 7.4 7.6 7.5 
14 150 50 +100 _100 +100 _100 0.5 0.6 8.6 8.6 8.6 
15 150 100 +100 _100 +100 _100 -0.5 -0.6 * * * 16 150 149 +100 _100 +100 _100 -1.6 -1.9 * * * 17 150 1 _100 +100 _100 +100 0.8 1.6 -7.3 7.3 -7.4 
18 150 50 _100 +100 _100 +100 0.3 0.6 
* * * 19 150 100 _100 +100 _100 +100 -0.3 -0.6 * * * 20 150 149 _100 +100 _100 +100 -0.8 -1.6 * * * 
Table 7-6 Effect of the phasor argument errors on the 
locators' accuracy for a transposed horizontal 
line (Fig. 5-1) subjected to 'at-earth faults. 
The other parameters are set at the reference 
conditions of Section 6.3 for a 10C fault 
resistance. 
ley to Table 
L=line length, x=actual distance to fault from near end 
S,R-subscripts for sending and receiving end, respectively 
Tosh-Toshiba, Schw-Schweitzer 
* more than 10% error 
Error(%)-100x(estimated distance to fault - actual 
distance to fault)/totalline length 
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CHAPTER 8 
COBg,USIONS ABD StlGGESZIOIS FOR FUTURE WOM 
8.1 General Conclusions 
It has been shown that the new technique can successfully 
utilise modal quantities to render an accurate estimation 
of fault location.·· A modal transformation has been used to 
decouple a multiphase system into a number of single-phase 
circuits. In other words, a modal transformation 
eliminates mutual coupling effects inherent in a 
multiphase system. The particular transformations adopted 
for 3-phase systems define wave propagation in three 
modes; an earth-mode and two aerial-modes. Each modal 
circuit can be solved for fault location, provided that 
the c~rresponding modal voltages and currents are produced 
by the fault. However, utilising an aerial circuit is more 
desirable since the fault location is evaluated 
independently of the indeterminate earth path resistivity. 
For example, it has been shown that for a perfectly 
transposed line an aerial-mode (mode-2) network is only 
dependent upon the positive sequence network •. Also, 
aerial~mode coupling between each circuit of double-
circuit ilines is eliminated for perfectli transposed I . . 
" 
systems, i.e. the fault location technique can be applied 
to a double-circuit line on a circuit-by-circuit basis. 
The line eigenvalues and eigenvector matrix required 
for the modal transformation are evaluated from the line 
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geometry and line parameters~ For perfectly transposed 
lines an eigenvector matrix with real elements can be 
defined and the eigenvalues are simply evaluated from the 
sequence networks. However, for each untransposed line 
application, a set of eigenvalues and an eigenvector 
matrix are required to be evaluated which involves some 
mathematical operations. The line simulation program 
described in Chapter 3 can evaluate eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors for any line application. Once the line 
eigenvalues and eigenvector matrix are evaluated they are 
then set into the locators. 
Given the exact line eigenvalues and eigenvector 
.. 
matrix, the new algorithm gives no error in fault lo~ation 
irrespective of line transposition status, line length, 
fault position, fault resistance,' source configuration, 
etc. An aerial-mode can be used for any type of fault and 
no fault type identification is required. Previous fault 
location algorithms use different routines for different 
types of fault. Either superimposed or total postfault 
voltages.and currents can.be used. 
Because of difficulties associated with the evaluation 
of eigenvalues and the eigenvector matrix for untransposed 
, --
lines, the performan~e of the new algorithm was tested 
\' 
I' 
using ~ssumed transposed, line eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors. For extreme fault conditions which rarely 
occur in practice, acceptable accuracy has been observed 
from the simulation test results. Moreover, for 
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untransposed double-circuit lines even by assuming perfect 
transposition as well as using only the data from the 
faulted circuit, very accurate results have been obtained. 
Also it has been shown that for any type of fault on 
single-circuit horizontal lines and double-circuit lines 
an aerial-mode can be used thereby avoiding the use of 
indeterminate earth path resistivity as required for 
earth-mode surge impedance and eigenvalue calculations. 
In summary, when perfect transposition is assumed for 
untransposed lines the -following points must be 
considered: 
(a) For any type of fault and line configuration the 
superimposed values of current and voltage should be 
used. 
(b) For the vertical single-circuit 1ine,configuration 
(Fig. 5-2), mode selection is required as the earth-
\ 
mode must be used for earth faults and an aerial-mode 
for phase faults. 
(c) For the horizontal line configuration with the phase 
arrangement of Fig •. 5-1, an aerial-mode can be used 
for any type of fault. In practice, mode-2 can be 
used for any type of fault giving almost no error. 
(d) For:: the double-circuit line configuration using the 
., 
" i 1 ~",. 
data from the faulted circuit only, mode-2 can be 
used for any type of fault. 
Knowing that the single-circuit horizontal "line 
configuration with 'a'-'b'-'c' phase arrangement and the 
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double~circuit line configuration are commonly used in 
practice, it is concluded that for most untransposed 
lines, assumed transposed eigenvalues and associated 
eigenvector matrix can be used. It has been shown that for 
these lines the accuracy of fault location is better than 
1\ in nearly all cases, even by using an aerial-mode for 
all types of fault. 
In a comparative analysis of different techniques it 
has been shown that the new algorithm has achieved much 
higher accuracy than the other algorithms used in the best 
commercially available fault locators for which published 
information is available. For transposed lines while the 
new algorithm gives no error irrespective of fault 
position, line length, fault,resistance, prefault power 
flow, source configuration or fault type, .the competing 
algorithms are affected (in different scales) by these 
parameters. 
For untransposed lines, some errors are inevitable if 
the transposed line parameters are used. However, the new 
algorithm gives more accurate results than the 
alternatives. The accuracy of the new algorithm is not 
.i 
affected by fault resistance, pre fault power flow or 
I 
source impedances. 'The maximum error recorded for the new 
1,'---
Ii 
algorithm was less than 1\ in nearly all test cases. For 
the 'competing algorithms it has been shown that non-
transposition of lines exaggerate~ the errors from other 
sources, and very large errors have been observed in some 
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cases. 
The effect of non-algorithmic errors has also been 
considered in the performance evaluation of the 
algorithms. These errors are caused by incorrect settings 
and inaccuracy in signal recording and processing. 
Those algorithms which require a remote source 
impedance setting are prone to errors if the set value is 
different from the actual one. This usually occurs as the 
remote source configuration changes under different load 
conditions. The new algorithm does not require a remote 
source setting and therefore it is immune to this source 
of error. 
Any fault location algorithm requires a setting either 
for the[Z] matrix or the sequence impedances per unit 
length. The [Y] matrix, which mainly represents the effect 
of shunt capacitance, .has much smaller effect and most 
algorithms ignore its effect. It has been shown that for 
typical test cases the competing algorithms give 5% extra 
error for a 5% error in the magnitudes of the [Z] matrix 
elements and 2% extra error for a 5% error in the 
arguments. By contrast the new algorithm perfor~s very 
ii 
well; a 5% error in the magnitUdes and/or the arguments 
resulting in only a maximum 1.6% extra error. 
A further source of setting errors relates to the line 
length. The competing algorithms'"are not affected very 
much by line length setting errors since they calculate 
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distance to fault, directly or indirectly, as a percentage 
of the line length. The new algorithm also gives no error 
if the fault location is displayed as a percentage of the 
line length. 
A good indication' of the likely effect of hardware 
errors on the accuracy has been obtained by introducing 
various combinations of errors in the magnitudes and 
arguments of the voltage and current phasors entered into 
,the fault location algorithms. It has been shown that for 
magnitude errors the maximum error of the competing 
algorithms is at least twice the maximum error of the new 
algorithm. For the typical fault cases involving ±10o 
\ 
error in the arguments there is at least 7% additional 
error for the competlng algorithms, while the maximum 
error. for ,the new algorithm is 1.9'~ The high sensitivity 
of ' the competing algorithms necessitates more accurate 
hardware equipment and software signal processing to 
minimise the errors in the phasor data input. On the other 
hand'the insensitivity of the 'new algorithms is 
\ 
advantageous in some cases. For example, the 
synchronisation of the phasor data at the line ends can be 
obtained!by assuming the prefault current at both ,ends is 
:1 
., 
equal, even for long lines, therefore the zero crossing of 
o 
I· _", •. , 
these currents can be used as common reference for phasor 
measurements at the line ends, in spite of some phase 
shift caused by the capacitance currents. 
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. , 
8.2 Suggestions for Future Work 
pursuit of the work in some major areas is discussed in 
this Section. 
8.2.1 Further Simulation Tests 
Many simulation tests were carried out for different line 
configurations and fault types' for both transposed and 
untransposed lines. Further tests can be performed by 
using the line simulation program and the algorithm 
simulations, but it is most probable that the tests 
performed up to now are conclusive for the research part 
of the work •. In the simulation studies, however, for 
untransposed lines it was assumed that no discrete 
transpositions were made along the line. A series of 
tests, similar to those for transposed and untransposed 
lines, can be carried out for untransposed lines with some 
discrete transpositions along the lines. The line 
simulation program can be used section by section and 
voltages and currents at any point on the line can be 
. evaluated. It is expected that all the algorithms will 
give more accurate results for this case than the similar 
case for untransposed lines without any discrete 
transposition. 
d 
" " 
" 8.2.2 Site Tests 
I' 
f 
~.--. 
The acc~racy of the new algorithm should be tested by 
input data captured from real systems. These data could 
also be used to measure the accuracy of the competing 
algorithms. As fault location estimation is an off-line 
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process, the fault location techniques can be programmed 
on a small computer at any site. For. the new algorithm, 
the line simulation program may also be used to evaluate 
the required eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Another method 
of implementing the new technique is to develop a 
prototype unit type fault locator for site trials. In the 
future commercial application the new locator could, if 
necessary, be an integral part of a microprocessor-based 
protection unit. 
8.2.3 Single-End Measure.ent Fault Location 
The new technique requires phasor data from both ends of a 
transmission line. However, .there is no need for a 
continuous data link between the-line ends and data can be 
, 
transferred by voice over a telephone link, for example. 
In return, the new technique renders a more accurate 
estimation of fault location when compared with other 
fault location techniques. Also, as discussed previously, 
its insensitivity to most sources of error, either 
, 
algorithmic or non-algorithmic, is a considerable 
achievement. Nevertheless, a considerable effort has been 
made in applying the modal principles when the phasor data 
from the near end and a representative value Of. source 
!j 
impedanc~ from the_remote end are available. The idea was 
I _ 
to obtain the fault path current for two different modes 
, 
in terms of the sending end data and the equivalent 
circuit beyond the fault point. Then from the eigenvector 
matrix the relationship between these currents are 
obtained. For example, if for a particular fault mode-1 
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and mode-2 fault path currents are equal, equating the 
equations eliminates the need for defining the fault path 
currents and distance to fault is evaluated. The idea, 
however, could only be applied to a perfectly transposed 
line with a balanced source network; because the mode-2 
and mode-3 eigenvalues are identical in a perfectly 
transposed line, one of the two modes considered should be 
mode-1. 
For untransposed lines, the source and line 
eigenvector matrices are generally different and therefore 
the equivalent circuit beyond the fault point cannot be 
defined in modal networks. In other words, . for 
untransposed lines, the source voltage-current 
relationship is not decoupled. in modal networks by using 
the same eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the line. It will 
be very difficult to find similar eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors for the source and line. A solution to this 
problem is to transfer modal source impedances from the 
remote source, obtained by dividing. modal voltages to 
corresponding modal currents, following a fault. 
Obviously, this may be considered as a two-end measurement 
technique. perha~s the only merit of this .technique is 
that the:. synchronisation can be obviated as only the modal 
I· ._-
impedances are transferred; this requires extensive 
investigations for a practical system. 
The simulation test results show that the above 
technique gives no error for transposed systems if all the 
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input data are set accurately, otherwise substantial 
errors can occur, i.e. the technique is very sensitive to 
non-algorithmic errors. Some further work in this area can 
be carried out when the remote source modal impedances are 
available, otherwise the single-end measurement algorithms 
used by Toshiba and ASEA studied in this thesis generally 
have better performances. 
8.2.' Teed Trans.ission Line Fault Location 
It appears from the literature survey that no research 
work in power frequency based fault location has been 
published for Teed transmission lines. The growing number 
of such lines necessitates research in this area. 
Extending the new fault location idea to Teed lines could 
be the subject of another PhD·study. This thesis gives an 
outline for conducting such work. It should be noted that 
the protection scheme of Teed lines provides the data link 
between the terminals as will be required for fault 
location purposes. A line simulation program, on the same 
basis developed in this thesis for two-ended lines, is 
required. 
. i 
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APPEROIX 3A 
3A.l Calculation Method of Shunt Admittance Matrix [XJ 
The admittance matrix is a function only of the physical 
geometry of the conductors relative to the earth plane, 
because the conductor and earth surface may each be 
regarded as equipotential surfaces [19]. The [Y] matrix 
has no real part because the conductance of the earth path 
is negligible. The physical location of the conductors is 
defined with respect to a coordinate system, with the 
earth plane as horizontal reference axis and the axis of 
symmetry of the tower as vertical reference. From the 
coordinates of the conductors and theeconductor radii, 
elements of a matrix [T] are calculated with i,jth element 
defined as: 
(3A-1) 
where Dij=distance,between ith conductor and the image of 
the jth conductor 
dij-distance between ith conductor arid jth 
conductor for i+j 
dij=radius of ith conductor for i-j 
:i 
i1 
I _. 
The matrix [T] has 0l:'der 3p+q where p is the number of 
I 
circuits:' and q is the number of earth wires. If the charge 
vector is represented by i and the voltage vector by V, 
then: 
V=(1/27rE)([T]~) (3A-2) 
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it follows that: 
- -1-~=2TrE[T] V (3A-3) 
but V is a column matrix whose last q elements are zero 
(the voltage of the earth wires), so that the last q 
columns of [T]-l can be discarded. The last q rows of 
[T]-l give the earth wire charges, and as these are not 
generally required, these q rows are also discarded. The 
matrix obtained by discarding the last q rows and columns 
of [T]-1 is [TA]-l and has order 3p. 
The shunt admittance matrix is defined by the equation 
Y=[YJV and since: 
. (3A-4) 
therefore; 
(3A-S) 
where [Y] includes for the effect of earth wires. 
3Ara Calculation-Method of S.ri,. Imp.daoc, Matrix [Z] 
The series impedance matrix consists of five components as 
is given;by: 
[ Z]=[R +R +j(X +X +X )] cle c g e 
I: 
!1 
, i < 
(3A-6) 
where R' and X are series resistance and inductance 
matrices per unit length with the suffices standing for: 
c=contribution of the conductor 
e=contribution of the earth path 
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g=contribution of the reactance due to physical geometry 
of the conductors 
Reactance due to physical geometry, Xg,is calculated 
directly from: 
(3A-7) 
where [T] was derived for the [Y] matrix and is of order 
3p+q. 
The contribution of resistance and reactance Re and 
Xe , due to the earth return path, is calculated by using 
infinite series developed by Carson [20]. 
The calculation of Rc and Xc is complicated by the 
irregular surface profile.of the conductor due to 
stranding. At power frequency it is assumed that Rc is 
equal to'the d.c. resistance per unit length of the 
conductor. However, if skin effect is significant, the 
manufacturer's power frequency value is used. The internal 
inductance and hence Xc is calculated in the standard way 
by the concept of geometric mean radius [19]. 
In general the [Z] matrix calculated in the above 
manner will have order 3p+q, where p is the number of 
circuitsiand q is the number of earth wires. As in the case 
of [Y] matrix, the last q rows and columns are discarded, 
and the modified matrix of order 3p is reinverted to give 
the corrected [Z] matrix which allows for the effect of 
the earth wires. 
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3A.3 Bundled Conductors 
Transmission lines are usually constructed with more than 
one conductor per phase separated at regular intervals 
along the span length by metal spaces. The purpose of 
these bundled conductors is to reduce potential gradients 
at the surface of the conductors and hence minimise losses 
due to corona which must also be considered from the point 
of view of noise generation. 
One method of dealing with the bundled conductors in 
\ 
analysis is to replace them by means of an equivalent 
phase conductor whose diameter Oi is given by: 
where: d-diameter of the bundled conductor 
n-number of bundled conductors 
G-the diameter of the circle through the centres of 
the bundled conductors 
The internal impedance of the equivalent conductor is 
obtained by taking the impedance of one of the bundled 
conductors and dividing by the number of conductors in the 
bundle. 
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AlPERDIX 3D 
Calculation Methods for Bigenyalue.'and Bigenyectors 
putting [Z][Y]-[P] then [P]_[Q][r 2 ][Q]-1 or 
[P][Q]_[Q][r2 ], so that the kth eigenvalue r~ of [Z][Y] 
is given by: 
(3B-1) 
The trivial solution is Qk-O applies unless the 
determinant of the coefficient is zero, i.e. unless: 
det([p]-r~[U])-O for k-1,2, •• ,n (3B-2) 
222 This leads to n equations with n roots r 1 ,r2 , •• ,rn 
, ' 
which are the eigenvalues of [Pl. 
The root squaring method of finding eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors has been found particularly useful in 
processing the [Z][Y] matrix. It must be pointed out, 
however, that in the case of near equal roots direct 
application of the method can lead to an excessive'number 
of squaring in order to separate them out and so reach 
convergence. Methods are available for improving the rate 
of convergence and of taking advantage of symmetry in the 
iI 
system arid are dis~~ssed in Refs. 15 and 16. 
I ' 
I' 
The:foregoing method cannot be used to evaluate 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors when the line is perfectly 
transposed as the matrix product of [Z][Y] gives two equal 
eigenvalues and the routine does not converge. Instead a 
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.-
matrix of eigenvectors can be defined for transposed 
lines. It should be noted that this matrix is not unique 
and as an example the sequence component transformation 
matrix given in Eq. (3B-3) is well-known in the analysis 
of power systems. 
[0]- [~ (3B-3) 
But the eigenvector matrix and its inverse given in Eq. 
(3B-4) has the advantage of having real elements only and 
it is more suitable ,for the purpose of the work presented 
in this thesis. Also, for this special case, the modal 
propagation constants (which are the square root of the 
eigenvalues) and the surge impedances take a simplified 
form as given in Eq. (3B-5). Having the general form of 
the [Z] and [Y] matrices shown in Eq. (3B-6) the assumed 
self and mutual parameters (Zs,Zm'Ys'Ym) in this case are 
as given in Eq. (3B-7). 
[O]-[~ 2 o 
-2 
;: t --- t 
r1-[(ZS+2Zm)(YS-2Ym)] -(ZOYO) 
r2-r3-[(Zs-Zm)(Ys+Ym)]i_(ZpYp)i 
ZOl-(ZO/Yo)i,Z02-Z03-(Zp/Yp)t 
(3B-4) 
(3B-5) 
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Zaa Zab Zac 
[Z]= Zba'Zbb Zbc 
Zca Zcb Zcc 
[Y]-
Yaa 
-Yba 
-Yca 
-Yab -Yac 
Ybb -Ybc (3B-6) 
-Ycb Ycc 
(3B-7) 
If perfect transposition of a double-circuit line is 
assumed, where the conductors are ordered a,b,c,A,B,C, 
say" the eigenvector matrix take the form of Eq. (3B-B). 
The modal parameters are likewise obtained in the 
simplified form'of Eq. (3B-9) where the self and mutual 
terms are obtain~d fro~ series impedance and shunt 
admittance-matrices as shown in Eq. (3B-12). 
r1-[(Zs+2Zm+3ZM)(Ys-2Ym-3YM)]i 
r2-r3=rS~r6-[(Zs-Zm)(Ys+Ym)]i 
r 4=[(ZS+2Zm-3ZM) (Ys-2Ym+3YM)]i 
.. ----
ZOl-[(Zs~2Zm+3ZM)/(Ys-2Ym-3YM)]i 
Z02-Z03-Z0S-Z06-[(Zs-Zm)/(Ys+Ym)]i 
Z04-[(Zs+2Zm-3ZM)/(Ys-2Ym+3YM)]i 
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(3B-B) 
(3B-9) 
Zaa Zab Zae ZaA ZaB Zac 
Zba Zbb Zbe ZbA ZbB ZbC 
[Z]- Zea Zeb Zee ZeA ZeB ZeC (3B-10) 
ZAa ZAb ZAe ZAA ZAB ZAC 
ZBa ZBb ZBC ZBA ZBB ZBC 
ZCa ZCb ZCe ZCA ZCB ZCC 
Yaa -Yab .-Yae -YaA -YaB -YaC 
-Yba Ybb -Ybe -YbA -YbB -YbC 
[Y]- -Yea 
-Yeb Yee -YeA -YeB -YeC (3B-11) 
-YAa -YAb -YAe YAA -YAB -YAC 
-YBa -YBb -YBe -YBA YBB -YBC 
-YCa -YCb -Yce ":'YCA -YCB YCC 
(3B-12) 
Similarly, YS' Ym and YM are obtained from the [Y] matrix 
elements. 
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APPElfDIX 3C 
Eyaluation of Superimposed Voltage-Current Relationship at 
Fault Point for Single-Circuit Lines 
with reference to Fig. 3-4, if homogeneous line sections 
are assumed, two principal relationships emerge: 
(3C-1) 
(3C-2) 
The voltages and currents at each end are related to the 
source impedance matrix by: 
(3C-3) 
(3C-4) 
substituting Eq. (3C-4) into Eq. (3C-2) gives: 
i' 
" i, 
f (3C-5) 
from which: 
(3C-6) 
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Likewise using Eqs. (3C-1) and (3C-3): 
(3C-7) 
Now considering any general earth fault: 
(3C-8) 
where [Rfl isa diagonal matrix of the required values of 
fault resistance in each phase. Using Eqs. (3C-6) and 
(3C-7) we have: 
(3C-9) 
Finally substituting Eq. (3C-9) in Eq. (3C-8): 
- -1 -1 -1 -1 VFf--{[(C1+D1[ZSS] )(A1+B1[ZSS] ) +(C2+D2[ZSR] ) 
-1 -1 -1 . - -(A2+B2[ZSR]· ) .] ~[Rfl}(IFSf-IFRf) (3C-10) 
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DPEG!' 3D 
EyaluatioD of Superimposed VOltage-Current Relationship at 
Fault Point for DOuble-Circuit Lines 
Because both circuits in a double-circuit line are 
connected to the same busbar at each end, Eq. (3-46) is 
not valid for double-circuit line because of the 
singularity of the source impedance matrix. To solve this 
problem a matrix partitioning technique .. is used. 
For simplicity Eq. (3C-1) and (3C-2) are rewritten, 
noting that A1, ••• ,02 are 6x6 matrices and VSf, ••• ,IRf 
are 6x1 vectors for double-circuit lines: 
[::J [:: ::] [:::] (3D-2) 
At double-circuit busbars, source voltage-current 
relationships, say, for sending end have the f~llowing 
" II 
form: I' 
Vsa-VSA Zss Zsm Zsm ISa+ISA 
VSb-VSB - Zsm Zss Zsm ISb+ISB 
VSc=VSC 
(30-3) 
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partitioning' Eq. (30-1) yields: '" 
EFf1 All A12 B11 B12 VSf1 
EFf2 A21 A22 B21 B22 VSf2 (30-4) =-
-IFSf1 C11 C12 011 012 -ISf1 
-IFSf2 C21 C22 021 022 -ISfl 
In the above equation A 11 , ••• ,022 are 3x3 matrices. 
_ '- -' 
Knowing that VSf1=VSf2-VSf then: . 
(30-5) 
(30-6) 
., , 
Similarly at receiving en~ using VRf1-VRf2-VRf: 
(30-7) 
It is obvious [ZSS] and [ZSR] are 3x3 matrices. Now using 
Eq. (30-4) and substituting for I Sf2 ' VSf1 and VSf2 : 
-1 -' -
-(A11+A12+B12[ZSS] )VSf-(B1l-B12)ISfl (30-8) 
"Ii _, _ -
EFf2-(A21+A22)VSf-B21ISfl-B22Isf2 
I -,"=. . -1-'-
. -(A21+A22)VSf-B21ISf1-B22(-[ZSS] VSf-ISf1) 
(30-9) 
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(30-10) 
(30-11) 
writing the above equations in matrix form: 
(30-12) 
(30-13) 
Similarly for the receiving end busbar: 
(30-14) 
. (30-15) 
I 
where Ai1, ••• ,022 are obtained by the partitioning of 
A2 ,B 2 'C 2 '02 matrices. For brevity, the following 
abbreviations are used for the above transfer matrices: 
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[ -1 A11+A12+B12[ZSS] 
-1 A21+A22+B22[ZSS] 
C11+C12+012[ZSS]_1 [ -
C21+C22+022[ZSS] 
[Ai1+Ai2+Bi2IZSR1-1 
A21+A22+B22[ZSR]-1 
[
Ci1+Ci2+0 i2[ZSR]-1 
C21+C22+022[ZSR]-1 
[
EFf1 ]-E . 
- Ff 
EFf2 
-B11+B12] . 
-[J] 
-B21+B22 . 
-D11+D12] 
-[K] 
-021+022 
B' -B' ] 11 12 -[M] 
B21-B22 
From the above equations we can write: 
- -1-
-IFSf-[K][J] EFf 
- -1-IFRf-[N][M] EFf 
- -1 -1 -1 - -EFf-([K][J] +[N][M] ) (-IpSf+IFRf) 
Now considering any general earth fault: 
l! 
I 
- - I - - ., ... , 
Vpf-EFf-i [Rf ] (IFSf-IFRf) 
. - .'. -1 -1 -1 --
VFf--{([K][J] +[N][M] ) +[Rf]}(IpSf-IpRf) 
(30-16) 
(30-17) 
(30-18) 
(30-19) 
(30-20) 
(30-21) 
(30-22) 
(30-23) 
(30-24) 
(30-25) 
Postfault superimposed voltages and currents at sending 
end busbars are evaluated from Eq. (30-12), i.e.: 
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(30-26) 
-' Substituting VSf and 1Sf1 in Eq. (30-6) 18f2 is 
obtained. Likewise using Eq. (30-14) for the receiving end 
busbar: 
(30-27) 
(30-28) 
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APPIHJ)IX 31 
Solving Sound Phase voltage Problem for Diff.r.nt Fault 
Typ.s 
similar to the method shown in 3.4.4 for sing1e-phase-to-
earth faults, using Eq. (3-46) for single-circuit lines 
and Eq. (30-25) from Appendix 3D for double-circuit lines, 
solution can be found for other types of fault. 
Fora doub1e-phase-to-earth fault on a single-circuit 
line involving, say, the 'a' and 'c' phases the currents 
a~e calculated from the knowledge of faulted phases 
superimposed voltages, that is: 
(3E-1) 
From Eq. (3E-1) the superimposed voltage vector is 
evaluated: 
VFfa Z11 Z13 
VFfb - ~21 Z23 (3E-2) 
VFfc Z ,31 Z33 
\ .. " . 
Obviously there is no sound phase voltage-problem for 
3-phase faults on single-circuit lines as all phase 
voltages in the voltage vector VFf are known and there is 
no sound phases. 
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For double-circuit lines, by analogy, the superimposed 
current for the mentioned earth fault is evaluated. For 
example, for 'a'-'c'-earth faults using Eq. (30-25) from 
Appendix 30 we have: 
VFfa Zl1 Z13 
VFfb Z21 Z23 
VFfc Z31 Z33 [IPsfa -IPRfa] (3E-3) == 
VFfA Z41 Z43 IFSfc-IFRfc 
VFfB ZS1 ZS3 
VFfC Z61 Z63 
For phase-to-phase faults the following matrices are 
firstly constructed (for faults on circuit-'abc'): 
, 
" J ,., 
, 
V1 VFfa-VFfb 
, 
V2 -VFfb-VFfc (3E-4) 
, 
V3 VFfc-VFfa 
Zi1 Zi2 Zi3 Z11-Z21 Z12-Z22 Z13-Z23 
Z21 Z22,Z23 == Z21-Z31 Z22-Z32· Z23-Z33 (3E-S) 
Z31 Z' i ZI 321 33 Z31-Z11 Z32-Z12 Z33-Z13 
t; 
L 
Now, I ' for the phase faults involving, say, . phases 'a' and 
, . 
IC' the currents are evaluated from: 
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, , , 
(IFSfa-IFRfa)-V3/(Z33-Z31+Rf) 
(IFSfb-IFRfb)-O (3E-6) 
Then using Eq. (3-46) for'single-circuit lines or Eq. 
(3D-25) for double-circuit lines the superimposed voltage 
vector is evaluated. 
Simultaneous earth faults on both circuits (at the 
same location on the line) are dealt with as shown in Eq. 
(3E-7) for 'a'-earth and 'B'-earth simultaneous faults: 
-1 
[:::::~:::::].[::~ . :::] . [::::] (3E-7) 
Then a similar equation to Eq. (3E-3) gives the 
superimposed voltage vector. 
For inter-circuit faults the routine will be as shown 
below for the faults,' say, involving phases 'b' and 'A': 
ZE-Z22-Z42-Z24+Z44 (3E-8) 
!I 
Ii 
(IFSfb-IFRfb)-(VFfb-VFfA)/ZE (3E-9) 
\ 
(IFSfA-IFRfA)--(IFSfb-IFRfb) (3E-10) 
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APPENDIX 3r 
Program User Manual 
The program written in standard 'FORTRAN' can print out 
prefault and postfault voltage and current phasors as well 
as the superimposed ones. If other lines are connected to 
the busbars of a line, their effect can be considered in 
the source impedance matrices. Examples of fault 
resistance arrangements used by the program are shown in 
Fig. 5-4. A brief description of the parameters in each 
line of the input data is given here: 
11 NB,NC,KE,JC,EPR 
NB-No. of conductors per bundle 
NC-No. of conductors (including earth wires) 
KE-No~ of earth wires 
JC-No. of terms in Carson formulas 
EPR-Earth plane resistivity (Q-meter) 
12 CR,EWR 
CR-Conductor radius (equivalent bunqle radius, inches) 
EWR-Earth wire radius (inches) 
13 XXCI),CI-1,NC) 
: 
XX is the distance between conductors from the centre 
j' 
I 
line of the tower in meter. E.g. in the double-
I 
circuit line configuration shown in Fig. 3-1 the 
distances are given in the following order: 
Xa'Xb'X~'XA'XB'XC'XEW 
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#4 HeI),eI-1,NC) 
H is the height of a conductor from the earth plane 
in meter. For the double-circuit line shown in Fig. 
3-1 the heights are given in the order of: 
Ha,Hb,Hc,HA,HB,HC,HEW 
It should be noted that the above order of the 
physical geometry (XX(I),H(I» must be examined in 
the input data, as the order of output phase values 
is specified by the input line geometry. 
IS RC,REW,XC,XEW 
These are the natural resistance and inductance of 
each conductor and earth wire at power frequency, 
respectively (a/mile). 
16 KTRAH, KSHUNT 
These are logical statements used as below: 
KTRAN-1 Untransposed line 
. KTRAN=2 Perfectly transposed line 
KSHUNT-1 Line with shunt capacitance 
KSHUNT-2 Line without shunt capacitance 
17 ~-System voltage (volts) 
#8 YSPM,YSQM 
YSPM-Yoltage magnitude relationship in p.u. at S-end 
;: 
VSQM=Voltage magnitude relationship in p.u. at R-end 
I 
#9 PSP:PSQ 
! 
PSP-Phase angle relationship at S-end (degrees) 
PSQ=Phase angle relationship at R-end (degrees) 
For example, if PSP-20o and PSQ_Oo then the power 
transfer is from S to R and vice versa. If PSP_Oo and 
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PSpzoo then there is no power transfer. 
110 ~=Distance to fault from S-end (km) 
III ~=Line length(km) 
112 FPOS,FTYPE,FF1,FF2 
FPOS=Fault position 
FPOS-1 Fault on circuit 1 
FPOS-2 Fault on circuit 2 
FTYPE-Fault type 
FTIPE-l Phase-to-earth 
FTYPE-2 Double-phase-to-earth 
FTYPE-3 Phase-to-phase 
FTIPE-4 3-phase-to-earth 
FTIPE-S Simultaneous fault on circuits 1 & 2 
FTIPE-6 Inter-circuit phase,-to-phase 
FF1-Faulted phase 
FF2-Faulted phase (for'a double-phase fault) 
113 Rl-Fault resistance 
114 VAP,YAQ 
VAP=Lumped source capacity at S-end 
VAO-Lumped source capacity at R-end 
115 OP,OQ 
OP-X/R ratio of the S-end source 
QQ=X/R ratio of the R-end source 
! 
i 
116 LNP!LNQ 
LNP~Zso/ZSp ratio at the S-end source 
LNO-Zso/Zsp ratio at the R-end source 
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MEW ACCURATE TRANSMISSION LINE FAULT LOCATION EQUIPMENT 
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INTRODUCTION 
The use of lon&er distance transmission lines coupled 
with demands for· reduced circuit outa&e times is 
stilllulatinc a requirement for reliable and accurate 
fault location methods. The need for very hieh 
accuracy is eenerally becomin, more important since, in 
ehv systems, there is often little visual evidence oC a 
fault. and post-fault clearance tests performed at 
reduced system volta&e· can be inconcluaive. In 
eeneral, the decree of accuracy required is increasin, 
and is much hieher than can be obtained usine Simple 
conventional impedance to fault measurin, techniques; 
even a small measurement error may require detailed 
local examination over several kilometres of a typical 
line. 
The fore,oina considerations account for the activity 
in the development of ill\Proved fault location 
techniques which haa occurred in recent years; 
particular contributions be in, recorded in references 1 
_ 4. This paper will first outline the basis of an 
accurate fault location, technique that has been 
desilned to achieve an extremely hieh location accuracy 
and which. in particular, has been developed to 
overcome lon, standin, problems caused by loss of 
accuracy due to:- . 
(a) Non-transposition of conductors and neelect of 
circuit shunt capacitance. 
(b) 'ault path impedance non-linearity and the 
effect of remote source infeeds. 
(c) Chances in the power system source operatin, 
conUluration frail those assumed in settinc 
fault location equipment. 
(d) The need to utilise volta&e sienals derived 
from conventional capacitor voltace 
transformers. 
An extensive survey of the literature shows that, at 
the present time, there is no sin,le faul t location 
technique whic~ considers all the above causes of 
error. Host previoua proposals for example assume 
perfect Une transposition andlor ne,lect line shunt 
capeitance. require some means of determinin, .. the 
phase(S) involved in a particular fault and involve 
.. kine assumptions recardinc both the fom and 
linearity of the Cault point impedances. In the case 
of wide band type lIeasurements e.,., so e:alled 
travellin,-wave methods. difficulties are often 
ene:ountered in the use of capacitor voltage 
transformers, which are cenerally incapable of passin, 
the necessary hi,her frequene:y phenomena. 
In this paper, the results of simulation studies to 
dete~ine the basic ae:e:uracy of the new methods will be 
eiven. The paper e:oncludes with a description of the 
hardware implementation of the new fault location 
equipment that is currently under development. 
&ASIC PRINCIPLES 
=--
The method involves 1D0nitorina and f11 terinc the 
voltales and currents measured at each end of a line so 
as to produce a measure of the steady-state power 
f equency voltage and current phasors. The latter are 
o~tained as data dese:ribed by lIIeans·· of post-fault 
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" 
processina applied to data captured durill& the fault 
clearance process, 
Single-Phase Relationship 
For ease of explanation. it is first convenient to 
consider the relationship applicable to an assumed 
sincle-phase line application. With reference to Fi,. 
1. the post-fault steady-state voltaee V, for a fault 
at a distance x from say end S is readily expressed in 
terms of the voltages and, currents measured at the 
ends:-
VF • cosh(yxlVs - Zosinh(yx)Is 
v, • cosh(y(L - x»Va - Zosinh(y(L - x»Ia 
. 1 
2 
In equations 1 and 2. the sur,e (or e:harae:teristic) 
impedance Zo ~nd line propaertion constant 7 are liven 
by Zo • (Z/y)t and 7 • (ZY) respectively, where Z is 
the line series impedane:e and Y is the shunt admittance 
per unit len,th. Equating equations land 2 eliminates 
any necessity for defininc the fault point network; 
resort to this artifice is useful practically due to 
uncertainties as to the nature of the fauIt path. 
Rearran,ement of equations 1 and 2 provides an exact 
evaluation of the distance to the fault x as liven in 
equation 3. 
where A • ZOcosh(7L)Ia - sinh(yL)Va • ZOIS 
and 8· cosh(yL)Va - ZOSinh(yL)Ia - Vs 
3 
Equation 3 is seen to require only known line data (ZY) 
and known phasor voltages derived from measurands at 
the line ends. As such, any fault location esti_te 
thereby derived is independent of both fault impedance 
and source impedance values, a fact which is of 
practical importane:e due to their somewhat 
indeteminate and variable nature. It is abo of 
interest to note that the equation is valid Cor both 
total and superimposed values of vo Itace and current. 
Thus for example, the method could' readily utilise 
superimposed me&Surands of the type used in high speed 
directional comparison protection equipment (Johns et 
al (5» • Furthermore. the fault lOCAtion al,orithm 
relates to a true distributed line i.e., the practical 
situation, and inherently includes for the effect oC 
shunt capacitance • 
Application to ]-Phase Power Lines 
The foreeoine techniques cannot be applied directly to 
a multi-phase power line 5ince a number of voltages and 
currents are involved and mutual inductive and 
e:apacitive couplin& exists between phases. For 
5implicity. consider a sincle-circuit ]-phase 
transmission line in which the phases are identified by 
a,b,e: aa indicated in the sincle-11ne equivalent of 
Fi,. 2. In this case,. the vector of voltages and 
currents «(V,a.b.cl,(Isa.b.cl etc) at the various 
pOlnts of interest are related usin, the 2-port 
matrices (Asl. (Bsl. (ARI. (Bftl which in turn are] x 1 
matrices defined usin, the line series impedance matrix 
(ZI and the line shunt admittance matrix (YI. With 
reference to Fi,. 2. the mult1-conductor equivalent of 
equations 1 and 2 is thus:-
(VFa,b,CI • (AsIIVsa.b,cl - (BsIIIsa,b.c l 4 
5 
where [VFa.b e)' [VSa b.c)' [IRa.b.c) etc are vectors 
definin& volbces and eurrenta associated with each 
phase e.c •• (VRa.b.c) • [Vaa Vab Vac)T. [ )T denotin& a 
.. triX transpose. 
It is important to note that the 2-port matrices (AS). 
(85) etc. can. if necessary. be formed to include any 
discrete Une transpositions. which in turn is 
conducive to maintaininc very hich levels of 
.... urement accuracy in lone-line applications. In 
.ost cases however it is sufficient to treat each line 
section as homoceneous. 
The key to extendine the fault location alcorithll for 
use in actual multi-phase transmission lines lies in 
de-couplin& equations 4 and 5 into uncoupled or 
independent equations which in effect describe 
equivalent sinele-phase networks of the type shown in 
,i&. 1. This is done usin& the theory of natural IIOd.s 
and matrix function theory (Wedephol (6» as c01lllllOnly 
used in the d1&ital simulation of faulted ehv 
t ranslllission systeu (Johns and Mearwal (7». The 
theory underlyin& such techniques. thouch well known to 
power system analysts. is much too lone and involved to 
explain in a paper of this type; the reader is 
therefore referred to the latter references for further 
details. Briefly. the method involves Undine the 
.. triX of !i&enveetora of the [ZIlI) product ([Q) aay) 
.nd the [IJlZ) product ([5) say). In thia way. the 
volta&es and currents derived frolll each phase a.b.c at 
s.y the sendine end would be transformed to 
corespondin& modal voltace quantities 1.2.3 by means of' 
the correspondine (Q) and [S) Eicenvector aatrices 
(7):-
(Vsn) • [~ii] . (VSI VS2 VS3)T • (Q)-I(VSa VSb Vsc JT ]6 
(lsnl • [~~~] • (lSI 152 IS3)T • (S)-I[ISa ISb ISc)T 
153 
The si&niUcance of applyin& the transformation to 
.adal quantities is that even a lIIulti-conductor line is 
deeolllposed into a nwnber of sincle-phase uncoupled 
.adalS of the type shown in Fi&. 1. For each modal 
component. there is an equation pair of the fan of 
equations 1 and 2. Thus for a sincle circuit Une. 
there are three pairs of such equations correspondin& 
to the modes 1.2.3 so that. for IIIOde 2 for example the 
equation pair used that would fan the basts of the 
fault location in an actual 3-phase line would take the 
forlll of equations 7 and 8. 
V,2 • AS2VS2 -, BS2IS2 
Vr2 • Aa2Va2 - Da2 Ia2 
. I' 
7 
8 
The lIethod is &eneral in' that. for a double-c:ircuit 
line for example. six modes are involved which in turn 
results in six pairs of equations all of the basic form 
of' equations 7 and 8. Anyone or more mode pair 
equatiOns can be used to effect a fault location x by 
equatin& such equations to obtain for exalllple a mode-2 
baaed evaluation eiven by equation ,. 
x • (tanh-l (-B2/A2»)/72 , 
where A2 • Zo2cosh(72L)IR2 - sinh(72L)Va2 + Zo2 IS2 
B2 • cosh(72L)Va2 - Zo2sinh(72L)IR2 - VS2 
fquation 9 and its companion equations formed usin& the 
other modes is the exact equivalent of equation 3 which 
waa derived for the sinele phase model ill section 2.1. 
The appropriate lIodal lurce impedances required are 
eadily deter.ined fraN the matrix product 
r I. 1"I-IIQI-1IZIlSI in which (,,1 is a diacona! :"~1iX of so called modal propacation constants> 
omprisin& the square root of the Ucenvalues of the 
:.atrt" product (ZJ(YI (6.7). Hatrix [Zonl thus takes 
the Conn of (ZOI Z02 Z031 dial (or a J-phase line the 
individual values beinc modal suree impedances. • 
Practical Considerations 
The IIOdal surae impedance. and propacaUon constanta 
are pre-computed as indicated in the previous aection 
from the line impedance and shunt admittance _tricel 
((Z). It». The latter are in turn computed frail a 
knawledle of the line conductor eeo .. try. earth plane 
resistivity and the conductor parameters. In essence 
they represent basic parametera set into the alaoritha 
aceord1nc to the line application involved. However. 
the .lcoritha has been found to be so accurate that • 
even if perfect line transpoaition is a.sUllled. the 
resul tin& accuracy is more than accept.ble for most 
applications. If perfect Une tr.nsposition is 
assu.ed. the c.lculation of the modal suree impedancel 
and propacation constants is simplified since it is 
readily shown that. for example. the mode-2 surce 
impedance for a sinele circuit line can be expressed 
directly in te.... of the well known poaitive phase 
sequence line impedance (ZI) and shunt ad~itt.nce (II) 
per unit le~eth of line as Z02 • (Zl/Illt. Simil.r y 
72 • (ZIIl)t. Furthenore. tbe .ssumption of perfect 
transposition leads to Ueenvector utrices which .re 
equal ([SI • IQ» and which are independent of Une 
eeoaetry. The need to calcul.te the voltace and 
current Eiaenvector .. trices is thereby obvi.ted and in 
this case they t.ke the speci.l fora eiven in equation 
10. 
(S) • (Q) • [: ~ -~] 
I -I 1 
10 
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
The fundaaent.l char.cteristics of the new (ault 
location aleoritha have been deterained by test ina 
usilll • steady-st.te I1ne limul.tion proeralllllle. This 
aeans of testilll reveals the inaccur.cies 1n the 
aleoritha itself .nd doel not include any errors 
introduced by the hardware and/or transducers 1 •••• 1t 
reveals the best that can be expected by way of fault 
location .ccur.cy. The proer .... uses distributed line 
para.eters in derivilll pha.e variable relationships and 
thereby eives a more det.iled and realistic line 
representation under operaUne and fault conditions • 
The values of voltaee and current at the teninatina 
busbars are produced for any fault type and aource 
conditions. , 
The results presented 1n this paper r.late' to one 
circuit of a typical 400 kV vertical constructed Une 
of the type co~nlY used on the UK superedd sYltea 
and to a typical sincle-circuit 500 kV horizontally 
constructed Une as cOMOnly used in 10lller distanc. 
transmiasion appUcations 1q the USA. DetaUs of the 
l1ne conf1curat10n 1nvolved .re a1ven in ries. 3a and 
b. A vide rallle of line len&tha and source conditions 
bave been considered but. for reasons of brevity. the 
results present.d .r. necessarily li.ited. thouch they 
&1ve • clear indic.t10n of the accuracy Obtained under 
typical operaU", earth fault. conditions. Relev.nt 
para.eters used arel-
(a) t&rth resistivity. aslumed homoeeneous • 100 Qa. 
(b) Terainatilll source short circuit levels • 5 eVA 
and X/I ratio· 40. 
(c) rault resistanc •• 100 A. 
Id) Line lenctha • 100 k. and 250 ka. ' 
(e) Prefault line loadilll is zero. 
The lines considered are deUberately untransposed 10 
as to adequately reveal the efCect on accuracy of 
asslllline perfect transposition vhen setUnK tbe 
parameters into the nev locator. The result. relate to 
typical earth faults. fault location UtiNteS bdna 
thOle obt.ined usin& mode-l (earth-mode) quantities. 
It viii be appreci.ted from the foreeoilll that. if the 
nev locator is let u.inc the exact parameterl derived 
fro. the actusl Ueenvectors/Ueenvalues for an 
untransposed line. the only errors that occur are those 
due to hardware i.e.. the al&orithmic error is zero. 
The results presented are for a locator havill& 
approximate settill&s derived on the assumption of ideal 
line transposition. Table I shows the percentage error 
in fault location that occurs for an "a"-earth fault on 
a 100 km horizontal configured 11ne. The error is 
. expressed as a percentage of the total I1ne lell&th 
l.e.:-
(estimated location)-(actual 10cation»)xI00 
% error· total line lencth 
It can be seen from Table I that despite the assumption 
of perfect line transpOSition. the new locator gives an 
extremely accurate evaluation of fault position that is 
largelY independent of the actual fault point. Table 2 
shOWS the corresponding performance for a long line 
application (250 kill). It will be evident that the 
accuracy attainable is largely unaffected by the Une 
length. a factor that is a consequence of the fact that 
the algorithm inherently takes account of shunt 
capacitance. In particular, the latter results enable 
the extent of the improvement in accuracy made possible 
using the new algorithm to be put in perspective. 
FAULT POSITION 11 ERROR 
km FROM END -5 
~ 0.4 0.4 
25 0.2 
50 0.0 
75 -0.2 
95 -0.4 
100 -0,4 
TABL! 1: Measurement errors for "a"-earth faults on 
100 km, horizontal line configuration. 
. 
10 O.l 
50 0.2 
100 0.1 
150 -0.1 
200 -0.2 
245 -o.l 
250 -0.3 
TABLE 2: Meuurement errors for "a"-earth faults on 
250 kill. horizontal line configuration. 
FigS. 4a and b show a comparison of the performance 
obtained for short 100 km I1nes of vertical (rig. 4a) 
and horizontal (Fig. 4b) lines. The consistency of the 
new algorithm and its relative independence of line 
configuration is apparent. the IIIIlCnitude of' the error 
alwayS being less than 0.5% for all fault positions. 
Tables 3 and 4 show the response for a 
double-phase-to-earth fault on a vertical line 
construction involving a i 100 Q fault resistance to 
earth in each faulted phase. In this case, the error 
for the new algorithm is less than approximately 1.1% 
for all fault positions. The consistency of operation 
as between long and short I1ne applications is again 
parent. It is of interest to note that the new a~gorithm is independent of fault type and. unlike many 
a f its predecessors. does not· require any fault-type 
~dentification routine. This is a desirable feature in 
Ita t potential problems due to incorrect fault-type ~etermination. which can in turn result in an incorrect 
fault location algorithm being applied. are avoided. 
FAULT POSITION 1% ERROR 
km FROM END -S 
0 -1.1 
5 -1.0 
25 -0.5 
50 0.0 
75 0.6 
95 ::~ 100 
A8LE 3:' Measurement errors for "a"-"b"-earth fault on loo km. vertical line configuration. 
FAUI:'T POSITION 1% ERROR 
km FROM END -S 
0 -0.7 
10 -0.7 
50 -0.5 
100 -0.2 
150 0.2 
200 0.5 
245 0.7 
250 0.7 
TABLE 4: Measurement errors for "a"-"b"-earth fault on 
250 ~. vertical l1ne configuration. 
The foreg01ng results are typical of very eany studies 
performed over a ranee of fault type (includinc fault 
resistance). fault location. aource capacity. prefault 
line loading and line configuration conditions; in all 
cases. the algorithmic error was less than 
approximately 1.5% when the algoritha was set assuminc 
perfect line transposition. Aleorithmic llleasurement 
errors observed under conditions when untransposed 
parameters are .et into the locator are eenerally 
negl1eible. 
HARDWARE. DESCRIPTION 
Voltage and current waveforms are sampled in real time 
at both line ends. When a start signal is received 
this process continues until the post fault data haa 
also been captured. All further process1ne can be done 
off-11ne. The data is band pass filtered and the power 
frequency phuor information extracted. The IIOdal 
transformation is then applied to these phasors using 
the prev10usly calculated Ueenvectora. The IIOdal 
voltage and current phasors are then exchanged with 
those Crom the equipment at the remote line end. Note' 
that it is only the phasor values that need to be 
transferred and not the entire data set. This can be 
done either automat1cally or by VOice over a telephone 
link. for example. Once the values are exchanged. the 
A and a coeffic1ents e.c. A2 and 82 of equation ,. are 
formed usinc the input line parameters and the distance 
to the fault 1. then determined. 
Fie. 5 shows in block diagram fOnl the eain hardware 
elellents requ1red for the distance to fault locator 
equipment. The three phase voltage and current .ignal. 
froa the line transformers are fed. via isolation 
transformers and anti-aliu ,filters. into a 
multiplexer. The output froll the multiplexer is then 
pused through a sample and hold eate and into the 
analogue to digital converter for di&1tisation. The 
resultant digitised sicnals are stored in a cyclic 
buffer in the microprocessors 'randoll access memory. by 
the direct memory access unit. The input/output unit 
is also sampled continuously, until a start sienal is 
received froll the line protection equipment (typically 
a distance relav). Also required' are a keypad and 
alpha numeric display. These are used to displ3Y and 
transfer the modal volta~e and current vectors. and to 
display the final distance to fault result. They are 
also used to enter the line settings for storage in the 
microprocessors electricslly erasable PROM. 
In addition to the above requirements. all inputs and 
outputs to the equipment must be fully protected for 
use in the electrically hostile environment of a 
typical substation. A prototype fault locator 
equipment is now under development.· This will be 
avaUable in either a panel or rack lIIOuntine 19" ease. 
It will include a built in battery backed real time 
clock to allow time and date tacging of the fault data. 
Also inCluded will be an RS232 communications port 
allowing the equipment to be let and interrogated 
remotely. in addition to locally with the built in 
keypad and display. Output to a printer will also be 
supported. 
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A VERY ACCURATE FAULT LOCATION FOR TRANSMISSION LINES 
S. Jamali and A.T. Johns 
city Oniversity, London , OK. 
Abstract- This paper describes a very 
accurate fault location technique which uses 
,post-fault steady-state voltage and current 
derived at the line ends. The technique 
'locates the fault independent of fault 
resistance and source impedances. It 
maintains its high accuracy for untransposed 
lines and no fault type identification is 
,required. The paper presents the basic theory 
of the technique and some results of 
simulation studies to determine its 
performance are also given. 
INTRODUCTION 
The need for very high accuracy in fault 
location is generally becoming more important 
because, in ehv systems, there is often 
: little visual evidence of a fault, and post-
. fault clearnce tests performed at reduced 
j system voltage can be inconclusive. The 
o degree of accuracy is therefore increasing 
; and is much higher than can be obtained using 
; simple conventional impedance to fault: 
: measuring techniques, even a small 
i measurement error may require detailed local 
'examination over several kilometres of a ! typical line. 
i 
. For a very accurate 
! following sources of 
: considered I 
fault location 
error should 
the 
be 
(a' Line asymmetry! The aelf and mutual 
impedance and admittance of each phase 
of transmission lines is determined by 
line geometry and are'not exactly the 
same values for all phases. Most 
previous fault location techniques use 
symmetrical components which are only 
applicable to transposed lines 
Creferences 1,3 and 4). The fault 
location technique proposed in reference 
2 can be applied to untransposed lines 
if the impedance for each phase can be 
set. However in reference 5 it has been 
reported that when using this technique 
for untransposed line represented by 
symmetrical parameters a substantial 
error will occur due to an asymmetry 
among phases. 
(b' Shunt capacitance! Capacitance current 
for long line can be comparable with 
fault current, particularly for high 
, resistance faults. Many of the previously 
reported algorithms use a lumped model 
for shunt capacitance which is not 
an exact representation of line if a 
very high accuracy in fault location is 
required. 
Cc' Fault resistancel Onknown fault 
resistance and different phase angle of 
fault current contribution from remote 
source will introduce error. 
Cd' Remote source impedance settingl Some 
previous fault location algorithms 
require a setting for the remote source 
impedance. In modern transmission 
networks, normally several lines and 
generators are connected to the line 
"terminals.,.Switching operations often 
! 
change the source operating 
configuration from those assumed in 
setting the fault location equipment 
which in turn can lead to a large error 
in fault location. 
ee' Capacitve voltage transformer! In the 
case of wide band type measurement e.g., 
so called travelling-wave methods, 
difficulties are often encountered in 
the use of capacitor voltage 
transformers,which are generally 
incapable of passing the necessary 
higher frequency phenomena. 
jA fault location technique which considers 
lall the above causes of error is presented 
:and the results of simulation studies to 
:determine the basic accuracy of the methods 
lare given. The technique has also the merit 
,of no requirements for determining the 
'phaseCs' involved in a particular fault. 
IPrevious techniques use different routines 
;for different types of fault. 
i 
:The proposed technique requires data from 
lboth ends. However, it should be noted that 
lit is only the phasor values that need to be 
itransferred from the remote end and not the 
:entire data set. This can be done either 
!automatically or by voice over a telephone 
llink, for example. 
'BASIC PRINCIPLES 
,The voltages and currents measured at each 
end of a transmission line are filtered so as 
~to produce a measure of the steady-state 
power frequency voltage and current phasors. 
'The latter are obtained as data described by 
'means of post-fault processing applied to 
data captured during the fault clearance 
'process. 
Simple Single-Phase Line 
Consider the relationship applicable to an 
assumed single-phase line application." With 
reference to Fig. 1, the post-fault steady-
state voltage VF for a fault at a distance x 
from ,say, end S is readily expreased in 
terms of the voltages and currents measured 
at the enda: 
VF-coshefx'VS-ZOsinhCfxIIS 
VF-coahCfCL-x"VR-ZosinhefCL-x"IR 
1 
2 
In equations 1 and 2, the surgeCor 
characteristic' impedance Zo and lint 
propagatiof constant f are given by ZO-CZ/YI 
and r-CZYI respectively, where Z is the line 
series impedance and Y is the line shunt 
admittance per unit length. Equating 
equations 1 and 2 eliminatea any necessity 
for defining the fault point network. In 
practice this is useful due to uncertainties 
as to the nature of the fault path. 
Rearrangement of the equations 1 and 2 
provides an exact evaluation of the distance 
to the fault x as given in equation 3. 
x a (tanh-1 (-B/A'I/r 
where A- ZOc08h(fL)IR-ainh(rL)VR+ZOIS 
and B-coahCrL)VR-zO.inhCrL)IR-VS 
3 
In the above equation x is complex but has a 
predominantly real part. The imaginary part 
of x ariaes due to computational errors 
though its magnitude is amall relative to the 
real part which can be taken to represent the 
fault distance. Equation 3 requires only 
known line data (Z and Y) and known phasor 
voltages derived from measurands at the line 
ends. Any fault location eatimate thereby 
derived is therefore independent of both the 
fault . impedance and the source impedance 
values, a tact which is of practical 
importance due to their somewhat 
indeterminate and variable nature. It ia alao 
of intereat to note that the equation ia 
valid for both total and auperimposed values 
·ot voltage and current. Furthermore, the 
fault location algorithm relates to a 
distributed line, and inherently includes for 
the effect of ahunt capacitance. 
Fig. 1- Single-phase 
. network. 
III 
faulted 
~xtension to 3-Phase Power Lines 
line/source 
The method described above cannot be directly 
applied to a multi-phaae power line since a 
number of phases are involved. For 
simplicity, consider a single circuit 3-
phaae transmi.sion line in which the phases 
are identified by a,b,c aa indicated in the 
single line equivalent of Fig. 2. In this 
case, . the vector of the various voltages 
and currents (~VFa,b e J , (ISa,b,el, etc.) are ~elated uS1ng the 2-port matrices 
-,AgJ,IBsJ,IARJ,IBRI which in turn are 3x3 
matrices defined uaing the line series 
impedance matrix IZI and the line ahunt 
admittance matrix IYI. With reference to Fig. 
2 the multi-conductor equivalent of equations 
1 and 2 is I . 
'''Fa, b,c '-IAgJ I Vsa , b,c J-IBsI IIsa;b',c1 4 
,"pa,b,claIARIIVRa,b,cl-IBRIIIRa,b,cl 5 
where (Vpa,b,c)' (VSa b,c)' (IRa,b,c) ,etc. are 
vectors deflning voltage. and currentsT fOf 
each phase e.g.! IVRa,b,c laIVRa,VRb,VRc I ,I I 
denoting a matrlx transpose. 
It ~s important to note that the 2-port 
matr1Cea 1ASI,(BSI. etc. can, if necessary, 
e formed to include any discrete line 
:ranapoaition, which in turn ia conductive to 
maintaining very high levels of meaaurements 
·ccuracy in long line applications. In most 
a Asea however it is sufficient to treat each c.. . h l~ne sectlon as omogeneous. 
T~e key to extending the fault location· 
algori~hm, for use in actual multi-phase 
t~an.m1as10n linea lies in de-coupling 
quations 4 and 5 into uncoupled or 
r~dependent aingle-phase networka of the type 
lSa,b,c IRa,b,c 
I L 
Pig. 2- Single-line diagram of faulted 
described by 2-port matrices. 
line 
shown in Fig. 1. This is done using the 
theory of natural modes and matrix function 
theory (wedepohl (6)' as commonly used in the 
digital simulation of faulted ehv 
transmission ayatema (Johns and Aggarwal 
(7». The theory underlying such techniques, 
though well known to power system analysts, 
is much too long and involved to explain in a 
paper of this typel the reader is therefore 
referred to the latter references for 
fUrther details. Briefly, the method 
involves finding the matrix of Eigenvectors 
of the (ZIIYI product «(QI say) and the 
IYIIZ) product (IS) say" In this way, the 
• voltages and currents derived from each phase 
a,b,c at, say,the sending end would be 
transformed to corresponding modal voltage 
quantities 1,2,3 by means of the 
correaponding (QJ and lSI Eigenvector. 
matrices (7) z-
6 
The significance of applying the 
transformation to modal quantities ia that 
even a multi-conductor line is decomposed 
into a number of single-phase uncoupled 
models of the type shown in Fig. 1. For each 
modal component, there is an equation pair of 
the form of equation. 1 and 2. Thua for a 
single circuit line, there are three pairs of 
such equations corresponding to the mode. 
1,2,3 so that, for mode-2 for example the 
equation pair used that would form the basis-_ 
of the fault location in an actual 3-phase 
line would take the form of equations 7 and 
8. 
7 
8 
The method is general in that, for a double-
circuit line for example, .ix modes are 
involved which in turn results in six pairs 
of equations all of the basic form of 
equation. 7 and 8. Anyone or more mode pair 
equation. can be used to find a fault 
location x by equating such equations to 
obtain for example a mode-2 based evaluaation 
given by equation 9. 
xa(tanh~1(-82/A2'I/r2 9 
where A2-Z02cosh(r2L)IR2-sinhCr2L)VR2+Z02IS2 
and 82-Cosh(r2LIVR2-Z02sinhCr2L)!R2-VS2 
Equation 9 and its companion equations formed 
using the other modes is the exact equivalent 
of equation 3 which was derived for the 
single phase model in the previous aection. 
The appropriate modal surge. impedances 
· required . are. readily det!rmin!1 from the: 
: matrix' . I product' lZOnl-lr1 lQI (Z)(SJ in' 
:which (rJ is a diagonal matrix of so-calledi 
:modal propagation constants comprising the' 
;square root of Eigenvalues of matrix product! 
IIZIlY) (6,7). Matrix IZoft! thua takes the! 
,diagonal form of IZ01 Z02 Z03) for a 3-phase l jline, the individual values being modal surgei 
. impedances. . 1 
Ipractical Considerations i 
I I 
tThe modal surge impedances and propagation I 
Iconstants are pre-computed as indicated inl 
I'the previous section from the line impedance I and shunt admittance matrices (IZ), IY). The ,latter are in turn computed from a knowledge 
lof the line conductor geometry, earth plane 
Iresistivity and thelcQnduct9r parameters. In 
!essence they represent basic parameters set l 
linto the algorithm according to the line! 
!application involved. However, the algorithm! 
jhas been found to be so accurate that, evenj 
lif perfect line transposition is assumed, thel 
!resulting accuracy is more than acceptable 
!for most applications. If perfect linel 
:transposition is assumed, the calculation of 
lthe modal surge impedances and propagation 
Iconstants is simplified since it is readily! shown that, for example, the mode-2 surge, !impedance for a single-circuit line can be 
lexpresaed directly in terms of the well known 
'positive phase sequence line impedance CZ1) 
!and shunt admittance,CY1) per unit length ~f 
11ine as Z02-(Zl/Y1) • Similarly r2- CZ 1Yl) • 
:Furthermore the assumption of perfect, 
;transposition, leads to Eigenvector matrices I 
;whiah.: are· equalC(SI-(QI) and which arej 
iindependent of line geometry. The need to 
!calculate the voltage and current Eigenvector 
:matrices is thereby obviated and in this case, 
:they take the special form given in equationj 
ao. . I 
!ISIOIQI:[t J -~l "i 
!PtQde Selection 
1:-ny type of fault will excite aerial-I 
iroode.,e.g. mode-2 here, while the earth-model 
'is excited by earth faults only. Therefore if I 
'the line is transposed or the line parameters 
'for untransposed line are available then thel 
laerial-mode can be used for any type of faultl 
and no mode selection is required. It is! 
'worth mentioning that by using the aerial-I 
;roode , the fault location is evaluated I 
lindependently of the indeterminate earth path. 
iresistivity. However,l.when" transposed linej 
'parameters are used for untransposed line as! 
discussed in the previous section it has beenj 
. found from simulation studies that the earth-. 
·mode gives more accurate results for earth! 
faults. Mode selection in this case can! 
!easily be done by detecting the presence of! 
;residual current at the line ends. I 
ipERFORHANCE EVALUATION ' i 
.- I 
~h. fundamental characteristics of this fault!' 
llocation algorithm have been determined by, 
"testing using a steady-state line simulation i 
. rogramme. This mean. of testing reveals thel 
rnaccuracies in the algorithm itself and does: 
not include any errors introduced by the! 
~ardware andlor transducers i.e., it reveals: 
"the best. can be expected by way of fault,. 
loca'tion·· ':. 'accuracy. The programme uses. 
distributed line parameters in deriving phase! 
i ••. 1 •• ;:,·',11",;: ,'I, ", \"'" I I 
I , " ,J' ! i . : , ! t· J t I!. I.: : I:,' .! .: I Iii i:. ~ J • 
~ariable relationships and thereby gives a 
more ...... deta·iled" and realistic line 
'representation under operating and fault 
conditions. The values of voltage and current 
at the terminating busbars are produced for 
any fault type and source conditions. 
I ~he results presented in this paper relate to 
pne circuit of a typical 400kV vertical 
.constructed line of the type commonly used on 
~he UK supergrid system and to a typical 
~ingle-circuit 500kV horizontally constructed 
~ine as commonly used in longer distance 
transmission applications in the USA. Details 
bf the line configuration involved are given 
lin Piga. 3a and lb. A wide range of line 
lengths and source conditions have been 
bonsidered but, for reasons of brevity, the 
'results presented,arel,necessarily limited, 
though they give a clear indication of the 
accuracy obtained under typical operating 
earth fault conditions. Relevant parameters 
bsed are:-
I 
Ca) Phase conductors are 4x54/7/0.33cm s.c.a 
with 0.305m bundle spacing. 
Cb) Earthwire is 54/7/0.33cm s.c.a 
(c) Earth resistivity, .ssumed homogeneous -
100l1m 
Cd) Source short circuit levels-5GVA and X/R 
ratio-40 at both ends. 
Ce) Fault resistance- 10011 
Cf) Line lengths. 100km and 250km. 
Cg) Prefault line loading is zero. 
EW 
C 
~ 
b 
.. 1.5 
10.2Oal 
31 ..... 
---~ 21 0-~ 
12 .2. 
Fig. 3- Line configurations 
, 
The lines considered are deliberately 
untransposed so as to adequately reveal the 
effect on accuracy of assuming perfect 
transposition when setting the parameters 
into the locator. The rasults relate to 
typical earth faults, fault location 
estimates being those obtained using mode-l 
Cearth-mode) quantities • 
It will be appreciated from the foregoing 
that, if the locator is set using the exact 
parameters derived from the actual 
Eigenvectors/Eigenvalues for an untransposed 
line, ,the only errors that occur are those 
due to hardware i.e., the algorithmic error 
is zero. The results presented are for a 
locator having approximate settings derived 
on assumption of ideal line transposition. 
Fig. 4 shows the percentage of error in fault 
location that occurs for 'a'-earth faults on 
different line configurations. The error is 
expressed as a percentage of the total line 
length. It can be seen from thes. figures 
~hat·., the locator gives extremely accurate 
evaluation of fault position that is largely 
independent of the actual fault point. It can 
t II I., ""',' .0 .... 
be'seen'that the·accuracy is not affected by 
line length; this is a consequence of the 
fact that the algorithm inherently takes 
'account of shunt capacitance. The consistency 
'of the new algorithm and its relative 
:independence of line configuration is also 
apparent, the magnitude of error always being 
Iless than 0.6\ for all fault positions. 
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Fig. 4- Measuring accuracy for 'a'-earth 
fault on different line configurations. 
pig. 5 shows the response for double-phase-
to-earth (a-b-e) faulte involving a 1000 
fault resi.tance to earth in each faulted 
phase. The response for the horizontal line 
subjected to an a-b-e fault i. closely 
similar to 'a'-earth fault shown in Fig. 4a. 
It can be seen that the error is always less 
than approximately 1.1\ for all fault 
positions. 
.The result. presented above are typical of 
those obtained. In all cases studied error 
was less than approximately 1.5\ when the 
algorithm was assuming. perfect line 
transposition for untranspoaed line. 
.' ~NCLUSION 
~ very accurate method of fault location for 
~ransmission l1nes has been presented. It has 
been •. shown that in spite of simplifying the 
algorithm by using transposed line parameters 
for untransposed system it gives a very high 
accuracy in locating faults irrespective of 
the fault type, line length and 
configuration. Moreover the accuracy is not 
affected by fault resistance and source 
impedances. The algorithm does not require 
fault-type identification which avoids 
possible problems due to incorrect fault-
~ype determination. 
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